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Abstract 
How does the local Hong Kong environment shape the practice of dramatic 
performance {huajuAvahkehk or spoken drama), a kind of theatre which is relatively new 
to China (approximately 100 years') compared to its much longer tradition in the west 
(over 400 years, i f we begin with Elizabethan theatre)? How does the local environment 
impact on the performance of foreign dramatic texts, and what role do these 
performances play in the local performance environment? These are the questions which 
this study seeks to answer. 
The study aims to build a contextual framework for understanding the 
performance environment of Hong Kong through detailed analysis of a variety of 
contemporary drama performances, eleven of which are included in the discussion. The 
performances considered range from productions of canonical texts such as Shakespeare, 
to productions of plays with contemporary worldwide renown, by playwrights such as 
Dario Fo and Yasmina Reza; to productions of classic modem Chinese playwrights and 
newly created works by local artists. 
Through analysis of these performances, a group of key elements and factors 
affecting productions is explored: translation, adaptation, authenticity as an aesthetic 
value, the transformative potential of engaging with foreign texts, multilingual 
environment and attitudes towards mixed language. 
Three arguments are made in the study: 
1. Hong Kong's unique language environment and culture combine to create a 
‘The first petformance of huaju took place in 1907. Siyuan Liu, "The Impact of Shinpa on Early Chinese 
Huaju", 342. Asian Theatre Journal, vol. 23’ no. 2 (Fall 2006). Copyright 2006 by University ofHawai'i 
Press. 
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situation where mixed language is associated with a negative aesthetic value, 
despite the fact that mixing language is a ubiquitous part o f everyday life. 
Therefore, dramatic performances generally avoid mixed language, and even 
where this taboo is broken, it is done so in a way which tends to support the 
predominant negative attitudes towards mixed language. 
2. The performance of foreign dramatic texts has the potential to jtransform the 
Comment [Y.S.I]： Rather vague what 
imagination of the localt both in unadapted as well as adapted productions ^^ 
which take greater liberties with the original text. 
3. The aesthetic value of authenticity (to the original text or to the author) is a 
major determining factor shaping many local performances, but can operate as 
a stimulus for creativity and originality in performance, rather than a solely 
restrictive artistic limitation. 
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Introduction 
Definitions and Dimensions of Key Issues 
A significant amount of research has been published about performances based on 
foreign dramatic works in Asia. However, most research tends to concentrate on certain 
topics, while other topics tend to be neglected. Popular topics include: experiments using 
traditional Asian theatre techniques to create performances of western texts, or resetting 
the original western stories in Asian historical contexts; textual translation/adaptation 
strategies; comparison and contrast between the original source culture of a dramatic text 
and the target culture. However, not much research is to be found on the contemporary 
practice of foreign/translated drama as a whole, for example in the local context of China 
or Hong Kong. In Hong Kong there is only one study specifically on this topic, Thomas Y. 
T. Luk's Translation and Adaptation of Western Drama in Hong Kong: From Script to 
Stage} The historical development of modem theatre/drama performance in Hong Kong 
is described, along with discussion o f contemporary productions of the Hong Kong 
Repertory Theatre, Hong Kong's oldest professional theatre company. Although Luk's 
2 Thomas Y. T. Luk, Translation and Adaptation of Western Drama in Hong Kong: From Script to Stage. 
Hong Kong: The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2007. 
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study provides important historical context and a detailed look at specific productions, 
there is still no overall framework to help us understand why these productions take the 
shape that they do, or what their significance in the general local performance 
environment is. This study aims to fill in some of the gaps of that missing framework, so 
that in the future those questions can be further pursued. 
My objective in this project is to explore some contextual factors which influence 
the performance of foreign/translated drama in Hong Kong; the operation of authenticity 
as an aesthetic value, the transformative potential in the staging of the foreign, and the 
multilingual environment of Hong Kong. I strive to examine how these factors will 
specifically affect dramatic performance, it,will,also be shown how these factors 
. Comment [Y.S.2]： Where is this 
inevitably have an impart on other types of performance! as well]. 9". -'' 
topic of translated drama performance in Hong Kong is addressed in chapter 2; and each 
of chapters 3-5 deals with one of these factors through the close analysis of local 
performances, eleven in total. Most of the performances were of drama; however in the 
chapter on ‘Code-switching in Performance Contexts', two of the three performances 
were more experimental and might be described as metatheatrical rather than as 
conventional dramas. Below are brief introductions to the issues that will be addressed in 
my study. 
Language and Diegesis 
As Lehmann discusses in Postdramatic Theatre, the traditional concept of 
dramatic theatre is marked by the assumption that the theatrical presentation displays a 
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‘closed fictive cosmos', or diegesis, before the audience's eyes.^ The meaning and 
coherence o f this diegetical reality is maintained by framing and separating it from the 
real world to which the audience belongs. Thus, regardless of whether the content of the 
story is realistic or fantastical, in order for an audience to understand the content of 
theatrical performance meaningfully as a ‘story，，they must first recognize it as separate 
from the rest of reality一they must be able to tell when the story begins and ends in time 
(in proscenium theatre, in the interval between the curtain going up and coming down) 
and space (usually confined to the visible area of the stage platform). These and other 
conventions of stage space and time in dramatic theatre help the audience to understand 
what is to be considered 'part of the performance' and what is 'outside of the 
performance', as well as where they are expected to direct their visual and aural attention. 
For example, the average theatre audience in contemporary urban settings understands 
the seating area in an auditorium to be a space clearly outside of the performance, rather 
than a part of it. The fact that the auditorium is darkened while lights illuminate the actors 
and stage area during a performance taking place in this kind of setting, in combination 
with a variety of other factors, such as warning announcements to audience members to 
switch off their phones, all serve to reinforce the impression that the audience is a group 
of external witnesses to a central performance event, and that they should remain separate 
from this event, and not interfere with it. Any noise which the audience makes in this type 
of performance environment, whether it be a desirable response such as applause, or 
unwanted noise such as coughs or mobile phones ringing, is understood to be clearly 
external to the diegetic world represented, and is either silenced or ignored. 
Similarly, non-diegetic ‘noise’ originating from within the performance itself is 
3 Hans-Thies Lehmann, Postdramatic Theatre, 99. 
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suppressed as much as possible~occurrences such as actors forgetting lines or colliding 
with objects on stage, the unintended visibility of actors or technicians in the wings, or 
set changes between scenes. Whether coming from outside or inside the staged 
performance, such interruptive noise is perceived to disrupt the performance in progress 
and the coherent diegetic world it strives to establish as an intrusion of chaotic reality— 
its unpredictability, mundane lack of order and determined meaning. While Lehmann is 
concerned more with examining how postdramatic theatre welcomes the intrusion of the 
real (and subsequent blurring of diegesis and reality) which dramatic theatre tries to 
exclude, I am interested in precisely the opposite: how dramatic theatre maintains 
coherence by excluding elements of the real from the diegesis, and what we can leam 
about the construction of diegesis from the very elements it excludes. 
Hong Kong's multilingual environment threatens dramatic theatre's traditional 
sense of the distinction between diegesis and reality with the introduction of new kinds of 
non-diegetic noise which must be confronted to maintain coherency in dramatic 
narratives. This is the noise of a reality in which language is never pure (or even just 
smoothly blended), but a sound made up of many competing channels~~the visual and 
the spoken, Cantonese, Putonghua and English—across which meaning is translated but 
never quite matches. The chaos of language in local reality must be managed for the 
representation of coherently conceived diegetic worlds, more often than not the 
representation of other, non-local worlds. 
If the diegetic world on stage is understood to be fictional mirroring (stylized or 
naturalistic) of the non-diegetic realm to which the audience belongs, to a certain extent, 
there will be an expectation for 'life-like' space, characters, narratives, and language to be 
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re-created in the diegesis. At the same time, the re-presentational aspect of drama requires 
that what is presented on stage is not too life-like so as to destroy the very impression of a 
separate reality that is being fostered. The aesthetic principle of coherency is what 
dictates that no real violence or disaster should be allowed to take place on stage, 
disrupting the performance, that action takes place within a clearly defined area and never 
spreads beyond it as it might if "actually" occurring, that even if the audience is allowed 
some real interaction with performers this is strictly controlled. The representational 
function of language in drama determines that language is only allowed to be 'life-like' as 
long as it remains intelligible and consistent with the diegesis. The unintelligible aspects 
of real speech—silences, mumblings, stuttering, fillers, unfinished sentence fragments— 
and the unrepresentable—foul language, the taboo, the sacred, that which is considered 
unworthy of representation一are excluded for the sake of clarity and aesthetics. Thus, 
dramatic language is an aesthetically determined representation of language, not simply 
language as it is in real life. Still, in a monolingual society, there will be a basic level of 
agreement between stage language and real life language, because audience and 
performers share one language which also forms the framework through which 
everything is experienced. The language itself forms the boundary for possible dramatic 
language; there is no space of meaning beyond or outside of this language. But given 
Hong Kong's multilingual environment, where linguistic coherency is not always 
practiced, special steps must be taken in order to ensure that the coherency of the diegesis 
is maintained. The linguistic coherency of dramatic language is an artificial construct. By 
looking at how this construct is maintained, we can understand more about the 
importance of language in forming a coherent diegesis. 
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The Global Stage: Performativity of Performance 
This chapter makes the argument that local performances of foreign plays are 
more than just representations of foreign cultures, people and places. Regardless of 
whether they are presented in adapted or unadapted form, foreign drama performance has 
the potential to function also as a representation of local culture, space, and people. This 
argument is based on the idea that performance is performative, which I will outline here. 
The concept of performativity comes from J. L. Austin's theory about how 
language can be used to perform actions.^ Austin's central point is that although language 
is traditionally thought of as descriptive in its function, there are cases in which it does 
not merely describe the state of events, but actually brings a state of events into being. 
One implication of his theory is that utterances can potentially have consequences and be 
judged just as physically executed acts can. 
J. L. Austin's concept of the performative speech act has been extremely 
influential in contemporary literary and performance theory. Yet, the irony in this 
development is that Austin's theory was intended to be applicable to the ‘serious，use of 
language in a restricted set of everyday life situations; language delivered in theatrical 
performance and poetry is excluded, along with cases such as sarcastic insinuation, 
joking, swearing, and boasting. Austin makes a brief disclaimer regarding these cases: “a 
performative utterance will, for example, be in a peculiar way hollow or void if said by 
an actor on the stage, or if introduced in a poem, or spoken in soliloquy. This applies in a 
similar manner to any and every utterance~a sea-change in special circumstances. 
" J . L. Austin, How to do things with words. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1971. 
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Language in such circumstances is in special ways—intelligibly一used not seriously, but 
in ways parasitic upon its normal use~ways which fall under the doctrine of the 
etiolations of language." 
It is clear that the literary use of language follows somewhat different rules from 
the use of language in ordinary everyday situations, but does this mean that it is ‘void’ of 
any effects at all, as Austin states? How can we extend the concept of performativity to 
include the narrative function of language? It seems to be true that a promise uttered by a 
character in a story will not have the same effects as a promise uttered by a person in life. 
But perhaps if we consider whole narratives—rather than the individual utterances which 
they are made up o f a s entities which can have complex performative effects, this 
problematic difference can be solved. Claiming the performativity of narrative is 
philosophically a major step which has implications going far beyond the realm of 
language. By implication, now all kinds of fiction—including fictional performance, or 
drama—potentially have performative effects. The next question becomes, what kinds of 
performative effects might these be? 
This brings us back to the subject of this chapter's analysis, which is dramatic 
performance. Narrative can perform many complex functions, but here I am concerned 
with a specific visualizing/physicalizing function of dramatic performance. To perform a 
story is to use one's own body and voice to physically embody and speak the words of 
fictional personas, to use local space to actualize the space of distant fictional worlds. The 
resulting performance is not purely the imagined Other space and culture, but also the 
refashioned space and culture of local Self. It is on this basis that I argue that 
performance of foreign dramatic works can become the site of re-imagining local space 
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and culture. 
Authenticity and Originality 
It would seem that the aesthetic concept of'authenticity', understood as fidelity to 
past performance practices, is not really applicable to the practice of most contemporary 
dramatic theatre, including drama in Hong Kong. After all, recreating historically 
accurate costumes, performance environment, or acting styles is not seen as a valid 
aesthetic objective for the works of many modern playwrights, and even when it can be, 
as in the case of Shakespeare performance, it is a goal adopted only some of the time. 
This kind of authenticity would only be one of the valid criteria for aesthetic judgment in 
performances such as those staged by the Globe Theatre in London, but not for 
performances which do not intentionally make historical accuracy or the revival of past 
performance traditions their goal. 
However, another sense of the term 'authenticity', meaning fidelity to authorial 
intentions or to the performance text itself, is perhaps more broadly applicable to a 
variety of theatrical performances which base themselves on texts, including dramatic 
theatre as well as more unconventional renderings of well-known texts. This type of 
authenticity, unlike the previous type, does not require matching between the 
contemporary performance and some previously existing or hypothetical original 
performance, but paradoxically calls for originality of interpretation as well as fidelity to 
author or text. In a parallel discussion of the aesthetics of authenticity in classical music 
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performance, Young^ classes both fidelity to authorial intentions and fidelity to texts 
together with fidelity to past performance practices as different types of 'historical 
authenticity，，which he defines in opposition to 'personal authenticity', or being true to 
one's own interpretation. Although Young also claims that 'historical' and 'personal 
authenticity' are not necessarily incompatible in classical music performance, his 
treatment of individual interpretation and the text as distinct elements affecting 
performance suggests that they can operate independently of each other. In fact, I would 
argue that fidelity to authorial intentions or to the text can only be made possible through 
creative individual interpretation. The intentions of an author or messages hidden in a text 
are usually not explicitly present, but must be discovered or postulated by the performer(s) 
in the process of reading and research. Thus, a critique of a performance's authenticity to 
author or text is necessarily also a critique of individual interpretation, and vice versa. 
There is another way in which authenticity could be a relevant topic to discuss in 
relation to translated drama in Hong Kong. The word 'authentic' implies the existence of 
an original which is both the site and source of authenticity. As with translated drama 
anywhere, authenticity in performance is in part defined through the relationship between 
a translated text and its original. As Luk's investigation into the history of the Hong Kong 
Repertory Theatre's performance of translated drama highlights, the preference for 
presenting foreign works unadapted is closely linked to the value attached to 'fidelity to 
the text/author', and the adoption of such a textually authentic approach seems to be 
linked to the intention to introduce the foreign works to local audiences in as pure and 
5 James O. Young, "Authenticity in Performance", in The Routledge Companion to Aesthetics, pp. 501-12. 
New York: Routledge, 2001. 
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untouched form as possible.^ At the same time, all new performances of old texts strive 
to justify their own worth by establishing their own originality—in short, to assert 
themselves as sites of authentic interpretation, as 'originals' in their own right. Hong 
Kong performances of famous western texts can strive for authenticity in many ways, and 
even performances which appear to be radical departures from tradition may value 
authenticity as well. Exploring the complex relationship between authenticity and 
originality, and how this is negotiated in Hong Kong performances, can tell us more 
about the value of translated drama and foreign texts for a culture which is still 
developing its spoken language literature. 
6 Thomas Y. T. Luk, Translation and Adaptation of Western Drama in Hong Kong: From Script to Stage (in 
Chinese). Hong Kong: The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2007. 
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Chapter One 
An Analytical Review of Translated Drama in Hong Kong 
Although some author-specific studies have been done on reception, performance 
and adaptation of western drama in Asia, including Shakespeare {Shashibiya: Staging 
Shakespeare in China (Li, 2003), Shakepeare In China (Levith, 2004), Shakespeare and 
the Japanese Stage (Sasayama, Mulryne and Shewring, eds.，1998), Shakespeare 
Global/Local: The Hong Kong Imaginary in Transcultural Production (Tarn, Parkin and 
Yip, eds., 2002)) and Brecht {Brecht and East Asian Theatre (Tatlow and Wong, eds., 
1982)，Chapter 6: 'Brecht in Hong Kong' in Hong Kong on Stage: Hong Kong Drama as 
Cultural Discourse (Lo, 2004))，such studies tend to focus on mapping out historical 
accounts of the influence of western drama, without much questioning the assumption 
that 'western influence' had progressive effects on local cultures, pushing them forwards 
from the backwardness of isolated traditions to the cutting edge of contemporary, 
globally informed performance. The underlying metaphor is one of theatre as cultural 
technology; viewing theatre in this way, we tend to be interested in its patterns of 
transmission (history), what it contributes to new communities of users (social and 
cultural critiques), and how it is implemented in new ways (adaptation and cultural 
appropriation). 
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This study will approach the practice of 'western' or 'translated' drama in Hong 
Kong at a much more basic level—its theoretical implications and problems, asking the 
questions 'how is it possible?', 'what are its values and how are problems of value 
resolved along the way?' and 'what function does it actually serve?' The scale of focus is 
much smaller than most of the above-mentioned studies, which are written in the context 
of entire cultures. Cultural context is taken into account here as well, but in the end I am 
more concerned with getting an understanding of the practice of adopting foreign texts 
for local performances on an individual level. Very few studies of theatre in Hong Kong 
on such a micro-level have been done, and of them only one deals with the subject of 
translated drama: Translation and Adaptation of Western Drama in Hong Kong: From 
Script to Stage (Luk, 2007)7 
Luk's work focuses mainly on the history of the Hong Kong Repertory Theatre 
(香港話劇團，or HK Rep in abbreviation), formed in 1977，the oldest professional local 
theatre company. However, his knowledge of the development and practice of other 
major professional and amateur companies in Hong Kong provides a useful context for 
understanding the practice of the HK Rep and of translated drama in general. The second 
chapter offers an overview of the local development of modern theatre, or drama (話劇， 
which excludes traditional Chinese theatre) from the 1950s until 2005. Luk considers the 
role of the government in local arts development, as well as tracing the movement from 
the pure enthusiasm of early non-professional, non-commercial theatre in amateur and 
academic domains (1950s-early 60s) to the increasing commercialism in response to 
economic pressures of theatre companies (both professional and amateur) in recent years. 
7 Ibid. 
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The government has had a significant impact on the way theatre has developed in 
Hong Kong. In the 1950s through early 1960s, when local theatre was mostly confined to 
performances in the academic and amateur realms, the British colonial government aimed 
to adopt a laissez-faire policy towards local arts and culture development, neither 
intervening nor offering financial support. However, due to the sensitive political 
environment of the time, the government required all playscripts to be submitted for 
inspection, and performance could only take place after the script had been officially 
reviewed and granted approval. Luk points out that government censorship tended to be 
much more relaxed if the play was a translation of a foreign drama rather than an original 
work. Consequently, conditions at the time were more conducive for the performance of 
translated foreign plays, in contrast to plays by mainland Chinese or Taiwanese authors, 
which were regarded as politically sensitive, or even original works of local playwrights, 
who were confined to politically neutral topics.8 In 1962，the building of Hong Kong City 
Hall marked a break with the government's original policy of non-intervention in the 
city's cultural life, and the beginning of a gradual shift towards a stance of more active 
involvement in the promotion of the arts. However, throughout the 60s and early 70s, the 
city's performing arts programming was dominated by visiting foreign artists and groups, 
and the government did not provide much financial support to local theatre companies.^ 
By the late 1970s the government had adopted the role of "master planner and catalyst"'® 
of local culture and arts development. The flourishing of the economy was accompanied 
by a rapid development in the soft and hard architecture of local arts. In addition to the 
8 Ibid.，15. 
9 Ibid.’ 17. 
Ibid., 21 (my translation), Luk cites a report published by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council, 
available online at www.hkadc.org.hk/tc/infocentre/research/report 20000715 review. 
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HK Rep (established 1977, fully subsidized by the government), a host of other important 
performing arts institutions and public performance venues were established in this 
period up to the early 1980s: the Hong Kong Arts Centre (Wan Chai)，the Hong Kong 
Sinfonietta, the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra, the Hong Kong Ballet, the City 
Contemporary Dance Company, Chung Ying Theatre (1979 established under the British 
Arts Council, 1982 becoming an independent organization); Queen Elizabeth Stadium 
(1980)，Tsuen Wan Town Hall (1980)，Gousan Theatre (1983)，and the Hong Kong 
Academy of Performing Arts (1985)". In 1995 the Hong Kong Arts Development 
Council was established by the government, which began to provide grants to local arts 
organizations, allowing many smaller, independent theatre companies to thrive with the 
government's support: for example, Theatre Ensemble (戲場組合)，新城劇團，演戲家族， 
進慮！)場.12 But the post-1997 period saw the government attempting to lessen its financial 
burden in supporting the arts, and the expression of the hope that arts institutions would 
become more independent through increased reliance on commercial income. 
Accordingly, the HK Rep became financially independent of government funding in 2001, 
re-establishing itself as a professional theatre company financially operated as a 
corporation” 
Luk's focus on the economic aspects of the interrelationships between the 
government and local theatre groups, in particular his claim that the HK Rep 
demonstrates a larger trend of commercialization in local theatre recently, is interesting in 
light of the government's current stance of active involvement in the promotion of culture 
“ Ib i d . , 27. 
丨2 Ibid., 34. 
13 Ibid.，49. 
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and the arts. Richard Florida's ideas on the importance of culture and creativity for 
economic prosperity in contemporary times {The Rise of the Creative Class, 2002) have 
strongly influenced the Hong Kong government's attitude towards investment in arts and 
culture, prompting the implementation of the Hong Kong Creativity Index project in 
2004，a study commissioned by the Home Affairs Bureau to evaluate Hong Kong's 
strengths and weaknesses as a ‘creative’ c i t y .The results of this ongoing study are being 
used to help the government make decisions about its spending in local cultural and arts 
institutions and programs, as well as arts education. Essentially, the government now sees 
funding for the arts as an investment for future economic development. In terms of the 
way theatre practitioners have viewed the performance of translated drama throughout its 
history in Hong Kong, ‘culture’ has always been seen as a valuable commodity, the duty 
of local theatre groups being to transmit what is best in foreign/global culture to local 
audiences. But now that culture is seen by the government not only as valuable in itself, 
but also as capital, or a means of generating further value beyond itself, the former 
privileged position which foreign translated drama occupied might now appear to be 
challenged, as 'creativity' (and therefore 'originality') begins to be regarded as the 
economic panacea of the future. The government's adoption of 'arts and culture’ as a 
component of its economic strategies provides a striking framework for understanding 
the gradual movement towards commercialization in theatre described by Luk. 
Luk claims that the incorporation of the HK Rep in 2001 (as well as changes in 
the programs it offers to audiences) reflects the general trend of commercialization of 
theatre in Hong Kong. In 1977, the HK Rep was established as Hong Kong's first 
Fong Ngai, "Hong Kong Creativity Index (HKCI): A New Policy Tool". Published by Home Affairs 
Bureau, in conference proceedings book, Asia Cultural Co-operation Forum 2004, pp. 18-21. 
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professional theatre company, receiving full subsidy from the government. In the first 
eight years of its existence (1877-1985), the majority of its performances were of 
translated plays (63%) rather than works by Hong Kong or Chinese writers (36%). This 
contrasts with the figures from 1998-2005, where only 25% of the total number of 
performances were of translated plays and 75% were of plays by local or Chinese authors 
(63% and 12%, respectively). Luk's analysis of the data attempts to answer the following 
questions: 1) Is there a difference in the HK Rep's attitude towards selection of content 
for performances before and after incorporation? 2) Did market/economic pressures and 
Hong Kong's return to China influence the change in performance content in the general 
local theatre environment? 
While I think it is challenging to support a claim of any cause and effect 
relationship between these figures and observable external factors, Luk's discussion of 
this phenomenon in relation to the perceived educational role of theatre, the desire to 
raise the production and content quality of local theatre, the rise in economic prosperity, 
the consumption of culture and marketplace pressures on the performing arts sector, the 
Handover and its accompanying shifts in the perception of Hong Kong identity and of 
Hong Kong's market is suggestive and worth further consideration. Although it is 
difficult to draw firm conclusions about the reasons behind the artistic decisions of the 
HK Rep or any other company, the context that Luk provides does allow us to speculate 
on the links between the ongoing discourse on local theatre and the changing conditions 
to which it must adapt. 
There are two main areas of discourse which are most relevant to this study: the 
first is the ongoing debate about whether adaptation or nonadaptation is the more suitable 
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way of presenting foreign drama to Hong Kong audiences; the second is the changing set 
of attitudes expressed by theatre practitioners about how they perceive the role which 
theatre plays in relation to local audiences. The two areas overlap somewhat in the 
concept of 'classic wo r k ' (經典），wh i c h becomes the object of translation and 
performance through the value which local theatre practitioners assign to it. Because the 
purpose of performing western classics is largely to give local audiences access to what is 
best in foreign/global culture, the mode of its presentation becomes a contested issue. 
First o f all, we should note that the term 'classic' (/經典）is not inherently culture-
specific. It can also refer to Chinese classics and religious scriptures or sutras, in addition 
to western literary classics. So why is this term tied to the western literary/dramatic canon 
rather than the Chinese when applied to a discussion of modern Chinese theatre? For 
example, we can look at Luk's quotation of Mai Qiu (麥秋)，the artistic director of Chung 
Tin Theatre (中天)： 
I hope that after，97，I can still stand firm and continue to do the classic 
playwrights that I 'm best at doing. There isn't necessarily a huge market for the 
classic playwrights . . . right now [local] theatre is flourishing, there's quite a few 
original plays, but not so many performances of classics from abroad, which is 
quite a shame. After ,97，it might be tougher for me to continue on my current 
path.丨 5 
It is apparent from this and other statements by theatre practitioners on the performance 
of translated drama that as far as modem theatre is concerned, 'tradition' originates from 
abroad, and therefore local works must always occupy the position of the ‘new’. The 
reason for the decidedly western or foreign identification of the 'classics' might be 
because modern theatre, or spoken drama (言舌慮！]) in China is seen as descending from the 
15 My translation, quoted in Luk, 40. 
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western tradition of modern theatre; it is perceived as a breaking away from rather than a 
radical development out of traditional Chinese theatre. Thus, it should be no surprise that 
the 'classics' of drama are conceived of as works coming from the west or from abroad. 
The sensibilities expressed by local theatre practitioners in discussing how the 
foreign 'classics' ought to be presented to local audiences is surprisingly conservative, in 
contrast to what Hong Kong's colonial/postcolonial identity might lead us to expect. In 
the debate between nonadaptation vs. adaptation of texts to local culture and contexts, the 
former choice appears to be more in line with the sense of purpose which groups such as 
the HK Rep and the Seals Theatre Company'^ have historically held in regards to their 
own performances. For example, Luk discusses the HK Rep's 1978 production of Peter 
Schaffer，s Equus, in which director Zhong Jing Hui's (鍾景輝）responded to the question 
"Why not adapt Equus to a Hong Kong setting?" with the following: "Our main goal is to 
introduce famous dramatic works to those Hong Kong audience who don't have any 
opportunities to view famous works which are being performed on foreign stages, that's 
why we expend so much effort to stay faithful to the original work."'^ I f giving local 
audiences access to otherwise (linguistically, geographically) inaccessible 
texts/performances is the primary goal of performing foreign classics, then fidelity to the 
original text/author (忠於原作/ 忠於原著）is valuable as a means of giving the audience 
a truer, unadulterated sense of the original work. For supporters of this approach to 
presenting foreign classics, creating a sense of immediacy and familiarity through 
adaptation is not as important as providing the audience with an objective version of the 
'^An amateur theatre company established in 1979 (now disbanded) which had a strong tradition of 
performing foreign dramatic works. (Luk, 25) 
口 Ibid., 25. My translation. 
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original theatrical work. The conservatism of the reverence for the original work which 
motivates the unadaptative approach to drama performance in Hong Kong contrasts with 
the 'provocative' intent behind unadapted performance in multiethnic, but predominantly 
white cultural contexts such as the London performance of Oscar Wilde's Lady 
Windermere 's Fan with an all-black cast described in Verma's e s s ay 'To use Verma's 
term, such a performance was 'provocative' in its effect because it challenged the 
audience's assumptions about who had the right to perform a classic text in a 
conventional way. But while the non-English racial identity of the cast in that 
performance was flaunted as a political statement, the same is not true of performances of 
unadapted western classics in Hong Kong, which downplay rather than highlight the 
Hong Kong identity of the performers, and thus are not provocative. 
O f course, performances of foreign classics which adapted the setting to China or 
Hong Kong have also taken place throughout the HK Rep's history, such as the 1977 
production of Shakespeare's Hamlet, which shifted the story's setting to ancient China, 
but Luk still concludes that the mode of 'fidelity to the original text' dominated the 
majority of the HK Rep's earlier translated drama performances. 
Local practitioners' attitudes towards adaptations vs. nonadaptations of imported 
dramatic texts have also been intricately related to their conception of the function which 
modem theatre plays for local audiences. A strong sense of the educational function of 
modern theatre has pervaded the HK Rep's artistic direction from the very beginning and 
continues today—not in Brecht's sense of the moral or political education which theatre 
ought to bring to spectators, but in the sense of cultural education. As former HK Rep 
Jatinder Verma, "The challenge of Binglish: analysing multi-cultural performances ". In Analysing 
performance: a critical reader, ed. Patrick Campbell (Manchester and New York: Manchester University 
Press, 1996)，195. 
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artistic director Yeung Sai Pang (楊世彭）has stated, the HK Rep ‘‘has the responsibility 
to introduce theatrical works of the most superb, highest artistic quality to local 
audiences” 19. The role of the modem theatre company, as voiced by the HK Rep, is not 
only to bring the best of world culture (that is, high culture) to local audiences, but also 
through doing so to cultivate higher standards of appreciation in local audiences, as well 
as raise the standards of artistic and technical quality in local theatre. In fact, at the time 
of the HK Rep's founding in 1977, the objective of nurturing greater cultural refinement 
in local audiences was more than just an altruistic ideal—the government's decision to 
support the creation of Hong Kong's first professional theatre company appears to have 
had a practical end, as Yeung has observed: 
At that time, the underlying intent behind the municipal government's 
establishment of the HK Rep was targeted at the inferior quality of local television 
and film industry; they hoped that with a theatre company of professional 
standards performing classical and contemporary renowned works from China 
and abroad, the harmful, intellectually stunting effects of vulgar TV and movies 
on the local population could be counteracted or lessened.^® 
Thus, we can see that from the very beginning the practice of modern theatre, particularly 
the performance of classic works, has been envisioned as a form of high culture which 
needed to be cultivated in order to balance out the low culture influence of local popular 
media entertainment. As 'high culture', foreign dramatic works were introduced to the 
general population in a top-down movement by those who had been educated abroad, or 
who had access to foreign literature through studies and knowledge of foreign languages, 
particularly English. Perhaps whether or not the theatre community was really more elite 
in composition than their audiences is less relevant than the fact that they frequently 
envisioned themselves as providing a service to the general population by using their 
19 Ibid., 23. My translation. 
2° Ibid., 21. My translation. 
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education to give others direct access to the best in current foreign (global) culture and art. 
Besides concern for the educational potential, quality and cultural value of the 
works chosen for presentation to the public, an awareness of being part of the local 
entertainment market and the desire to be responsive to audience tastes has also 
characterized the way that theatre practitioners conceive of their relationship to local 
audiences—to some extent, they also see themselves as providing artistic products for 
consumption. As Luk points out, the HK Rep is selective in its programming, keeping in 
mind what works would be most relevant to Hong Kong audiences; the performance of 
foreign classics is not a wholesale importation and uncritical consumption of foreign 
culture. The 'universality' of a work is part of the criteria which the HK Rep uses to 
judge the suitability of a foreign play for performance, a sentiment echoed by other 
amateur and professional theatre practitioners.^' The status of foreign plays as 'high 
culture' was not only consistent with the moral obligation of theatre companies to educate 
their audience, but also helped them neatly fit a niche in the market for refined culture 
and performance of high artistic standards.^^ On the other hand, Luk suggests that the 
increasing commercialization of local theatre has partly contributed to the shift away 
from performance of foreign classics to original contemporary works by local and 
Chinese playwrights. Attempts in the 90s to create productions with a more popular 
appeal by ploys such as featuring local pop star celebrities and utilizing the Broadway 
stage musical form to tell Hong Kong stories seem to indicate the decreasing attraction of 
foreign classics as a performance genre. Ironically, it is the broadening of the market for 
Hong Kong theatre to include mainland audiences that may be shaping the future role of 
21 Ibid., 23. 
22 Ibid., 35. 
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foreign classics in the repertoire of the HK Rep: the 'universality' of foreign dramatic 
texts may make them an ideal choice for performances done on tour or in exchange with 
theatre companies in Shanghai and Beijing, which need to have a broader, pan-China 
appeal.23 
23 Ibid., 44. 
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Chapter Two 
Authenticity and Text-based Theatre in Hong Kong 
The issue of authenticity is relevant to the study of translated/foreign drama 
performance in Hong Kong for a number of reasons: 
-'Fidelity to the text' is a major issue which translators must confront. 
-‘Fidelity to the spirit of the original' or to the author can also be an important 
determining factor for the process of adapting a dramatic work. 
-Trying to be creative, innovative, and original within the bounds of a text is a 
central challenge for local performances of canonical foreign texts. 
Authenticity is a value which plays a significant role in the process of translation, 
adaptation, and performance of the dramatic classics. But its role is often assumed 
without further questioning as to its actual operation. An analysis of the discourse on 
authenticity in local production of foreign dramas can help us to understand not only 
more about the context in which Hong Kong theatrical performances take place, but also 
more about the performance of canonical texts from a global perspective. 
The first section of this chapter will compare the theoretical implications of 
authenticity in different artistic fields. I will then draw on that discussion to create a 
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proposed definition for the meaning of ‘authenticity，in dramatic performance. 
Authenticity in the performance of art: the visual arts, dance, classical and rock 
music, theatre 
The concept of authenticity affects the way artistic products are judged in a wide 
range of art forms and traditions. While recognizing that the definition of authenticity in 
each field is unique and to some extent untransferable across fields, which possess 
distinct patterns and practices of creation and reception, it may be useful to briefly 
compare the conceptualizations of authenticity in the visual arts, dance, classical and rock 
music, and theatre, in order to get a better sense of what is actually at stake when a 
theatrical performance is labeled as 'authentic' or ‘not authentic'. 
In the visual arts, where artworks are typically received by the public as 
completed objects removed from the presence of the artist, not in the moment of creation, 
establishing a work's authenticity has the function of linking the viewer's experience of a 
physically tangible product with the hand of the artist who created it. Authentication 
brings credit not only to the artist responsible for the artwork, but also to the viewer who 
is able to have a firsthand (authentic) experience of the artwork. As Stalnaker points out 
in her essay "Fakes and Forgeries”:、authenticity remains valuable to most people even 
when it is not discernible to the expert eye, or when it does not contribute to the visual 
experience. She claims that the desire for authenticity in art possibly goes beyond 
aesthetic and even moral concerns. Stalnaker poses the following thought experiment: 
suppose two paintings are hung in a museum~one is the original Mona Lisa and the 
24 Nan Stalnaker, "Fakes and Forgeries", 513, published in The Routledge Companion to Aesthetics (2"“ 
Edition), pp. 513-25. Eds. Berys Gaut and Dominic Mclver Lopes. New York: Routledge, 2001. 
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other is a high quality copy, produced so well that not even the most knowledgeable 
expert can tell the difference between the two. While it would be morally objectionable if 
the copy was used as a forgery to deceive museum-goers, how can we explain why most 
people would be biased against the copy even if it were clearly labeled as a fake and 
displayed without the intent to deceive~even if they were unable to detect if the two 
paintings were switched? 
Clearly, the value of the original Mona Lisa for the average viewer goes beyond 
the visual experience that it creates. Art theorists may disagree about whether or not 
authenticity should be considered part of an artwork's aesthetic value, but this thought 
experiment highlights the interesting fact that authenticity is a quality which is oftentimes 
external to the viewer's sensory experience of art, something which cannot be seen in the 
art itself, which can only be known through contextual sources of knowledge. While it 
may be embarrassing for the idealist art connoisseur to admit that knowledge of a work's 
real origins could quickly change our judgment of its aesthetic value, it cannot be denied 
that this knowledge is a major factor in determining the price of art objects. There are 
several famous demonstrations of the dramatic reversal in the opinions of critics upon the 
discovery of false claims of authorship or antiquity. Han van Meegeren was a twentieth 
century painter who, embittered by criticisms that his work lacked originality, later tried 
to prove that his work would be regarded highly if it were attached to a famous name. He 
successfully passed off many of his forged paintings as genuine 'undiscovered' paintings 
by Johannes Vermeer, a century Dutch painter. Music and poetry have their own 
cases of talented artists who attempted to pass their own creations as the work of others in 
order to increase their value: the 20& century violinist Fritz Kreisler, who performed 
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compositions which he attributed to 1 c e n t u r y composers; and the 1 c e n t u r y Scottish 
poet James Macpherson，who published poems which he claimed to have 'translated' 
from Gaelic by the century bard Ossian. In all three cases, artistic works which had 
been valued highly when their origins had been falsified later lost critical regard when 
their true origins were revealed and they were re-examined in a different context�，. The 
cynics may observe from these examples that value comes from the author, not the work; 
artistic value is in fact never solely determined by objective evaluation of the work itself, 
but is always subject to our social regard for the author. However, a more positive way of 
rewording this might be to say that aesthetic judgment really concerns more than just the 
work as a stand-alone object in a vacuum—a work's identity, how and why it was made 
are just as important to consider. 
Traditionally, the visual arts are thought of in opposition to the performing arts一 
the painter creates a permanent (or long-lasting) object, while the dancer's performance 
lasts only briefly and then disappears; the body of the sculptor is invisible, absent from 
the space and form of the completed sculpture he creates, while the body of the singer is 
foregrounded in the singing of a song, bringing it into existence (outside of which the 
materialized song cannot exist). However, these generalizations about time, body and 
space in different categories of art have been challenged by contemporary avant-garde 
artists such as Jackson Pollock (action painting) and Allan Kaprow (performance art), 
where the physical moment of creation is highlighted or visual art is deliberately made 
transient, not to mention the predominance of photography, film, sound recording, media 
reproduction and communication technologies in shaping our contemporary experience 
o f the visual and performing arts. It is difficult now to make claims about the relative ease 
25 Stalnaker, 515-16. 
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or unease, the necessity or redundancy of locating or creating authenticity in different art 
forms. In a world proliferating with myriad species of fakes, forgeries, copies and 
reproductions, what our contemporary perspective can give us is the recognition that 
whether it be a renaissance painting or the performance of Shakespeare, when 
authenticity is at stake, the creative process, i.e. the performance of its making, is just as 
important to us as technical perfection and sensory delight. Changes in the way we define 
authenticity will not necessarily lessen the value which we assign to it, nor will an 
attachment to authenticity necessarily interfere with the appreciation and pleasure we 
derive from that which we define to be inauthentic. 
Like the visual arts, in the performing arts issues of authenticity also center 
around an art product's (referring here to individual performances) origins. However, 
unlike the visual arts, these origins are not linked to a single instance of creation, but to 
the concept of a text or script which is the source of potential reiterations. The traditional 
visual artwork is unique by definition, and on this premise the authentication process is 
more or less a process of matching the identity of the artist with his artistic fingerprint. (I 
am excluding the challenges to this idea posed by pieces such as Marcel Duchamp's 
'Readymades' or other mass produced objects presented as art; the incorporation of mass 
produced objects and techniques into artworks radically changes art into something more 
like performance, an infinitely reiterable act. I am also excluding the interesting example 
of Sol LeWitt, who wrote directions for creating drawings that could be followed by 
anyone, so that the resulting drawings would be genuine instances of LeWitt's work, no 
matter who they were drawn by^^. In my opinion this kind of example also transforms 
visual arts practice into something very similar to performance.) On the other hand, 
26 Ibid., 520. 
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performances based on texts (however loosely, and even those done of originally created 
texts) never exist separately, but in groups of actual or potential performances. Thus the 
authentication of any (text-based) performance often involves defining its relationship 
with the source text, as well as the relationship between the various performances linked 
to the same text. The difficulty of deciding which standard should be the basis for 
measuring authenticity is a problem which each field of performance deals with in a 
slightly different way. 
It might be best to begin with a discussion of music, which in some ways has the 
most direct or streamlined trajectory between text and performance. In the modern-day 
performance of classical music, texts (written musical notation) are the vehicle conveying 
instructions to the performer for how to play a particular composition. Although the 
notation may bear slight editing by the publisher, the printed sheet music is generally 
understood to be a representation of the work as composed by its original author. The role 
of the performer is to interpret a pre-existing, fully formed and impermeable work; the 
activities of composing and performing are cleanly, even distantly separated. While 
conforming to the written text without changing or adapting its composition is the general 
accepted rule in performance of classical music, the early music movement in classical 
performance takes standards of authenticity one step further, making the faithful revival 
of past performance practices into an aesthetic ideal. James O. Young reflects on the 
theoretical issues of historically authentic classical music performance in his essay 
"Authenticity in Performance"^^. He identifies three main definitions of authenticity 
which have been proposed: the ‘acoustic，，'intentional', and 'technique' definitions. 
27 James O. Young, "Authenticity in Performance", in The Routledge Companion to Aesthetics Edition), 
501-12. 
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According to the acoustic definition, an authentic performance is one which 
strives to physically reproduce the same acoustical quality of sounds as past 
performances, using the original means (instruments, technique, interpretive style, etc.). 
Here, a particular performance or group of performances that took place in the past is 
designated as the source of authenticity. Out of all possible interpretations of a musical 
work, performances which took place at the time closest to the date of composition are 
endowed with the greatest value. Those 'original' performances being irretrievably lost, 
however, the project of recreating them takes place in the dark; the perfectly authentic 
performance will always be absent (or non-existent, in some cases where a written work 
of music was never actually performed). No matter how much effort we put into piecing 
together an idea of what the original performance would have been like from the musical 
text and fragments of historical knowledge, we can never know how successful modern 
attempts at authentic performance really are because we will never have the experience of 
the original to compare it with. In this sense, acoustic authenticity is only achievable to a 
limited degree. On the other hand, if enough information about the original performance 
is available, in theory this would result in all attempts at acoustically authentic 
performance tending to sound exactly the same. Is this a desirable effect? Is the original 
performance always the best one? As Young points out, it is questionable whether 
acoustic authenticity is really always aesthetically valuable. 
The intentional definition specifies that an authentic performance of a work 
should be one which sounds the way its composer intended. While both the acoustical 
and intentional definitions stress the need for authentic performance practice to model 
itself on an 'ideal' performance, they differ in that the acoustical definition envisions an 
28 Young, 504-5. 
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original actualized performance as 'ideal', while for the intentional definition the 'ideal' 
is equivalent to the composer's ideal, a hypothetical event that perhaps never has and 
never will take place. This also leaves open the possibility that a contemporary or future 
interpretation of a work could be more 'authentic' than past interpretations, if it is able to 
realize the composer's intentions more completely. For example, it is possible that early 
performances of a work did not take place with the instruments or conditions envisioned 
by the composer, and consequently his ideal performance could not happen until the 
requisite resources and conditions were available at some later time. It is also possible 
that a composer intended that his work be performed on the loudest or most modern 
instruments available, in which case a performance true to the composer's intentions 
would not necessarily be the one which most adherents of the early music movement 
have in mind (a performance which is most characteristic of the period in which the work 
was composed). The intentional definition of authenticity is premised on the idea that a 
composer would always be the best interpreter of his own works, which may not 
necessarily be true. If someone else comes up with a better interpretation, then would it 
not be more aesthetically valuable to hear their interpretation rather than the intentionally 
authentic one?^^ 
The third definition, which Young calls ‘technical’ authenticity, is argued to be the 
most flexible and perhaps most aesthetically conducive. A technically authentic 
performance is faithful to the musical score and to performance practices typical at the 
time of its composition. In opposition to the first two definitions, the technical definition 
points not to a particular performance (actualized or hypothetical), but to the text and 
techniques which give rise to a performance as the source of authenticity. Thus, although 
29 Ibid., 506-7. 
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in practice this approach will have features which overlap with the previous two 
approaches, it is fundamentally different because the performer achieves authenticity not 
through making his performance sound like a fixed ideal, but through the technical, 
instrumental and textual materials he uses to create the performance, which form the link 
between his performance and the original performance(s) of the past. Not only is 
technical authenticity more achievable because it avoids the confusion over what actual 
past performances might have sounded like or what might have been the composer's 
intentions, it also has the benefit of allowing the performer more freedom to create his 
own interpretation within the given constraints.^® 
While in (contemporary) classical music performance ideas about authenticity are 
shaped by performers' attempts to recover the distant past, in rock music performance 
authenticity is determined by a very different set of dynamics. This is probably due to a 
number of factors: the fact that rock musicians are expected to create and perform 
original music, the presence of sound recording and film technologies, the rituals of live 
concerts and music videos as mutually constructive or competing modes of performance. 
In his book Uvemss^\ Philip Auslander explores the way that recording technologies and 
mass media have altered 'live' performance practices in a number of fields—theatre in 
relation to film and television, rock music performance in relation to recordings and 
music video, and American court trials in relation to the use of video-taped testimonies. 
In chapter he discusses the changing discourse on authenticity in rock music, 
focusing on the phenomenon of music videos and recorded music replacing live 
30 Ibid.，507-8. 
Philip Auslander, Liveness: Performance in a mediatized culture. London and New York: Routledge, 
1999. 
‘‘Tryin，to make it real: live performance, simulation, and the discourse of authenticity in rock culture", 
61-111. 
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performance as the site of authenticity. 
Today, the possibility of recording performance gives performers of contemporary 
music a problem which is the opposite of that faced by performers of classical music: the 
excess of information about original performances and composers' (and producers') 
intentions, the over-presence of original performances as authentic objects. Although 
classical musicians and enthusiasts may dream about what it would be like to have 
recordings of Bach himself performing his works, the consequences this would have on 
the contemporary performance of Bach, were this to happen, might be undesirable for 
performers or have other effects which we can induce from observation of the pop music 
industry. First of all, the capturing of a performance by recording it enables it to be 
played back infinitely into the future (and also to transcend the physical limitations of 
space). Thus audiences who were not present at the actual performance can still listen to 
it anytime, anywhere as long as they can obtain a recording. Secondly, the mass 
reproduction and dissemination of recorded music ensures that any artist's recording can 
in theory achieve universal exposure to audiences. This renders other recordings of the 
same music redundant (unless, as in classical music or covers and remixes of pop songs, 
the recording sounds sufficiently different from other recordings). It also may constrain 
the performer to achieve the same quality and level of perfection in live performance as 
was captured in his recording. This is particularly a problem in the live performance of 
pop music, where the amount of editing and special effects involved in producing the 
recording may make it difficult to perform the same music live without incorporating 
some pre-recorded elements. The most extreme example of this is lip-synched 
performances, where the live performance is really nothing more than a visual display 
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accompanied by the playback of recorded music. We can see that the ubiquity of recorded 
music drastically changes the role that live performance plays and the way that 
performers are expected to perform, as well as impacting the fundamental musical tastes 
of audiences. 
While the editing of a recorded performance violates the ethical/aesthetic ideals of 
classical virtuoso performance, the creation of pop music (including rock music) is not 
bound in any such way. A major part of the traditional value of live classical performance 
(and to some extent, other traditional forms of live performance, such as ballet, theatre, 
opera) is that the audience is able to witness the consummate technical ability of the 
performer(s) in creating a perfect or near-perfect performance in only one try. This is a 
necessary part of how the audience ascertains the authenticity of the performance. Using 
editing technologies to tamper with the performance recorded would destroy this 
component of the normal authentication process. (In theory, even the recording process 
itself can interfere with the audience's ability to know that the performer is really as 
skilled as claimed to be. A perfect recording may give a listener an impression of perfect 
skill, when in fact the performer may have had to try repeatedly before achieving a 
satisfactory recording. Live performance entails the extreme risk of failure, and every 
time performers successfully brave this risk they prove once more their identity as 
authentic virtuosos; for better or worse, studio recordings sidestep this risk.) 
On the other hand, in pop music the enhancement, editing, and layering of sounds 
which have been recorded piecemeal is routine practice, with the result that there is 
almost no limit to the perfection which the finished product can attain. The recordings of 
pop singers and rock bands which are sold in the store actually represent the consumption 
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of oftentimes thoroughly simulated 'performances' that never actually happened. 
Auslander argues further that with the creation of MTV (1981) and the music video as a 
new medium for pop music performance, live performance has been further devalued in 
pop music culture. 
Under the traditional schema, live performance authenticated the record, and 
(usually lip-synched) performance on television was deemed intrinsically 
inauthentic and, therefore, simply irrelevant to that process. Now, the music video 
occupies the place formerly held by the sound recording as the primary musical 
text and has usurped live performance's authenticating function. The function of 
live performance under this new arrangement is to authenticate the video by 
showing that the same images and events that occur in the video can be 
reproduced onstage, thus making the video the standard for what is "real" in this 
performative realm. . . While the video authenticates the sound recording by 
replicating the live production of the sound, live performance authenticates the 
video by replicating its images in real space.^^ 
The widespread production and consumption of music recordings and videos may have 
changed the tastes of audiences, creating a generation of consumers who prefer 
sophisticated 'overproduced' sounds and images to the imperfection of unmediated 
performance. But ironically, it has not lessened the desire for authenticity in live 
performance. While Auslander's usage of the term 'real' suggests that audiences are taken 
in by the fictive representations of performance in videos or that they are unaware of the 
edited and produced nature of the sounds they hear in recordings, 1 am not so sure this is 
an accurate judgment of today's consumers, who are sophisticated users of technology as 
well as its products. (It should also be pointed out that not all music videos refer to the act 
of musical performance.) But the observation that artificially produced sound and video 
recordings have become the definitive standard for judging live performance is thought 
provoking. Illogical though such a system of aesthetic judgment seems, perhaps it is not 
really that surprising if pop artists today are subjected to unrealistic standards of 
“Auslander, 93. 
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performance in concerts. Given the unattainability of ideal standards in classical music 
performance (for example, playing a piece the way Mozart might have played it or 
wanted it to be played), it does not seem like a negative or even necessarily new 
development if pop audiences demand perfection or consistency from their stars. 
We might predict that the role of the written text as a standard or source of 
authenticity will probably diminish in comparison to the past, because it is no longer the 
only means of transmitting or recording compositions. How then do we explain its 
continued dominance in classical music performance, compared to its apparent 
insignificance in the judgment of pop music? One possible explanation might be because 
of differing performance practices. In the tradition of classical training, the ability to 
quickly read and memorize complicated musical notation is considered essential; 
although it is possible as well to learn music by ear rather than by reading a score, this is 
not standard practice. The relative simplicity and brevity of much pop music may require 
less reliance on texts and the ability to read them. Furthermore, pop music may 
incorporate some of the improvisational practices common to jazz and rock music 
performance, in which the performer's ability to creatively reinterpret a melody or chord 
progression is valued more than the ability to simply perform what is written. Another 
possible explanation could be a contrast in the way texts are published and circulated. 
Classical music scores are widely circulated and anyone may perform them freely, while 
for pop music commercial interests may cause the jealous guarding of intellectual 
property rights and hinders the free publishing and performance of music. Limited scores 
of popular artists may be available for purchase, but it is rare for full arrangements to be 
released officially. The performance of a commercial artist's music is strictly confined to 
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private and amateur domains. Thus, it may be more common for young rock bands to 
teach themselves how to play covers of famous bands by listening to their recordings 
rather than by learning from sheet music. 
In music, the presence of recording technology may complicate the status of 
written texts in transmitting works, as well as defining what is to be considered an 
'authentic' performance of a work. Yet the existence of a highly systematic way of 
textualizing (notating) musical performance seems to give the notion of the musical work 
a clarity which is called into question in dance and theatre. Western dance and theatre are 
alike in that traditionally, what seemed to define the identity of the ‘work’ (such as a 
ballet or a play) was not its physical and spatial choreography, but its adherence to a fixed 
text (music or dialogue) and a traditional understanding of its narrative~all of which are 
elements external to (or forming only one component of) the form of the performance 
itself. Thus, although the artistic product was much more than just music or dialogue, it is 
understood as a creation expressive of or arising from those materials (perhaps influenced 
largely by the way in which subsequent performances of the same 'work' utilize these 
materials as a starting point). But this particular way of understanding dance or theatrical 
works may no longer be valid for recent works which could be characterized by a much 
more abstract relationship between music or dialogue and choreographed performance. 
In "Does authenticity matter? The case for and against authenticity in the 
performing arts"^" ,^ Sarah Rubridge discusses the problems of defining the dance ‘work，. 
She points out that different genres or modes of dance performance emphasize different 
elements of their structure and composition as their key identifying features. The way in 
which we might construct a concept of authenticity to apply to a formalistic dance piece 
In Analysing performance: a critical reader, 219-33. 
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which has no narrative would differ from how we might evaluate a narrative dance piece 
such as Swan Lake. The documentation of dance choreography is also problematic. While 
in the last century systems of documenting movement have been developed, these 
notations are not necessarily objective ways of recording works or the intentions of 
choreographers一there are varying ways of using the notation to describe movements, 
and different observers will inevitably create different records according to their 
individual understanding of movement. ^ ^ A major difference between the creation of 
written records of dance pieces and the creation of musical scores or dramatic scripts is 
that notation is usually done by an observer, not the choreographer himself, and 
consequently does not represent the intentions of the creator in the same way that a score 
or script is usually understood to show the intentions of its author. Video recording is 
another widely used method of documenting dance performance, however, it is, in 
Rubridge's terms an "overdetermined"^^ way of recording which shows only a particular 
way of performing the choreography and fails to distinguish between the personal style of 
the dancers and the actual design of the choreographer. Video tends to fix our ideas of 
what a performance of a work can look like, drawing attention to itself and away from 
other possible realizations. In fact, it could be argued that the very existence of a video 
recording posits the value of a particular performance over other unrecorded 
performances as a meticulously planned and flawlessly executed event，glossing over the 
fact that video captures many details that occur by accident and not design: mistakes in 
execution, missing or odd numbers of dancers, etc. Here Rubridge's position coincides 
with that of Young in relation to classical music performance and Auslander in relation to 
35 Ibid., 222-3. 
Ibid., 223. 
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rock music一that the concept of a definitively original performance tends to restrict the 
creativity of subsequent performances which take it as a standard. 
Ironically, dance works which have more traditional organizing principles with 
emphasis on fidelity to a musical score and narrative may allow greater flexibility for 
potential reinvention in subsequent performances (which still remains 'authentic' to a 
degree). Examples might be classic works such as Swan Lake and Nutcracker, which 
have been radically reworked by choreographers such as Matthew Bourne and Mark 
Morris37. These choreographers worked using Tschaikovsky's traditional music and the 
traditional narrative outline, but made certain key changes in performance style and 
character relationships. For instance, Mark Morris's version of Nutcracker, entitled The 
Hard Nut (1991), was reset in the 1960s (originally the story was based on a story by 
German writer E.T. Hoffman, The Nutcracker and the Mouse King (1816)) and was 
characterized by a more contemporary dance style which questioned the traditional 
gender relationships of classical ballet, notably featuring the "Waltz of the Flowers" 
performed by male dancers in toe shoes. Matthew Bourne's popular Swan Lake (1995) 
similarly questioned traditional gender roles in ballet by having the enchanted swans 
performed by male rather than female dancers. This brought to the swan figure an image 
of strength and masculinity which it had never before expressed in traditional versions, as 
well as emphasizing the lyrical grace and allure of the male dancer in a way which was 
never possible before in traditional ballet, in which the male figure is exploited mainly 
for its vitality and strength, often playing a supporting role to the foregrounded female 
figure. 
Ultimately, Rubridge argues in favor of a more expansive definition of 
“ I b i d . , 230. 
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authenticity which includes such revisionist reworkings of classics. It is not 'mechanical 
replication' of the past, but exploration of the 'world of the work' and the creation of a 
dialogue between contemporary practitioners and past texts that Rubridge finds most 
meaningful to the performing arts. I think her position is a useful starting point for 
rethinking the relevance of 'authenticity' to contemporary theatre practice, particularly in 
Hong Kong. Perhaps it is less important from today's perspective as a concept for 
determining aesthetic value, and more important as way of understanding the relationship 
between performances with respect to a tradition(s). 
What are some different ways of defining authenticity for dramatic performance? 
In the above section, the concept of authenticity in the visual and performing arts 
is briefly explored. From that discussion, we can try to construct a definition for 
authenticity in the context of dramatic performance. A potential definition might include 
the following aspects: textual authenticity, technical authenticity, fidelity to authorial 
intention, and authentic originality. 
Textual authenticity could be defined as the degree to which a dramatic 
performance is executed according to the original author's text. As in classical music 
performance, this concept rests on the assumption that a single 'true' version of the 
performance text can be identified and accepted as the standard. For performances using 
translated or adapted texts, the process of translation or adaptation itself, though separate 
from the actual performance, may also be considered in analyzing how faithful a 
performance is to the original author's text. 
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Technical authenticity could be defined as the degree to which a dramatic 
performance utilizes historically informed materials and techniques. This might include 
anything from costume construction and materials, to spatial design, to performance style, 
to the script which is used in a production. As in Young's definition of 'technical 
authenticity' for early music performance, this might be described as a concern for the 
materials and processes which are used to create the final artistic product, rather than a 
concern for how closely the final product matches a single 'authentic' version. New 
performances can differ innovatively and creatively from traditional performances in 
form and style yet still be technically authentic, if created from 'authentic' materials or 
processes. 
Fidelity to authorial intention could be defined as how closely a dramatic 
performance adheres to the intentions of the original author of the work. While it is true 
that what constitutes the 'author's intentions' cannot be objectively determined, this 
concept may be useful in considering the relationship between original works and 
adaptations. An adaptation which radically alters the original work in various ways may 
still be 'authentic' i f it is created according to what is perceived as the intent of the 
original work's author. 
Authentic originality could be defined as the uniqueness of a performance of a 
given dramatic work. Like classical music performances，dramatic performances derive 
part of their identity from the works which they are performances of. But another part of 
their identity derives from their characteristics as individual performances of a given 
work. Like visual artworks, a dramatic performance which is merely the copy of another 
performance lacks value. Performances of dramatic works have to establish a relationship 
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with the original work in order to be identified as 'authentic' versions of that work, but 
they must also establish their worth as unique artistic products which can stand out from 
the other performances of the same work. Thus, it is not only fidelity to past traditions, 
but paradoxically also originality which endows dramatic performances with authenticity. 
These conceptions of authenticity will be applied to this chapter's analyses of 
issues in translation, adaptation, and performance of canonical dramatic works in Hong 
Kong. In the following discussion, I will first examine the attitudes of two translators 
(Jane Lai and Chapman Chen) and one playwright/adaptor (Yi Xiu) towards the process 
of translating/adapting a dramatic script for performance in Hong Kong. I set out to 
answer the questions of why fidelity to the text/author/spirit of the original text is crucial 
to these translators/adaptors and how it affects their approach to translation/adaptation. 
Furthermore, I will analyze a limited set of local Shakespeare performances; in the 
original English at the Chinese Universities Shakespeare Festival, and in Cantonese 
translation at the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts School of Drama. The 
following questions will guide the analysis: what is the relationship between authenticity 
and originality in performance? Does striving for (textual) authenticity necessarily limit 
room for creativity and originality? 
Translating and adapting foreign texts for local performances 
I f the performance of foreign drama has often been seen as the harvesting of the 
best in foreign culture for local consumption, then translation in theory is at the very heart 
of this process. Translators occupy a very intriguing role in the trajectory of performance, 
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being the interpreters of foreign source texts and the determiners of local texts, yet also 
subject to being further reinterpreted by performers/directors. They must deal 
simultaneously with the pressure to maintain a certain level of continuity with the source 
text and the pressure to create a product which is 'authentically' localized一to capture 
what is perceived as unique about the source text and yet also convey it in a way that is 
'true' to the local language. The scarcity of published drama translations in Cantonese 
belies the ubiquity of its practice in local theatre and its potential worth as a subject for 
study. It is important to keep in mind that the following translators/adaptors which I 
examine are notable exceptions in that their translations have actually been published; the 
majority of locally produced scripts for foreign plays, often translated by directors 
themselves, are never published at all (or perhaps never even exist as accurate records of 
the full process of translation, if they were written in standard written Chinese rather than 
Cantonese). 
In this section, I will consider attitudes towards drama translation/adaptation and 
the discourse on the value of authenticity or fidelity to the text as expressed by a few 
local practitioners: Jane Lai, Chapman Chen, and Yat Yau. Some of the key issues I will 
focus on are how each practitioner views the role of the translator/adaptor in relation to 
the source text and also performance, the status of Cantonese and Hong Kong culture in 
comparison to other languages and cultures, and the question of how to maintain fidelity 
or continuity with the source text. 
Jane Lai 
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Jane Lai has translated 18 plays into Cantonese from 1978-1993, which have been 
published only recently (2005-06) by the Hong Kong Baptist University Centre for 
Translation in conjunction with the International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong 
Kong) in a volume series entitled "Jane Lai Drama Translation Series". In an interview 
which was published in the volume containing a translation of Rockaby by Samuel 
Beckett, Lai discusses the origins of her interest in drama translation and various key 
practical and theoretical issues which she has encountered in the course of her work. 
Her vision of her role as a drama translator might best be described as a mediator 
between the source text and audience. Lai has always been highly aware of the mediatory 
function of translation in the consumption and aesthetic appreciation of foreign culture, 
recalling one of her earliest memories of translation: 
My mother had very high tastes, especially when it came to artistic appreciation, 
but she didn't understand English, so there were many good foreign films which 
she couldn't understand. In those days films didn't have subtitles, there was only a 
small box at the comer of the screen which would display a few words, for 
example in the film there would be two people saying many things, and then 
fighting, and the little box would just show a few words "They have a 
disagreement", which left my mother quite dissatisfied. So when I was in 
secondary 2 or 3,1 would go to the movies with her and translate for her what was 
being said, I translated whatever I understood, and just left out the parts I didn't 
understand. This was excellent training for me. . ^^  
As in this childhood experience of film watching, Lai sees her function as a drama 
translator as one of linguistic mediation between foreign text and local audience, 
facilitating their enjoyment of a text which they can only experience indirectly. Lai is 
careful to distinguish such a function from cultural missionairism: "The objective behind 
38 Jane Lai, from an interview published in Rockaby (Jane Lai Drama Translation Series), by Samuel 
Beckett, pp. 21-2. My translation of the quotation into English from Chinese. Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
Baptist University Centre for Translation and the International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 
2005. 
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translating foreign dramas was not necessarily to introduce foreign culture to local 
audiences, but rather to bring the joy of experiencing foreign dramas to Chinese and 
Hong Kong audiences"^^. Thus, for Lai, the aim of drama translation is to recreate the 
aesthetic pleasure(s) of the foreign text in Cantonese一in particular its rhythms and 
sounds. The reproduction of the aural experience of the source text is one of the aspects 
which Lai most values in pursuing a style of translation which might be described as 
rigorously authentic to literary features. 
Such attention to the literary aesthetic standards of translations serves to expand 
and improve the image of Cantonese as a language which also possesses aesthetic 
capabilities no less than English: 
. . I love the Cantonese language, I think it is very beautiful. Why did I enjoy 
translating King Lear so much? Because I think this script proved something: 
some people say that Cantonese cannot attain a high level of aesthetic beauty, I 
don't believe this，I said that if I can use Cantonese to translate King Lear, you 
must change your attitude. I don't see Cantonese as inherently inelegant, I think 
that depends on how you utilize the language. . . I am totally unable to accept it 
when people say that Cantonese cannot be aesthetically great.^o 
This points out that 'authentic' translation can also serve a political function; through 
establishing a translation's artistically valid ties to a renowned source text, in theory an 
important move has been made in also reasserting a language's status in relation to other 
languages. Borrowing the cultural weight of famous works in major, well respected 
languages to leverage the claims of minor languages to greater recognition is not a new 
strategy unique to Hong Kong. As translation theorist Michael Cronin notes, such tactics 
were used throughout history as part of the affirmation of national identity in Tudor 
England, Classical France and Romantic Germany, with the translation of Greek and 
39 Lai, p. 26, my translation. 
Lai, p. 35，my translation. 
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Roman classics, and even in modern Ireland, with Lady Gregory's translation of four 
works by Moliere into Hiberno-English'^'. The translation work of Lai and others has the 
potential to give Cantonese higher cultural status not only in relation to major western 
languages such as English from which they are translating, but also to resist the 
overwhelming domination of Putonghua Chinese. On the other hand, translating into 
Cantonese can also serve the function of preserving and developing a language which has 
been little recorded (in writing) in its contemporary spoken form. Nor would this be a 
practice unique to Hong Kong; Cronin also mentions the case of Tlingit, a North 
American indigenous language spoken on Prince of Wales Island in the Gulf of Alaska. In 
order to preserve it from extinction, Tlingit speakers translate all kinds of English 
materials into their language: "from Christmas carols like Jingle Bells to nursery rhymes 
such as Hickory Dickory Dock^'^^ Cantonese may be far from extinction, but without a 
body of literature it will remain confined geographically to Hong Kong and other 
physical domains of Cantonese speakers. 
Lai herself recognizes that the stereotypical distinctions between pure translation, 
adaptation and original spinoff are blurry. Still, the ideas raised in the interview about 
these categories are useful to keep in mind as an assumed conceptual framework which 
colors the perception of drama translations. The concept of a three part continuum is 
proposed for re-examination: towards the right is the realm of pure translation, in the 
middle is adaptation, and towards the left is the realm of original spinoff. Pure translation 
is assumed to be the closest to the source text, and to require the audience to 
accommodate the translated text. Adaptation (which is defined in the discussion as 
41 Michael Cronin, Translation and Globalization, p. 154. London: Routledge, 2003. 
42 Cronin, 142, quoting 77we journalist J. Geary in a 1997 article, 'Speaking in Tongues', July 7’ 38-44. 
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altering the time and location of the story) is assumed to involve more creative input from 
the translator, and in comparison to pure translation to be more a case of the text 
culturally accommodating the audience. According to the assumptions of this scheme, 
"creative spinoffs" would bear the greatest amount of difference from the original text, 
involve the greatest amount of creative input from the writer, and would go the farthest 
towards culturally accommodating the audience. As Lai points out'^^ the issue of the 
degree of fidelity or transformation a text has undergone in translated performance is 
complex and cannot be easily measured from superficial evidence such as the time, 
culture or location in which a drama is set. For example, while in the west Shakespeare is 
often performed in contemporary dress while still using the original text, performances in 
China which transpose settings to Chinese culture may also occupy an ambiguous 
relationship to source texts. Where do we locate the position of such performances on the 
continuum between pure translation and original spinoff? 
Chapman Chen 
In contrast to Lai's more conservative approach as a translator and the reserve she 
expresses in this interview about creating more extreme adaptations of foreign dramas, 
Chapman Chen has adopted a much more creatively assertive approach in his translation 
of Aleksis Kivi's Kidlervc/、Chen's translation approach was to assimilate the Finnish 
epic to Chinese audiences by using elements of Chinese wnxia martial romance genre, 
Lai, 43-6. 
44 Kullervo、湖海恩仇觀，by Aleksis Kivi, translated by Chapman Chen. Putonghua and Cantonese 
translation published in Hong Kong: International Association of Theatre Critics (Hong Kong), 2005. 
Aleksis Kivi's Kullervo was originally published in 1859. 
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folklore, and religious beliefs. This mildly adaptative approach to drama translation 
seems to hold the identity of the work and fidelity to the text in less reverence than Lai's 
philosophy on translation. 
Chen's publication is unique because it actually includes two translations of the 
source text, one in Putonghua and one in Cantonese. Chen's study comparing these two 
Chinese translations with the original Finnish text and discussing possible translation 
strategies is published together with his translations, and the points of view offered in his 
analysis are what I will focus on here. 
Kullervo is a work based on the Finnish epic Kalevala, and one of Chen's 
motivations in translating this work was to bring this representative classic of Finnish 
national literature to Hong Kong and China, where it is little knowiV^s Assuming, perhaps 
justly, that most contemporary Hong Kong and Chinese audiences would not have any 
awareness of Finnish culture or folklore, Chen has aimed to restyle the play into a 
translation reminiscent of the popular wwcia novel genre through its character names and 
language. For example, instead of phonetically reproducing the title 'Kullervo' in Chinese 
(Kullervo is also the name of the play's protagonist), Chen has opted to give the 
translation the title Wuhoi Jansau Luk (湖海恩仇錄)[A Legend of Hate and Love around 
the Sea and the Lake], of which Finnish sinologist Perrti Seppala notes in the preface, "It 
could well be the title of a Chinese kung-fu nover’46. As for the tragic hero Kullervo, 
Chen has also opted against replicating the original name's pronunciation, instead 
creating the name "Gu Gimhon"(古劍寒)，the characters for his given name meaning 
‘sword’ and 'cold'. Chen argues that in order to assimilate the utter foreignness of this 
Chen, 43. 
46 Chen, 12. Preface by Perti SeppSlS. 
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text to local audiences, the fidelity of a translation to the original names, Finnish 
expressions, and actual Finnish folkloric figures depicted in Kivi's Kullervo must be 
compromised. Without adapting these elements to Chinese culture and language, Kivi's 
text would not be comprehensible to the local audience. 
Nevertheless, Chen's fundamental objective is still to introduce what is uniquely 
Finnish and ultimately unable to be neatly assimilated in the work to the Chinese 
community. This can be seen in the way this publication tries to bridge the huge cultural 
gap between Finland and China by including Chen's analysis of his own translation 
strategies when encountering various obstacles, thus making transparent some key 
alterations which may not be apparent from reading the translation alone. 
Interestingly, another cultural gap which this publication strives to bridge is 
within the various linguistic communities of the Chinese region itself. Alongside the 
objective of introducing Finnish literature to China, Chen also aims to help spread 
appreciation for the Cantonese language throughout Putonghua speaking communities. 
(This is accomplished by including both Cantonese and Putonghua translations of the text, 
as well as a Chinese language commentary which is meant to supplement Putonghua 
speakers' greater understanding of the Cantonese translation.) Chen conceives of these 
two goals not as separate but as integral parts of his translation project, noting that at the 
time of Kullervo's writing, Finnish was in a position similar to the one Cantonese 
occupies now, a language lacking a history of official recognition: "In much the same 
way as Shakespeare's plays standardized the English language, Kivi's body of work laid 
the foundation for the standardization of the Finnish language and contributed to the 
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creation of a national identity for the Finnish people，，*?. Like Lai, Chen sees Cantonese as 
a language which is misrepresented as a mere popular local dialect with little aesthetic 
value. Chen argues that despite the popular misconception that Cantonese expressions are 
spoken language without a writing system, an in depth investigation reveals that they can 
be traced to sources in classical Chinese. 
For Chen, the writings included in this book are explicitly intended as actions 
which break widespread prejudices against the artistic and cultural worth of the 
Cantonese language and affirm its "elegance", both as a means of artistic and academic 
expression. Chen does not confine his usage of Cantonese to the text of his literary 
translation alone, but also uses it in the Chinese language commentary section, "The 
author's background along with a few explanations" (「原著資料同幾個點解 (爲何 )」） . 
For the sake of the Putonghua speaking reader's comprehension, he includes Putonghua 
equivalents to Cantonese expressions throughout this text in parentheses. This hybrid text 
makes a strong statement by deliberately challenging the reader's notions about what 
kind of language is acceptable in a formal, academic text, inviting the non-Cantonese 
speaker to get accustomed to the Cantonese environment of the page, but firmly refusing 
to adapt its voice to Putonghua/standard written Chinese norms. 
The basis for Chen's claim for the aesthetic value of Cantonese lies in its roots in 
classical Chinese literature and tradition. We might infer that this was another motivation 
for adapting Kullervo to the mythical realm of the Chinese past, rather than simply 
reproducing the world of the Finnish epic in straightforward fashion一it allows the 
translator to draw on the Chinese literary tradition and establish its link with the modern 
Chen, 41. 
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Cantonese language. Thus the motivation for adaptation here seems to go against the 
objective of remaining faithful to the original work. Changing the outer appearance and 
overall atmosphere of the drama imparts it with a cultural relevance it might not 
otherwise have, and therefore theoretically raises its potential aesthetic value for local 
audiences (for whom the foreignness of the original work might be assumed to be a 
negative factor). On the other hand, it still remains important that the translation (in 
particular the Cantonese translation) keeps a close relationship with the original work, for 
this is precisely what will allow it to claim value for itself as a 'serious' rendition of 
Kivi's classic work. 
Yat Yau 
Unlike Lai or Chen's work, Yat Yau's iCherry (《飆•櫻桃園》），based on 
Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, is clearly intended to be an adaptation rather than a 
translation which bears perfectly parallel resemblance to the original text, yet fidelity to 
the original spirit and style of Chekhov is a deeply felt concern of the scriptwriter. His 
reworking of Chekhov's story was performed by Class 7A Drama Group in 2006 as part 
of the New Vision Arts Festival in Hong Kong. I analyze here some statements he has 
made in the program notes with respect to the process of creating this script and 
negotiating its performance. 
Yat Yau has tried to reimagine Chekhov's story in terms of contemporary Hong 
Kong and a local sense of its rapid physical and social transformation over time. He has 
chosen to replace the concrete space of a cherry orchard (or a family's private property) 
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with the somewhat more amorphous space of Hong Kong's economy and a single 
hypothetical company existing within it. The narrative of iCherry spans twenty years, 
encompassing the rise and fall of A&B Company, which weathers changes in the 
economy and the emergence of new technologies, takes over other companies and 
renames itself 'Cherry Corporate，，and finally gets bought and merged by another 
corporation. In adapting Chekhov's work, Yat Yau has tried to retain certain aspects 
which he finds essential to Chekhov's style in this play, including the avoidance of 
blatantly theatrical moments which build up and then exploit the audience's desire for 
suspense, as well as what he terms a 'slice of life' approach which appears to show daily 
life without adornment, in its natural, relatively flat uneventfulness. He describes 
Chekhov's play writing technique as a ‘no MSG' style that is able to have greater impact 
on spectators because it avoids artificial ploys to arouse their interest and emotions'*^ The 
usage of the term 'no MSG，is suggestive not only of Chekhov's naturalism, but also 
implies that if one were to be faithful to Chekhov's practice of theatrical cookery, 
artificial flavors should be avoided at all costs. There is a double layer to the meaning of 
authenticity here~ Yat Yau asserts that Chekhov's work is valuable because it presents 
its content in a manner authentic to the experience of life, and that a rendition of The 
Cherry Orchard ought to retain this characteristic if it in turn aspires to be authentic to 
Chekhov's original style. 
In fact, we can observe that Yat Yau's attitude towards the task of adapting The 
Cherry Orchard was to treat it as an experiment in trying to write using Chekhov as a 
model, going beyond the mere imitation of stylistic effects to a re-production of 
Chekhov's story at a deeper level. Yat Yau describes the difficulty of following 
48 Yat Yau, "A Word from the Playwright", p. 4 oUCherry's program. 
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Chekhov's avoidance of the explicitly dramatic in the following passage: 
For this kind of writing style, it is just like walking on a very fine tightwire; it is very 
easy to lean to one side or the other. When I was writing, I had to continually tell 
myself not to deliberately create dramatized moments, but because of my many years 
of playwriting experience, the impulse to grab the audience's attention easily led to 
me unconsciously writing a few of those dramatized moments out without thinking. 
But when I tried to water it down and set aside more dramatic ways of writing, I 
discovered that what I wrote completely lacked any flavor, like raw everyday life 
presented without any artistic refinement whatsoever. I learned that on one side of the 
tightwire was the kind of affected drama which is often seen in conventional theatre, 
and on the other side was the blandness of ordinary everyday life; if one really wants 
to write something like Chekhov's 'slice of everyday life, but subtly revealing a 
mesmerizing portrait of character psychology' type of play, the steel tightwire must be 
much thinner than even 1 have ever imagined!49 
Here Yat Yau finds that to write like Chekhov is like attempting to walk across a very fine 
tightwire. This metaphor re-envisions the task of the adaptor as a kind of performance in 
itself. Yat Yau seems to acknowledge that this performance can never be repeated exactly, 
yet his adoption of this 'undramatic' approach implicitly asserts that it can shape new 
renditions of the play in valuable ways. Yat Yau wishes to preserve this 'undramatic' 
quality of Chekhov in his writing, for he believes it is one of the features that makes 
Chekhov's work unique. 
Despite the radical changes in his adaptation, Yat Yau ultimately occupies a 
conservative stance which favors preserving rather than reinventing Chekhov's work. 
Ironically, perhaps an even greater obstacle to the preservation of what he sees as The 
Cherry Orchard's unique qualities arises from an external rather than internal source: the 
desires of the director and actors. According to his account, each rehearsal was a constant 
battle over the script. The actors and director wanted to cut out portions of the text which 
seemed to contain little action, while the playwright struggled to convince them that 
doing so would sacrifice the uniqueness of the play, turning it into an ordinary drama 
49 Ibid., 4. 
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which merely satisfies conventional desires of the audience. Yat Yau attributes the 
conflict in part to the culture of film in which Hong Kongers have been born and brought 
up, a culture which demands that theatre be entertaining, as well as the lack of a culture 
which "respects the playwright"^® and "respects the written word"^'. As the adaptor, Yat 
Yau's experience in this production is the living out of the most fundamental conflicts 
involved in all translations and adaptations of classic works, bringing into question the 
nature of the relationship between translation/adaptation and original text, as well as the 
authority of the author and text vs. the authority of performer and performance. Although 
it may be easy to read the playwright's sense of powerlessness in this situation as a desire 
to control the way his texts are performed, it is also possible to understand his anxiety 
about the status of the word as more than just concern for who controls the final 
performance, but how the performance can achieve some form of fidelity to the original 
dramatic work. 
What attitudes do local drama translators/adaptors have towards authenticity or 
remaining faithful to the source text which they translate/adapt? 
Here I will summarize and compare the three dramatic translators/adaptors' 
approaches in terms of 'authenticity'. Lai's position is that a good translation should aim 
to reproduce an equivalent aesthetic experience in the target language. Chen argues that it 
is the duty of the translator to find a way to make the foreign text meaningful by finding 
cultural equivalents in the target language. Therefore, sacrificing certain aspects of the 
authenticity of the translation (such as culture-specific expressions, references, names) is 
5。Ibid., 5. 
5丨 Ibid., 6. 
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necessary in order to convey the impact of the original text to the fullest. Although Lai's 
approach aims for authenticity on the level of literary style, while Chen's aims for 
authenticity on the level of character tone and image, both Lai and Chen try to preserve 
the original text's content and tone by controlling the way they use language in the 
translation according to their perception of the original. 
In contrast, Yat Yau tries to preserve the original's narrative structure and dramatic 
storytelling style in his adaptation, but not the language, tone, or cultural atmosphere. 
Like the translators, his writing process is also closely modeled on the original text, but 
not in order to reproduce the shape and texture of the original text to such an exact degree. 
Despite the freedom which Yat Yau has to take more extreme creative departures from 
Chekhov's text, the intention to create a dramatic script which remains authentic to the 
original work is still strong. 
For his adaptation of The Cherry Orchard, Yat Yau has tried to pattern his writing 
on Chekhov's 'undramatic' style and technique in the original. A major part of the value 
in undertaking an adaptation of this author's work is to retain something of the essence of 
the original work even in the radically adapted version—rather than letting the production 
become like any other contemporary plays. Whether or not these translators/adaptors are 
strict about keeping close to the language of the original，or take greater liberties in 
altering the content and structure of language and narrative, authenticity is an important 
factor determining the way they rewrite foreign dramatic texts for local performance. 
Adaptation vs. nonadaptation: Doing Shakespeare in Hong Kong 
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In this section I will look at a number of Shakespeare performances which took 
place in Hong Kong, including student performances of Shakespeare excerpts at the 
Chinese Universities Shakespeare Festival (2005-07, English language), and HKAPA 
School of Drama performances (Cantonese language). If adaptation is understood as a 
significant textual change to the original author's text, then all of these productions would 
similarly avoid being placed in that category; however, is it right to assume that because 
they are not 'adaptations' in this sense they are all ‘closer’ to some essential concept of 
the original work? I am not sure that a textual bias which simplistically assumes that 
performances are always determined by their texts allows for the complexity and variety 
of relationships which performances (even all those which use an 'authentic' text) can 
adopt in relationship to original works. As we will be able to see in these examples, it 
would be a total inaccuracy to claim that use of a standard text restricts the forms which 
performances can take in any way. A similar observation could probably be made about 
contemporary Shakespeare in Japan, with its popular ‘jeans Shakespeare' movement in 
the 1970s and American Hollywood, with films such as Baz Luhrmann's Romeo + Juliet 
and Hamlet 2000, set in apparently contemporary times but still using the 'real' 
Shakespearian words. 
On the other hand, if we choose to redefine 'adaptation' as any production which 
changes the time or location of the story, then the category becomes so broad that almost 
all these productions would fall into it. In fact, with such a definition it might be hard to 
find many contemporary productions of Shakespeare that are not adaptations. The 
ambiguous nature of setting in Shakespeare itself, with some plays set in the distant past 
or foreign locales, and some set in imaginary locations, makes it questionable whether 
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such a setting-oriented distinction between 'adapted' and ‘nonadapted’ Shakespeare can 
be meaningful. 
I'll begin with a discussion of the performances in the Shakespeare Festival, 
which have become increasingly daring over the years in the lengths to which students 
and directors are willing to go in order to make their productions of Shakespeare unique. 
The relatively strict framework within which participating teams had to work forms a 
good starting point to discuss some prevalent assumptions about what forms authentic 
Shakespeare performance and how these assumptions were accommodated or 
circumvented in various ways. 
Re-dressing Shakespeare in the Shakespeare Festival: Why not Shakespeare in jeans? 
Jane Lai makes an interesting comment about Shakespeare performance in the 
west in her interview on translation, remarking on the oddity with which (unadapted) 
Shakespeare performed in contemporary dress strikes her. "One problem which I often 
think about, when people abroad perform Shakespeare, wearing contemporary dress but 
speaking the original text, though I find it a bit strange, the audiences are still able to 
accept it. But if you moved that to China, it would be impossible to perform《清宮秘 
史》wearing contemporary dress"^l Why is it that in English speaking culture we can 
accept the disjuncture between the archaic sound of Shakespeare and a modern 
environment? Or from the opposite point of view, why is it that in Chinese culture the 
disjuncture between classical Chinese and modern dressed characters would be 
unacceptable? Is this just a manifestation of an arbitrary cultural difference or subjective 
“ L a i , 44. 
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tastes, or is it possible to unravel a logic behind both positions? 
There are different ways of treating the distance of Shakespearean language in 
performance, just as there are different ways of treating the familiarity of modem street 
dress in performance. To the modem native speaker of English, Shakespeare's language 
is distant not only because it contains archaic expressions and slang, but also because it is 
a stylized form of poetry. To the non-native speaker of English, it is also distant culturally 
and as a foreign language. (One might also argue that Shakespeare's language is also 
paradoxically familiar for its distinctively recognizable quality, which has attained an 
iconic status in modem English speaking culture, as well as its pervasiveness throughout 
contemporary language itself.) On the other hand, the t-shirt and jeans outfit is familiar 
not only because it is the uniform of modern day youth in everyday life, but also because 
it is an iconic image represented in movies and television. It is not only what we wear 
when we are being ourselves, but also the clothing which we see celebrities and fictional 
characters wearing in the dramatized representations of mass media. 
To mix Shakespearean language with images of contemporary characters and life 
certainly cuts across certain aesthetic boundaries (old vs. new, theatrical vs. everyday), 
but the mix does not necessarily have to result in an effect of discordant disjuncture, as 
can be seen well in the lyrical quality of Baz Luhrmann's film Romeo+Juliet, where the 
pageantry of MTV-esque imagery combines well with the florid Shakespearean dialogue. 
Or in contrast, we can consider the simplicity of the Australian Bell Shakespeare 
Company's performances (guest performances presented at the Shakespeare Festival 
2006-07). Wearing t-shirts and sweat shirts, jeans and sneakers, army trousers and boots, 
2006 guests Ed Wightman and Cristopher Stollery performed scenes from Macbeth, 
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Hamlet, Julius Caesar, and The Comedy of Errors, The simplicity of their dress was 
matched by the bareness in which they left the stage, showing a refusal to rely heavily on 
visual imagery to suggest character relationships or place, instead utilizing physical 
gesture and movement to communicate the content of their words. The Shakespeare and 
jeans combination has, however, been avoided by most participating teams in the 
Shakespeare Festival finals. But this has not prevented them from increasingly mixing 
Shakespeare in other equally daring ways. 
Re-mixing Shakespeare, incorporating traditional with nontraditional elements 
into hybrid performances, is almost unavoidable due to the rules of the competition. 
Because the goal of the event is in part to encourage the appreciation of Shakespeare as 
English literature, the rules require that Shakespeare's original text be used. The text can 
be cut, even rearranged, but words cannot be changed or added. In addition, the groups 
are all given use of another element of traditional Elizabethan performance: four pillars, 
like the pillars cornering the stage of the Globe Theatre, which they can place anywhere 
on the stage. They are also limited to the use of three actors and a performance time limit 
of 20 minutes. It would appear to be in the teams' advantage to make use of the given 
textual and physical elements in a way which sets them apart from other groups, 
especially as it is possible that they may not be the only group performing a particular 
play or even a particular sequence of scenes. 
The physical conditions of the stage replicate certain aspects of conditions of 
performance at the Globe theatre which present certain creative challenges for all teams. 
Within the time of each team's presentation there is no curtain to indicate change of scene 
or to shield set changes from the audience's eyes, so it is of utmost importance that the 
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stage space is set up in a manner which is versatile for sudden changes of place or time 
(for those productions which incorporate excerpts from several scenes of a play). This 
encourages teams which present condensed versions of plays to keep the space abstract 
rather than over-depict the space with scenery and props which fix it as a particular 
location. On the other hand, teams which present a single scene or set of scenes which 
require only one setting originally can afford to design the stage space in a way which 
makes it less abstract, because they have no need to make the story travel quickly from 
one location to another. The constraints for the two different types of presentations are 
crucially different, and in theory, the challenges faced by those who present many scene 
changes within the twenty minutes are more similar to the challenges of performing 
Shakespeare in a space like the Globe. On a stage which must be kept relatively bare and 
abstract, the pillars have the potential to become extremely useful as prominent physical 
features of the space onto which a wide variety of physical images can be projected. By 
changing the way that he/she physically interacts with the pillars, an actor can easily 
transform the space into a new location, such as a forest, or the hall of a castle, or the 
streets of a town. 
The time limit of 20 minutes becomes the frame into which teams must try to fit a 
coherent, self-contained story using Shakespeare's material. It is desirable to find a scene 
which encompasses some simple narrative development and conclusion, or to locate a 
narrative in the text which can be pieced together from various scenes into a coherent 
whole. 
Some elements which have been used by groups include the imagery of Chinese 
culture (including Chinese theatre influences), imagery of contemporary urbanized life, 
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and cross gender casting. (In the case of cross gender casting it should be noted that this 
has not been used explicitly for nontraditional effect, but appears to be the result of the 
scarcity of male actors at various schools.) I will discuss a few notable examples, 
analyzing how their creative choices have affected their performances and the audience's 
interpretation of the works which they present. 
Julius Caesar (University of International Business and Economics, Beijing, 2006)'^ ^ 
Although this production utilized elements of Chinese opera, it did not transpose 
the story from Rome to China. Thus the Chinese imagery of costume, movement and 
sound served an expressive function rather than as an indication of place or identity, in 
contrast to the vague suggestions of Chinese locale offered by the use of cheongsam 
costumes in a few other productions. If we consider the design of their costumes, strictly 
speaking they do not very closely resemble Chinese opera costumes, although the bright 
colors and long shape of their flowing tunics echoes the look of traditional Chinese 
theatre. However, in combination with the style of movement, inspired by Chinese theatre 
and dance, the whole design of the piece strongly suggests a radical Chinese 
appropriation of Shakespeare's text. Therefore I would argue that this production goes far 
beyond adaptations in the traditional sense which resituate the original story in other 
cultures, such as Akira Kurosawa's film Ran (a version of King Lear), by forcing the 
audience to appreciate Shakespeare's text through new modes of expression and 
reception. Ultimately, what this production accomplishes is quite similar to what 
contemporizing or re-dressing Shakespeare in jeans accomplishes in western culture~it 
“ S e e appendix II, figure 1 for images of this performance. 
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familiarizes the distance of Shakespeare's text by adopting recognizable images closer to 
home, but also simultaneously defamiliarizes the experience of normally familiar cultural 
images by superimposing the unfamiliar language of Shakespeare. 
Some moments highlighting this effect of the simultaneous experience of 
familiarity and unfamiliarity are in the opening sequence, Calphurnia's nightmare, and 
the use of Chinese opera sound effects to punctuate dialogue throughout the piece. The 
opening (from Act I Scene 2) begins with the stately figure of Julius Caesar on stage in 
darkness, silhouetted against the blue-lit cyclorama at the back of the stage, doing the 
slow and powerful movements of taichi. This image is a common part of everyday life 
Hong Kong, where elderly men and women and housewives can be seen practicing taichi 
every morning in public parks. But here the movements are recast in the atmosphere of 
political and military might. The dignified, deliberate grace of his movements becomes a 
physicalization of Caesar's masculinity and pride. 
In contrast with the realms dominated by masculinity throughout the rest of the 
piece, the appearance of Calphurnia's feminine figure is marked out by the fluidity of her 
movements and costume. Wearing a layered robe with long, flowing sleeves which trail 
through the air, she enters with stylized dance-like movements reminiscent of Chinese 
opera dances incorporating the movements of long sleeves, as well as traditional Chinese 
ribbon dancing which traces decorative figures through the air with 6 feet long silk 
ribbons. Calphurnia's long sleeves highlight her fearful trembling and flitting motion 
across the stage, painting a vivid picture of the terrifying premonitory dream she has of 
Caesar's murder. Unlike the measured and calculating movements of the male characters 
(we should note that the actress playing Calphumia also plays a male character in another 
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segment as well), Calphumia's movements are wild and spontaneous. This matches well 
with the conflict between subconscious intuition and logical persuasion, as she fails to 
convince Caesar to stay home against the crafty persuasion of Decius. Again, this is an 
example of borrowing the vocabulary of Chinese theatre for expressive purposes specific 
to character and plot. 
Chinese opera cymbal sound effects are also used to punctuate and exaggerate 
certain moments in the dialogue, creating an interesting mix of stylized presentation and 
naturalized delivery of lines. Pillars were set at three corners of the stage, providing a 
'Romanesque' silhouette against the backdrop, but not incorporated much into space or 
movement. This production uses Chinese traditional theatre elements in a way which 
transforms both the way we see Shakespeare and traditional Chinese theatre. It pushes the 
boundaries of local audience's conception of Shakespeare; although Chinese language 
adaptations of Shakespeare to a Chinese setting are not new to Hong Kong, perhaps such 
adaptations have never before been seen as allowable for the original English text. 
Love's Labour's Lost (Taiwan Soochow University, 2006)54 
This production was notable for being one of the few which have referred very 
pointedly to contemporary urban life. While other productions have made the stage into 
scenes of a wartime hospital or a futuristic wasteland, this one made it into a scene of 
flashy urban courtship. The compiled excerpts from Love's Labour 's Lost follow the 
attempts of the King of Navarre to win the favor of his guest, the Princess of France， 
utilizing imagery and aesthetics of contemporary fashion. While the King is presented as 
54 See appendix II’ figure 2 for images of this performance. 
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a clumsily awkward youth dressed in a "nerdy"^^ school uniform, the Princess and her 
companion Rosaline are presented as glamorous, polished women dressed in evening 
gowns with matching colored gloves and high heels. Arriving at Navarre's door pulling 
their suitcases on wheels (did they fly to get here?) the two women are understandably 
annoyed and unimpressed by his clumsy manner and inability to offer them a place to 
stay. Even the King's heavily accented English, which pokes fun at Japanese 'Engrish', 
becomes a factor foiling his attempts to charm and impress the women. On numerous 
occasions he must resort to body language in order to communicate his meaning when his 
stilted pronunciation makes his speech unintelligible to the women. His inability to 
master English, the international language, in comparison to the relative ease with which 
the women use it, marks the King as provincial in their eyes (in much the same way that a 
high level of English is often taken as a sign of being well-educated in Hong Kong), an 
example of a sort of modern day barbarism. Similarly, his attempt to dress up more 
elegantly for the ladies is foiled when he forgets to replace his geta (Japanese traditional 
wooden platform sandals) with a more stylish pair of shoes. The presence of the coarse 
geta reveals his 'barbaric' ineptitude at the language of fashion as well as his provincial 
Navarran/Japanese identity. 
The love letters and gifts of jewelry which the King and his friends give to the 
Princess and her companions in Shakespeare's play (diamonds and pearls) acquire a new 
dimension within the context set up by the use of jazz music, the fancy dress of the 
women, and the digital cameras and cell phones which dangle from their necks and wrists. 
The courtly romance of this play becomes a picture of the modern-day aristocracy and 
“F rom Soochow University's scene summary, page 10 of 2""* Chinese Universities Shakespeare Festival 
(2006) program. 
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their world of fashionable, materialistic leisure and consumption. Jewelry is no longer a 
sign of inherited status but of spending power, an almost cliche part of the urban ideals of 
romance. Machines such as mobile phones and digital cameras are no longer purely 
functional but carried about by women as fashion accessories and toys which play an 
important part in socializing. 
Using a metropolitan context allows the production to play with vocabulary which 
can easily be recognized by both actors and audience. However, we can see that fitting 
this contemporary vocabulary with the story is challenging at times. For example, is it 
appropriate to replace the messenger bringing news of the Princess's father's death with 
notification via Rosaline's cell phone? The casualness and speed with which the news is 
delivered makes the romantic goodbye between the King and the Princess seem a bit 
heartless, although this is consistent with the modern-day romance theme of the 
production. 
We can also observe that the production has difficulty assimilating the use of the 
pillars in a way which relates to the story, although their attempts to incorporate physical 
interaction with the pillars are highly inventive. All four pillars were placed on stage 
remaining on the wooden wheeled boards which the stage technicians had been using to 
move the pillars on, off, and around the stage between performances. The mobility of the 
pillars in this state was exploited to humorous effect by the actors. For example, the King 
tries to lean against a pillar but it begins to roll away under his weight; the King spies on 
Princess and Rosaline's conversation, using the pillar to sneak up behind them; when 
Rosaline discovers the pillar has moved, she pushes it away to reveal the King; and when 
the King falls into a romantic reverie, he begins slow-dancing with the pillar. In addition, 
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the King walks straight into a pillar and is intimidated by a pillar. These explorations of 
physical interaction with the pillars are based on the fact that they look extremely 
imposing but are actually (when on wheels) not as solid as they look. 
The challenge which ultimately remained unsolved was how to incorporate these 
moveable pillars clearly into the space. For the majority of the piece, the action was 
taking place outdoors at the court of Navarre, but the presence of the pillars was not 
addressed in any way which identified them as any imaginary part of the scene. 
Taming of the Shrew (Macao Polytechnic, 2007)56 
The dynamic established by this production's usage of Chinese elements was very 
different from that of Julius Caesar discussed above. It does not adopt Chinese theatrical 
elements as a mode of storytelling, but rather posits China or Chinese culture as a new 
setting for the story. Kate, her father Baptista and Petruchio are dressed in Chinese 
opera/period style costumes. While Kate and Petruchio are presented as rosy-cheeked, 
black-haired young man and woman, Petruchio is presented as a calculating old man with 
a long, grey beard, working out a bargain with Petruchio on his abacus. As we can see in 
the fact that the story's location is explicitly left as ‘Italy，(it is actually left in the lines), 
this type of transposition of setting is problematic within the framework of the 
competition for determining the production's relationship to the text (is it authentic or 
not?). To speak of 'Italy' while representing China is provocative, for this inconsistency 
is never resolved. 
The gap between the place named by the text and the place named by the visual 
56 See appendix II，figure 3 for images of this performance. 
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picture is played up into sharp relief rather than blended together. This incongruent 
juxtaposition becomes part of the production's overall comic effect, for it splices together 
English and Chinese culture as well as different theatrical/film genres (Shakespeare, 
Chinese opera, period costume Chinese TV drama, and kung-fu film). 
In order to appreciate the jokes that are being made, one needs to be familiar to 
some extent with the genres which are being quoted. For example, the humor of the 
moment at which the enmity between Kate and Petruchio unleashes itself as a kung-fu 
faceoff only has its full impact if one can recognize how this moment is similar to 
moments in popular kung-fu movies as well as how it compares to more typical versions 
which depict these two characters as renaissance western Europeans. The complexity of 
these references makes this production a sophisticated parody which goes beyond simply 
interpreting the text alone, for it interprets/re-interprets the relationship between different 
performance genres as well. Is it possible that the parodic nature of this performance may 
prevent it from being seen as an 'authentic' performance which interprets the text as it 
was originally 'meant' to be interpreted, rather than in new or unpredictable ways? 
Shakespeare at the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts School of Drama: 
stretching the limits of space, time, and the universal 
The below discussion will focus on two productions of Shakespeare in Cantonese 
translation at the HKAPA, Macbeth (2001) and Romeo and Juliet (2004). The two 
productions take very different approaches to making Shakespeare's text into a narrative 
that is not bound to its original culture alone but which is truly universal. 
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Macbeth (2001严 
Director: David Pinner, translator/adaptor: Anthony Chan (陳敢權)，set designer 
Leo Yuen Hon Wai. 
In contrast to the vocabulary of western dress employed by the 2004 production 
of Romeo and Juliet’ a 2001 production of Macbeth utilized Chinese style costumes.^^ 
This was done in combination with a set that was bare and abstract, with only a few key 
features such as a glowing red circle at the center of the stage, which served different 
functions throughout the play, such as the witches' cauldron at the opening. Viewed at a 
superficial level, the use of Chinese rather than western style costumes might make it 
seem as if this production was intending to present a more localized Shakespeare, i.e. to 
concretize the location of the story for the audience by setting it in China. However, a 
glance at notes from the production file^^ reveals a very different philosophy behind this 
presentation of Shakespeare: 
(From notes of Leo Yuen, set designer) "Overall Concept: To avoid using a realistic 
and defined setting; to create a visionary and abstract set which is more universal in 
suggesting different combination of spaces in all the scenes (with the coordination of 
lighting effect); there is no defined time and space; the color and touch of the set 
would be of an exotic Chinese style, embodying a feeling of uneasiness and 
restlessness to reflect the guilty conscience of the characters." 
(from minutes of final design meeting) ‘‘The setting of the show is Ancient China but 
it's not very clear as to what period it really is." 
The logic seems to be that by setting the story in an ancient, mythical China, the 
story may attain a more universal quality than if it were set in a defined, realistic space. 
Simply transposing the story to an Asian backdrop will not make the story more 'real' to 
“See appendix II’ figure 4 for images of this production's costume design. 
See appendix II, figure 4. 
Production File: Macbeth. HKAPA Drama School, 2001. 
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the audience~rather it is keeping the theatrical space from becoming too fixed in the 
'real，which will make the story more powerful. 
Accordingly, the production design avoids becoming simply a Chinese-style 
period costume version of Macbeth, leaving the possibilities of space and time open to 
the audience's imagination. The sinocized versions of Shakespeare's character names are 
used, but the references to Scotland and actual places are replaced with vague markers 
such as 'our kingdom' and 'neighboring country'. This gives the production the 
atmosphere of a legend which takes place somewhere in the vastness of the distant 
Chinese past, as if Macbeth (馬克白）was actually a semi-mythical ancient Chinese hero, 
not a figure drawn from the history of Scotland. The stance which this production adopts 
towards the Shakespearean text is implicitly to shield its foreign origins, positing itself as 
the new center or origin of the text's meaning. 
Romeo and Juliet (2004) 
Director: David Jiang, set designer:陳雅君，costume designer,倫希文• 
For this production, the stage was mostly bare of any furniture or props. Location 
was suggested by use of a few large moveable set pieces, sometimes with the addition of 
one key set piece to indicate a particular location. For example, in the famous 'balcony' 
scene (Act II Sc. 2) where Romeo spies on Juliet gazing at the moon, an enormous full 
moon hung in the background over the lovers' dialogue,® As they continued to talk, the 
moon moved across the 'sky' from the right to the left. 
Another example would be in the Capulet's ball scene, when a large chandelier 
60 See appendix II, figure 5.1. 
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hung over the stage to turn the entire stage into a large dance hall.^' The white, smooth, 
featureless moveable set pieces gave a surrealistic feeling with their asymmetrical curved 
shapes. One piece which was particularly memorable to me was a platform curving 
upwards into stairs and then tapering off in mid-air, like a bridge to nowhere. This 
'bridge to nowhere' was used effectively in the balcony scene to create a sense of 
distance between Romeo and Juliet when they say goodbye to each other at the end of the 
scene: Juliet (stage right) crawls towards the end of the 'bridge to nowhere', reaching 
towards Romeo (stage left), who stands on a curved wall also reaching back towards her. 
Combined with the arched physical shape of the 'bridge to nowhere', which suggests that 
the structure itself is actually stretching towards the opposite side of the stage, a vivid, 
extremely physicalized picture of'longing' is formed at this last moment of the scene: 
{original lines) 
JULIET A thousand times good night! 
ROMEO A thousand times the worse, to want thy light! 
Love goes toward love as schoolboys from their books; 
But love from love, toward school with heavy looks. 
The visual and spatial form of the scene is really a fitting expression of these lines 
showing a Romeo and Juliet whose mutual infatuation roots them to the spot, making 
them unable even to say a simple goodbye. It is also a good example of the sort of visual 
expression employed throughout this production, which might strike one as being similar 
to the style of a surrealist painting. 
Another element of this production which contributes to a general feeling of 
surrealism is its unique use of costumes. The designer used western style costumes from 
not just one, but many historical periods. From the sketches of the designer? you can see 
61 See appendix II, figure 5.2. 
62See appendix 11, figure 5.3. 
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how every character undergoes a succession of costume changes ranging from 
Renaissance Italy to Elizabethan England, IS^ *" century European, Victorian England, to 
the 1920s and the Jazz Age. While Juliet's skirt length gets progressively shorter, 
Romeo's costume changes quite drastically from a belted tunic with tights and pointed 
shoes, to ruffled shirt, waistcoat, breeches and buckled heeled shoes, to the modern three 
piece suit. The changing time periods of the clothing on actors' bodies disorients the 
audience in our sense of time and place. The world of the stage becomes a place which 
defies our logic of narrative and continuity of time and space. 
Mixing of style is taken to an even further level in the Capulet's ball scene, where 
the guests perform an elaborate, courtly dance which is a mixture of dances from 
different time periods—Elizabethan dance, minuet, and modern ballroom waltz. The 
playing with styles which occurs in this production could serve to undermine the 
languages of costume, setting, and words which theatre uses to express time and space to 
the audience; it can also suggest that the characters within the narrative are wandering 
through time. The narrative fabric of time and space is stretched by the constant shifting 
of the scenery and costume; universalism of the Romeo and Juliet story is achieved in a 
very literal way as the audience witnesses the continuity of story and character survive 
these physical changes; the tale is demonstrated as one which potentially could take place 
anywhere and anytime. 
The visual atmosphere was dream-like, yet the production reflected the modern 
urban sensibility of Hong Kong, where the average person can easily change who they 
are by their clothes, and where the urban space is a jumbled juxtaposition of old and new, 
east and west. This production openly questions the idea of one ‘authentic，mode of 
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performing a text, seeming to argue for a position at the opposite extreme-that all 
performance versions are simply styles which are interchangeable. 
How is the issue of authenticity a factor in local performances of Shakespeare? 
Here I will summarize my observations of how the concept of authenticity 
influences local performances of Shakespeare. The demand for textual authenticity is a 
determining factor which tends to influence performances as an external pressure, rather 
than an internal guiding spirit. The text tends to function as a frame which each 
performance tries to adapt to creatively. In addition, Shakespearean language and spatial 
performance conditions (such as a bare stage with only roman pillars) are a challenge 
which competitors in the Shakespeare Festival are required to deal with. We can see how 
these textual, linguistic, spatial parameters demanding a minimum standard of 
authenticity push performances to assert their originality in creative and unconventional 
ways. Paradoxically, being required to perform within a strict authentic framework seems 
to encourage innovation and originality. 
Performance of Shakespeare takes place in a situation which is fundamentally 
competitive. A single text can give arise to many different performances. In order for a 
performance to have value, it must be unique, original or innovative in some way. This 
external pressure is intensified in the case of competitions such as the Shakespeare 
Festival, in which many performances take place at one time and are evaluated with 
respect to each other. 
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Conclusion 
For the scriptwriters analyzed, we can see a clear difference in the type of 
authenticity each one aims for. Jane Lai's style of translation may be characterized as 
aspiring to textual authenticity, since she aims to bring her audience as close to the 
experience of the original text as possible. Her translation style may also be characterized 
as being faithful to authorial intention, since she aims to create a translation which is 
closer to the original text rather than accommodating to the local audience. Chapman 
Chen, on the other hand, argues in favor of sacrificing the translation's textual 
authenticity on the level of literary language in order to preserve the overall effect of the 
drama in performance. His translation of Kullervo may bear less similarity to Kivi's 
original text, but ultimately Chen wants to preserve the dramatic effect of the original 
work by finding appropriate dynamic equivalents to expressions, folklore references and 
names in Cantonese/Putonghua. This translation approach might also be described as a 
sort of textual authenticity, but on the level of the effect which a text creates rather the 
structure and meaning of its language (comparable to Young's definition of 'acoustical 
authenticity' for classical music). 
As has been argued, Yat Yau is no less demanding of authenticity in his 
scriptwriting, even though he is engaged in adapting, not translating Chekhov's work. 
The type of authenticity he aims for might be characterized as fidelity to authorial 
intention, since he aims to create a script which accomplishes something similar to what 
he perceives to be the intention in Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, though his text bears 
sparse similarity to the work in terms of its structure and content. Working with an 
entirely different story, he tries to incorporate similar themes and to use similar dramatic 
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storytelling technique, showing everyday scenes and avoiding overt melodrama. 
For the analyzed performances of Shakespeare, we can see even more types of 
authenticity at work. The performances at the HKAPA may be described as textually 
authentic because they use translations which are faithful to the original text rather than 
adaptations. However, these performances do not aim to retain fidelity to authorial 
intention, because they try to find radically new ways of interpreting the text. While the 
HKAPA performance of Macbeth reimagines the story as a tale of feudal warlords in 
ancient China, the performance of Romeo and Juliet deliberately plays with the concept 
of narrative time. It can be hypothesized that the necessity of producing performances 
which are textually authentic creates the incentive to strive for uniqueness in other ways. 
These performances can be described as aiming for authentic originality. 
In the Chinese Universities Shakespeare Festival, the external factors which may 
affect individual performances in other situations are made transparent here by the 
competition rules. All performances in the competition are required to be textually 
authentic, since they must use nothing but Shakespeare's original English text. Words and 
passages can be cut and rearranged, but no words can be changed or added. To a certain 
extent, technical authenticity is also encouraged by the rules of the competition~the 
Shakespearean text and four roman pillars can be used by competitors in creative and 
untraditional ways. The rules do not specify certain ways in which the materials ought to 
be used, but invite experimentation within the given bounds utilizing these 'authentic' 
materials/performance conditions. 
Making sure that all the performances conform to a certain degree of authenticity 
partly ensures that they can be fairly compared by judges. But the elements of sameness 
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induced by the parameters of the competition also naturally create the impetus for 
individual performances to assert their originality, and therefore their value, in other ways. 
Thus an increasing variety of experimental and innovative performances of Shakespeare 
can be seen over time even within the strict bounds of the competition, which requires a 
minimum level of authenticity from every participating entry. 
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Author: Yomei Shaw 
Excerpt from M.Phil, thesis, entitled "The Environment of Hong Kong Theatrical Performance: Foreign 
Dramatic Texts in Local Performance". Submitted November 2007 for M.Phil, degree in English (Literary 
Studies) at The Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
Chapter Three 
The Global Stage: Performing Other Modernities 
In the previous chapter, the relationship between productions and their source 
texts is examined. In this chapter I will explore in the opposite direction: the relationship 
between some productions of foreign texts and their destination, the local audience and 
culture. I argue that through the lens of such foreign plays, a more expansive, diversified 
imagination of Hong Kong can be achieved. 
The practice of performing foreign plays transforms the stage into a space which 
must expand beyond its physical limits to hold many cultures, many worldviews (I would 
argue that this is true whether or not the plays are performed unadapted or adapted to 
local settings). This is all the more significant when we consider Hong Kong's physical 
and spatial relationship to China and the rest of the world. Maybe it should not be 
surprising if Hong Kong, with its limitations of physical space, constantly looks to go 
beyond its physical boundaries in its imaginary space. 
I would like to consider the local performance of a few contemporary plays 
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(Dario Fo's Can 't Pay. Won 't Pay!, Yasmina Reza's Art, and Cao Yu's Sunrise) in terms of 
the unique vision of (an alternative) modernity they each present. Each play is a depiction 
of ‘modernity’ in the general sense that each is a reflection on what it means to live in 
modern times~confronting economic injustice and political responsibility, questioning 
the meaning and value of modern art, and living in the chaos of the modern metropolis. 
The local performances of these foreign plays introduce new ways of reimagining Hong 
Kong as a modern space. 
Each of these plays contains a particular vision of modern l i fe~of the meaning of 
modernity—specific to a place/space other than Hong Kong. Can 't Pay, Won ’t Pay! (1974) 
was written about the struggles of the working class in the modem capitalist society of 
Italy. Art (1994)，set in Paris, makes comedy out of the difficulties which average people 
have relating to the high culture of modern art (in the context of western tradition). 
Sunrise (1935) examines the dark side of the glamorously wealthy and modernized 
metropolis of 1930s Shanghai. Although Cao Yu's Sunrise is not as recent as the other 
two plays, it presents interesting material for comparison as an older vision of modernity 
from the turn of the century, and one that portrays Shanghai as the quintessence of the 
new metropolis (which is an image which Hong Kong has subsequently adopted for itself 
in the last few decades). In all three productions the story was either reset in Hong Kong, 
or the location was subtly left unspecified so as to allow for the possibility that it could be 
taking place in Hong Kong. As a result, the narrative worlds of the performances were 
simultaneously representations of both Other and Self. 
By analyzing how these plays have been adapted and realized in local 
performances, we can learn how each play's unique conception of modernity has been 
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made relevant to contemporary Hong Kong life. At the same time, it will also show how 
the performance of foreign plays allows Hong Kong to expand in its imaginary space. 
Can't pay? Won't pay! (Play by Dario Fo, performed by HKAPA School of Drama, 
March 19-24, 2007) 
This performance was directed by directing student John Ip Man-chong (葉萬莊)’ 
and was translated/adapted into Cantonese by Cheung Lok-kan (張樂勤 ) .The play was 
first written and produced in 1974 by the Italian playwright Dario Fo and his wife Franca 
Rame with their theatre collective in Milan. This was only a year after Rame was 
kidnapped by fascists, Fo was imprisoned for refusing police entry to a performance, and 
their previous collective was forced to disband.^^ The work was written collaboratively 
through a process of discussion within and without the collective with workers' groups in 
the community.64 
Non si paga! non si paga! is a political farce depicting the resistance which some 
working class Milanese housewives are forced to stage against the unreasonable rise in 
prices. One day at the supermarket, an argument erupts between the shoppers and the 
store manager. The shoppers complain that the new prices are unaffordable, but the 
manager dodges responsibility, saying that the prices are decided by those above him, and 
that they are legal in a free market system. The crowd of women refuse to pay any more 
than last year's prices, and claiming their right to pay what they can afford, loot the store. 
However, when one of the looters, Antonia, arrives home with the goods she has taken, 
she is forced to hide them from her husband Giovanni, who condemns the action of the 
“Tony Mitchell, File on Dario Fo, 9-10. 
^ Mitchell, 57. 
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housewives. The police invade the neighborhood, looking for those involved in the 
supermarket riot, and a wild chase ensues as Antonia and her neighbor Margherita evade 
their husbands, and they all evade the police, until finally, they are all forced to unite 
against eviction and the confiscation of their property. 
There is a world of difference between the context in which the play was written 
and the context in which it is performed in contemporary Hong Kong. Hong Kong is a 
prosperous city with a high cost of living but also high incomes compared to the rest of 
China. There is also freedom of speech in Hong Kong for the media and artists which 
their cohorts in mainland China do not enjoy. Here political criticism of the government 
can be voiced without fear of provoking retaliatory measures which endanger one's 
personal freedom or physical safety, as Dario Fo and Franca Rame have experienced 
throughout their careers. 
But although political criticism can be openly expressed, the voice of the public is 
rendered ineffectual to some extent because Hong Kong is not a democracy with an 
executive government chosen by the people's vote. The current freedom which Hong 
Kong residents enjoy is not guaranteed by any ability to express their opinions through 
political participation in their own government; its continued existence depends on the 
good will of the Central Chinese government towards Hong Kong. The only way that 
people can hope to affect a change is by public demonstration, as in the yearly July ”t 
rally for democracy and the recent demonstrations against the removal of Queen's Ferry 
Pier. The public voice is allowed to exist, but carefully controlled. It is perhaps in this 
issue of individual political power, the question of the value of individual action and 
responsibility, that Fo's play shares the most relevance to Hong Kong life. 
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The great difference between contemporary Hong Kong and the context in which 
the play was written raises the questions of how effectively it can be adapted for a Hong 
Kong audience, and if adaptation will make the play lose its original political force and 
meaning. Fo's plays have been performed internationally in translation/adaptation, 
gaining popular reception in the UK, US and many other places; however, their sharp 
political content is not always preserved well by translations/adaptations. As Hirst 
comments, commercial productions have often been more concerned with making the 
plays as witty as possible, rather than preserving the political import or style of Fo's 
plays.65 In order to try and answer these questions we can examine how the world of 
Can't pay? Won't pay! has been presented at the HKAPA, and what meaning these 
presentation choices might have for the local audience. 
The main playing area was triangular, with the audience sitting on a series of 
stepped platforms on two sides of the triangle. This area was used to represent Antonia 
and Giovanni's home. The shape of the space and the proximity of the audience to the 
actors gave a sense that the audience was sitting right in the couple's home. Cardboard 
boxes were stacked everywhere, possibly suggesting that the entire home was built out of 
them—for example, a wall at the back was formed completely of cardboard boxes, 
stacked impossibly high. The improvised temporari-ness of the home was also accented 
by the fact that some of the walls/doors were simply large wooden or cardboard boards 
which could be easily moved or knocked down. Even on the platforms where the 
audience sat, flattened cardboard boxes were placed here and there as 'cushions' for the 
audience to take their comfort. In the midst of all these boxes, at the center of the triangle, 
was a bed, one of the few signs that this was a home and not a storage space. The playing 
65 David L. Hirst, Dario Fo and Franca Rome, 73-106. 
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area was bounded by a few fences of the type commonly found in Hong Kong: steel 
chain link, painted green. On the fences and the wall of boxes hung clothing on hangers 
(as if to dry, or for lack of storage space). 
The costumes of the actors were colorfully old-fashioned in a very local way—for 
the two female characters, remnants of bad fashion from 20 years ago—and this produced 
laughter in the audience on their first entrance. Margherita, Antonia's neighbor, wore a 
brightly patterned, oversized cardigan that extended well past her hips; the size of the 
sweater plays an important role in the first scene when Antonia's husband returns home 
suddenly and they are forced to hide cans of stolen food underneath it. Antonia 'explains' 
the sudden largeness of Margherita's stomach by claiming that she is pregnant. 
Certain elements of the production had particularly strong local significance. For 
example, a square folding table and round folding stools served as the household dining 
area. This type of furniture is often seen on Hong Kong's streets, outside of small 
restaurants or at daaihpaaidong, street food stalls. They are an economic use of space; 
although uncomfortable and drab, the table and seats are cheap and durable and can be set 
up anywhere and quickly put away. Within a small home typical of the average Hong 
Kong resident, such furniture would also serve to save space, and though it would hardly 
contribute to a sense of permanence in the home, it embodies a familiar sense of the 
everyday spatial environment of Hong Kong. This evocative detail contributed to the 
overall sense that this was a world where space and money were painfully dear. 
The production also tries to adapt the story to Hong Kong by evoking images of 
the local working class. For example, the costume of Luigi, Margherita's husband, was 
distinctively reminiscent of a local construction worker (denim jacket, ripped denim jeans, 
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dirty canvas slip-on rubber soled shoes, wife-beater), even though technically both Luigi 
and Giovanni work in a luncheon meat canning factory. At one point in the play, 
Giovanni quotes a famous line by the Hong Kong Bus Uncle, a local minibus driver 
whose tirade against a passenger was seen globally via YouTube. "I've got pressure, 
you've got pressure, we've all got pressure." 
Local traditions and beliefs also appear in the production. When the policeman 
accuses Antonia and Margherita of carrying stolen food under their clothing, Antonia 
makes up a story about the goddess Gun-yam to explain why so many women have 
stuffed food under their clothing and claims that if he lays a finger on them, the goddess 
will take revenge on him. When the old man visits Antonia's home, he gives a laaihsih 
red envelope to Luigi and Margherita, which turns out to have something else in it other 
than money—an eviction notice. 
These details borrowed from Hong Kong life used in depicting the space and 
characters of the story lead us to consider the hypothetical possibility of such an incident 
taking place here, and what might be the outcome. The production does not ask the 
audience to believe that the story is likely to occur in Hong Kong, but takes the audience 
into a consideration of 'what if，. Thus, the world of the production is both like and unlike 
'real' contemporary Hong Kong. The audience can recognize the struggles of working 
class life, the lack of living space and the pressures of managing expenses on a limited 
income. But for people who can afford the luxury of buying a ticket to see this production, 
the experience of being under so much financial pressure as to be forced into open, 
collective resistance of the law is probably unfamiliar. This is precisely where the play 
can have relevance for the Hong Kong audience. Hong Kong people currently enjoy a 
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high degree of personal freedom. But i f these freedoms should be taken away, or if the 
people are forced into a situation like that in the play where they can no longer fulfill a 
basic need like hunger, will they be able to react effectively? The director of this 
production, John Ip，states the importance of considering the question of the ability of the 
Hong Kong people to take responsible, organized action if the need should arise: 
We will always have to live with the pressures of everyday life; government 
policies and the food we eat all have an impact on us. When we meet a situation 
of injustice, some people shout angrily, but more people bear it quietly, or even 
choose to ignore it. Therefore, people become more and more apathetic to things 
apart from themselves. They would not care about anything except themselves 
and their own survival.66 
By presenting the audience with an alternative vision of Hong Kong, the performance 
forces us to consider the value of the individual in taking political action. This alternate 
modernity is one in which people are not served by, but are taken advantage of by 
commercial interests in society. They can only battle successfully against the adversaries 
of the state and commerce through collective action, and implicitly, by shouldering 
personal risk and taking individual action. This is a world where modernity has gone 
wrong, endangering the existence of the average citizen一hard work and obeying the law 
no longer guarantees that the average citizen will get their due share. Passively avoiding 
involvement in the political conflicts of the world is no longer a valid choice, when the 
chaos of the world beats a path to your door. 
Art (Play by Yasmina Reza, performed by Hong Kong Repertory Theatre, March 
23-ApriI 8，2007)67 
66 John Ip Man-chong, "Director's Note", Program for Can't Pay? Won't Pay! (my translation). Performed 
by HKAPA School of Drama, Academy Studio Theatre, March 19-24. 
67 See appendix II，figure 6.1 for the program cover. 
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This performance was directed by Weigo Lee (李國威) .Reza's French script was 
translated into Chinese by Jin Zhiping (金志平)and ‘adjusted, into Cantonese by Lee. 
The play was performed at the Shouson Theatre in the Hong Kong Arts Centre. Art was 
published and premiered in Berlin in 1994. The play depicts how the relationship 
between three friends is destroyed and then rebuilt according to their unique attitudes to 
Art~specifically, a work of art which one of the friends, Serge, purchases for a 
phenomenal price. Through the development of their interactions the audience can see 
how their attitudes towards art are influenced by their economic status, their personalities, 
and their sense of social status. We can also see how their struggle for the authority to 
pass judgment on Serge's painting transforms into an all-consuming egotistical struggle 
for power, respect, and personal prestige. Is it so absurd to get so passionately worked up 
about a friend's decision to buy an expensive painting, even if one dislikes it? Reza's play 
questions not only why some take art too seriously, but also why others don't take art 
seriously enough. 
Three men, Marc, Serge, and Yvan, are old friends. Marc is a married aeronautical 
engineer, Serge is a divorced dermatologist, and Yvan is a stationary supplies salesman 
about to be married. One day, Serge buys a painting for 200,000 francs. Marc is invited to 
look at Serge's new purchase, but he is shocked. The painting is a work of abstract art, a 
square canvas with white lines painted on a white background. Serge tells him that the 
artist is a well-known painter named Antrios, but this fails to convince Marc of the 
painting's worth. Marc rudely challenges the painting's artistic merit, deeply offending 
Serge. Unable to comprehend why Serge has invested in such a painting, Marc turns to 
their mutual friend Yvan to ask for a second opinion to confirm his judgment of the 
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painting. 
Yvan，however, is unable to take a strong stand in agreement with either friend in 
the debate over the painting. The conflict escalates until finally all sides are locked in a 
philosophical and literal stalemate~the three men exhaust themselves in argument, 
unable to come to an agreement so they can go out to have dinner together. To end the 
conflict, Serge invites Marc to deface the painting with a felt-tip marker, after which their 
fight concludes and the three become friends again. Ironically, the act of drawing graffiti 
on the painting gives it a new meaning for Marc (even after his graffiti has been 
meticulously cleaned off the painting). 
The play is framed at the beginning and end by Marc's description of the painting, 
addressed to the audience. His attitude of cynicism and incredulous bafflement towards 
the painting at the beginning contrasts with the lyrical interpretation he offers the 
audience at the play's conclusion, showing the intellectual shift which he has undergone. 
Although thus framed by Marc's perspective, the play is not oriented towards his point of 
view alone. Serge and Yvan also express their points of view by addressing the audience 
directly throughout the play. Unlike the absolutism of the individual characters it depicts, 
the play itself operates according to a relativistic philosophy which allows for the 
possibility of many perspectives, which coexist in dialogue with one another. The 
structure of Art questions the existence of a single 'right' way of interpreting artistic texts. 
Although the play was performed without specific adaptation to Hong Kong 
(aside from adjustments in its Cantonese language translation), because Reza's original 
text makes little reference to French locations or culture, the HK Rep's performance gives 
the impression that the diegetic space on stage does not necessarily have to represent 
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France or any other foreign country; if it weren't for the names 'Marc'(馬克)，'Serge' 
G思哲）and ' Y v a n ' (易， t h e impression is that the story could easily be taking place in 
Hong Kong. The set design, although minimalistic and neutral in style, has subtle 
connotations in the Hong Kong context. The entire stage was used to depict the space of 
an apartment, bare and neutral in character, with a few simple but tasteful furnishings: a 
white leather sofa, a matching square footrest, a dark cherry coffee table. The walls and 
the floors were pure white; behind the sofa, a wall of light pine paneling stretches across 
the back of the apartment (this wall is utilized throughout the play as a choice spot to 
hang a painting). On the right, white wooden blinds cover a large window which stretches 
to the ceiling. The lack of color, stark emptiness and gigantic dimensions of the space~ 
its walls, its height, the window, the floor area~give the apartment an imposing 
museum-like atmosphere which magnifies the art displayed on the wall while at the same 
time dwarfing the human figures who inhabit the space. The same exact setting is used to 
represent the apartments of Serge, Marc, and Yvan，with only one changing detail~the 
picture hanging on the wall. While Serge has his abstract Antrios, Yvan hangs a 
nondescript 'motel painting' on his wall, and Marc displays a figurative landscape 
painting. 
As a backdrop to the play, the spacious, minimalist home decor strongly connotes 
a certain level of income shared by the three characters. Theirs is a lifestyle which can 
afford a spacious living environment, a self-designed home decor, and the luxury of 
hanging art on the walls. In Hong Kong terms, they are members of the upper class. 
Because the production has chosen to depict the living space rather than leave it to 
audience imagination, as a consequence, the three men appear to live in homes which are 
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ironically clones of minimalist style, despite their deep differences in taste, which is only 
expressed by the painting which each man hangs on his wall. Their paintings show a lot 
about each character's philosophy of aesthetics, which are exaggerated to the point of 
caricature. As the champion of (and investor in) modernist art, Serge appreciates 
formalism. Modernism and formalism in painting are associated with abstraction, as well 
as a way of interpreting art that focuses on its formal features rather than on its content. 
Marc, on the other hand, is distinguished by his taste for the 'classical'. His rejection of 
modern art seems to come from his attachment to more traditional notions of aesthetics, 
as embodied by the figurative painting hanging on his wall, a view of a landscape through 
a window. A more traditional way of reading art, which assumes that artworks are 
representational, focuses on the meaningful interpretation of the content depicted, as well 
as the evaluation of the technique and style of the artist. Yvan's painting is both 
characteristic of his personality and misleading of his true aesthetic tastes. The 'motel 
painting, he hangs on his wall seems to suggest that he is a consumer of pop or 
commercial art. The reason why Serge and Marc look down on this type of 'motel 
painting' as bad art might be because it lacks aesthetic authenticity, but also because it is 
cheap and mass-reproduced (all the rooms in the motel display framed copies of the same 
painting). It is revealed, however, that Yvan's painting is in fact genuine, not a mass-
reproduced commercial artwork—it was painted by his father. We can see here that in the 
term 'modern' or 'contemporary art', a distinction is drawn between pop art and high 
modern art, which sets itself apart as possessing greater aesthetic and intellectual value, 
in spite of not being accessible or easily understood by the masses. 
How do these conflicting systems of aesthetics and the debate over the value 
68 Yasmina Reza, Art, 14. Translated by Christopher Hampton. London: Dramatists Play Service, 1999. 
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(aesthetic and economic) of modern art fit into the context of contemporary Hong Kong 
life? An interesting point of contact between Reza's play and Hong Kong arises at the 
very beginning of play, in the way that Marc describes Serge's interest in art in Cantonese. 
The English translation of the text reads: 
Serge is one of my oldest friends. 
He's done very well for himself, he's a dermatologist and he's really into art.^ '^  
The Cantonese translation uses the term「、沉迷」（ch让m maaih), which roughly 
translates as "to be addicted to". This is interesting because this term is usually associated 
with vices such as gambling or playing video games. (For instance, a local television 
public service announcement warns people against the dangers of 'addictive' behavior: 
gambling, playing video games, and drinking alcohol.) One is not 'addicted' if one enjoys 
these activities but in moderation. The connotation of the term is not just that one does 
an activity compulsively or with great frequency, but that it reaches the point of an all-
consuming, unhealthy obsession. For the character Marc to say this in Cantonese, he 
would have to believe that Serge's hobby of art buying is an obsession that is interfering 
with his relationships, maybe pulling him into debt. 
Thus the question of the painting's aesthetic value is not only a philosophical 
debate, but also becomes a practical issue of evaluating the wisdom of Serge's purchase. 
Time is implicitly a factor in the consideration of the artwork's value; how much value 
people assign to the work in the future (especially art collectors) is just as important as 
contemporary opinions. Has Serge been duped into speculating wildly on an artwork 
which is actually worthless, or has he caught a good opportunity to buy at good value? 
The preoccupation with money and the economic value of art is a conscious undertone in 
69 Reza, Art, 5. Translated by Christopher Hampton. 
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the Hong Kong production that is also highlighted by the appearance of an article on page 
21 of the program, "Buying Art for In vestment", provided by one of the HK Rep's 
sponsors. 
One important historical facet of the modernist movement in art is the attempt of 
artists to break free of history to find a new mode of expression which is truly 
contemporary yet timeless. To be 'modem' is thus also to have an aesthetic value which 
transcends time through innovation. As Malcolm Bradbury comments on the term, 
"Modernist art is, in most critical usage, reckoned to be the art of what Harold Rosenberg 
calls ‘the tradition of the new'."^' Modernist art and literature positions itself against 
tradition, claiming value for itself precisely because it is not confined by tradition. If this 
notion of timelessness is applied to the economic value of art objects, in theory, 
modernists would claim that modern art will never decrease in value as long as it is truly 
modern. Tradition will always be superceded by new traditions in the movement of 
history, and the merely contemporary will come and go, but the truly modern will always 
remain 'avant-garde', thus retaining its value. Serge prides himself on the consumption of 
high culture which is recognized as such; he reads Seneca, calling it "incredibly modern", 
and is elated by the fact that he owns a painting by an artist whose work is also housed in 
the National Museum of Modern Art at the Pompidou Centre. Allying himself with those 
institutions which dictate what is and is not high culture, he is confident in the value of 
the painting he has purchased, despite the doubts of Marc and Yvan. 
In the context of Hong Kong, Marc's skeptical attitude towards the enthusiasm of 
Serge for high modern art is perhaps the most plausible position among the three 
7° See appendix II, figure 6.2. 
Malcolm Bradbury, quoted in Modernism, page 1, by Peter Childs. New York: Routledge, 2000. 
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characters. Hong Kong does not have the tradition and rich network of institutions 
devoted to high culture and the arts which is comparable to that of Paris. Like everything 
else in life, the value of the arts is subject to economic rather than intellectual interests. 
To spend a great sum of money on an artwork which only the initiated can appreciate 
would seem to be quite a risky gamble, for there is no powerful community to support the 
opinions of those art buyers like Serge. Nevertheless, the HK Rep's production of Art 
proposes an intriguing vision of an alternative modernity for Hong Kong: a world in 
which the most fearsome vice is not gambling but compulsive art collecting; where the 
fashion is to express one's identity not through clothing or the food one eats, but through 
the art one consumes; and where men will fight to the death not over politics, religion or 
football team affiliations，but over the meaning of'art'. 
Sunrise (Based on play by Cao Yu, performed in Cantonese by the Hong Kong 
Repertory Theatre) 
I have chosen to examine this performance of the modern Chinese playwright Cao 
Yu (曹禺）as an interesting comparison with the above two productions of western texts. 
Although it is possible to say that Cao Yu comes from the same Chinese culture and 
tradition that Hong Kong shares, it is also true that like Hong Kong performances of 
western theatrical texts, the local performance of Cao Yu is also facilitated by translation 
and adaptation. The performance of Sunrise also forms a good subject for comparison 
with the other two performances, since this play also deals with the themes of modernity 
and urban life. The contemporized Hong Kong adaptation of this play, which originally 
72 See appendix II, figures 7.1-7.2 for images from the program. 
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depicts a decadent lifestyle in early 1930s Shanghai, provides an interesting re-
envisioning of the idea of a local Hong Kong modernity. 
This performance was directed by Fredric Mao (毛俊輝)，utilizing the adaptation 
work of Anthony Chan (陳敢權）.The act of the original text was adapted to be 
presented as a one-act play. It was performed at the Hong Kong Cultural Centre's Studio 
Theatre from May 19 through June 4，2007. It was presented along with excerpts from 
other works by Cao Yu，including a scene from the play Wilderness (performed in 
Cantonese) and a scene from Peking Man (performed in English translation). 
Sunrise was written by Cao Yu in 1935. The four act play depicts the hedonistic 
Shanghai lifestyle of Chen Bailu (陳白露)，a beautiful young woman who is worldly 
beyond her 23 years. A former dancing-star and movie actress，Bailu lives off 
relationships with wealthy men. She resides permanently in a luxurious hotel suite, which 
is also the social hub where she entertains her fashionable circle of friends. Bailu can 
never escape her lifestyle, for she has become addicted to its extravagance, running up 
huge debts which in turn keep her captive to her surroundings. The city is both the only 
place she desires to be and the only place she knows how to survive. At the end of the 
play, after being left alone by the men she has depended on, she commits suicide with an 
overdose of sleeping pills, finally escaping the darkness of her world as the sun rises 
outside her window. 
Most of the action takes place in the main sitting room of Bailu's hotel suite; only 
the third act takes place in the desolate setting of a low-class brothel, contrasting sharply 
with the comfort and gaiety of the hotel. The space of contemporary 1930s Shanghai is 
depicted vividly through the host of characters who populate Bailu's hotel suite 
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throughout the play, and their relationship to one another and to the city. These characters 
form a diverse set of species existing in the modem urban environment, illustrating the 
new order of society. This is a world in which all the traditional ideas of identity, morals, 
and justice are overturned by economic forces. Women like Bailu and Mrs. Gu (顧乂\奶 
奶)，a wealthy widow, are financially independent and exercise sexual freedom. While 
Bailu, who has learned to treat her beauty as a marketable asset, sees sex as a commodity 
which she is entitled to sell for a high price, the middle-aged and overweight Mrs. Gu is 
not ashamed to use her money to employ the handsome 27-year-old Hu Si (胡四）as her 
latest gigolo. 
This is also a world of cosmopolitan culture where East and West are juxtaposed 
and mixed. We see this in the mixture of eastern and western clothing which the 
characters wear, as well as the mixture of architectural space (the superficially western-
style decoration of the hotel, in contrast to the more Chinese and local atmosphere of the 
brothel). Cao Yu's conception of the look of the hotel sitting room imagines a disorderly 
visual collage of objects associated with the popular consumption of western culture: 
The room is decorated and furnished throughout in a bizarre, modernistic style 
whose superficiality and forced effects arouse one's curiosity but give one 
absolutely no feeling of restfulness. In the centre stands a small table with ash-
trays, cigarettes and so on, and strewn around it is an array of armchairs and 
stools of various shapes—square, round, cube-shaped, conical. Scattered over 
these are chaotically colored cushions. Along the wall are a wardrobe, a good 
cupboard and a small table on which are a number of women's cosmetics placed 
there for immediate use. On the walls are several garish nudes, a calendar and a 
copy of the hotel regulations. The floor is littered with newspapers, illustrated 
magazines, bottles and cigarette-ends. Various articles of feminine attire—hats, 
scarves, gloves and so on—lie about on the chairs and the top of the wardrobe. 
Among them is the occasional male garment. The top of the food cupboard is a 
welter of bottles, glasses, thermos flasks and teacups. In the right-hand corner 
stands a reading-lamp, and beside it is a small round table consisting of one glass 
shelf above another and holding ashtrays and the kind of knick-knacks that 
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women are fond of, among them a European doll and a Mickey Mouse” 
The character of the 31-year-old Zhang Qiaozhi (張喬治)，one ofBailu's former ‘suitors', 
is the embodiment of a new type of urban elite. Educated abroad, he has adopted the 
name 'George' for himself. Bailu describes him as "the cream of our local products": 
. . .when he's abroad he calls himself Qiaozhi Zhang and when he's in China he 
calls himself Zhang Qiaozhi. Since he's been back he's apparently had several 
administrative posts, and he's made himself quite a nice little pile.74 
Interestingly, Bailu thinks of George as a characteristic 'product' of modern Shanghai, 
rather than an import of foreign culture. His education has not only given him foreign 
mannerisms of dress and speech (he constantly mixes English and French with Chinese 
and permutes the order of his Chinese name), it also secures him a high-paying job and 
an elite position in society. 
Another important aspect of the world which is depicted in Sunrise is the 
condition of perpetual uncertainty. The most powerful inhabitants of this world have 
learned to thrive on it, turning it from an obstacle into a source of profit. Characters such 
as the bank director Pan Yueting (潘月亭)，who are entrusted with other people's money, 
must take the pressure of coping with the fluctuations of the market and maintaining the 
appearance of control even when the situation is unpredictable. Thus Pan orders that 
construction on the Ta Feng bank's new building continue in order to maintain the fagade 
that the bank has the money to keep building, even while clients are rushing to withdraw 
their funds. The solidity of imposing bank buildings belies the fluidity of money and the 
market. Bailu herself is the best example of what it means to survive in the conditions of 
“ C a o Yu, Sunrise, pp. 1-2. Translated by A. C. Barnes. Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, I960. 
74 Cao Yu, Sunrise, 10. 
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chaos，having risen to a position of successful independence following the death of her 
father and the impoverishment of her family. Having already married and divorced once, 
she chooses not to settle down in marriage; this decision also manifests in the type of 
space she inhabits—a hotel room, where she herself is a guest like her visitors. From the 
traditional point of view, marriage means stability, but in the contemporary world, 
marriage can become a liability. Both Mrs. Gu and Bailu share this view, expressed 
succinctly by the older woman: "This modern style marriage is just useless: if he changes 
his mind he's only got to go to a lawyer to get a divorce."^^ In the Shanghai envisioned 
by Cao Yu, relationships between men and women are no longer guaranteed by contracts 
of marriage, they are only truly secured by the bonds of money. At the same time, women 
resist being tied down, because permanent commitment is an economically 
disadvantageous move. Bailu will lose her sexual freedom, and therefore the source of 
her financial independence if she commits herself to one man and relinquishes the 
privilege of claiming payment for her services. The only way to survive in a world of 
volatile change is to remain ready for change, to feed increasing desires for material 
goods with greater and greater sources of income. Money is what controls the lives of all 
those in this city, with rare exception. 
The exception is the character of Fang Dasheng (方達生)，a childhood friend of 
Bailu who visits. He has come to witness for himself Bailu's infamous lifestyle which he 
has heard rumors about, and to convince her to leave the city to marry him. As a 
newcomer to the city, the 25-year-old Fang provides a fresh alternative perspective 
through which the audience can also view the characters and events of the story. A 
“ C a o Yu, Sunrise, 59. 
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dialogue emerges between Fang's strong aversion to the irrational decadence of modern 
city living and the other characters' instinctive attachment to it. The young man's 
idealistic sense of justice and nostalgic desire for the Bailu of the past contrasts severely 
against her cynicism and the harshness of a reality controlled by money. Throughout the 
play, Fang is one of the few characters who stubbornly resists giving in to the desires of 
the city and its materialistic ideology. 
The 4th act of Cao Yu's play brings about a number of climactic endings to the 
ongoing subplots of different characters. Like acts 1 and 2，this act is also predominantly 
the scene of the never-ending party which always seems to be taking place at Bailu's 
hotel suite, no matter what time of day it is. There is gambling in the side-room, drinking 
and flirtation, and the coming and going of well-dressed guests and the hotel concierge. 
The scene begins at 4 AM. The guests leisurely take their leave, until at dawn no one is 
left except for Bailu. In this interval a number of events take place: George decides to 
marry another woman he has been courting, and the Ta Feng Bank collapses, putting Pan 
heavily in debt. Thus Bailu loses two patrons permanently. Having lost hope, she 
commits suicide, leaving her own debts unpaid. 
The HK Rep's Cantonese adaptation of Sunrise alters the story in some small but 
significant ways. The setting has been changed to a more contemporary Hong Kong 
sometime in the 1970s, but for the most part, the characters' identities have been left the 
same. (One character, Huang, a former clerk who was fired from Ta Feng Bank, was 
omitted in this version.) Several of the characters' names have been appended with 
English names.76 Chen Bailu has become Lulu Chan, a local celebrity and former singer-
76 A list of the names of characters appearing in this production: Lulu Chan Pak Lu (originally Chen Bailu/ 
陳白露)，Fong Tat Seng (Fang Dasheng/ 方達生 ) ’ George Cheung (Georgy Chang/ 張喬治 ) ’ Wong Fuk 
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actress with an aura somewhat more mature than the original play's 23-year-old girl. The 
performance begins as the scene of private party following a fundraising function which 
Lulu has hosted in order to raise money for an orphanage. After a toast, the men tease 
Lulu by holding an 'auction' for her kiss. The highest bid goes to the wealthy banker 
Poon, who keeps Lulu as his mistress. (In the original, Bailu is supported/patronized by 
Pan, but they do not have a romantic relationship, nor does she have the desire for more 
commitment from him.) Pat Koo and her young male companion John Woo are also 
involved in the local entertainment industry, establishing a connection between popular 
show business and the moneyed class which is much more overt than in Cao Yu's play, 
and firmly situating this performance within the imagined space of Hong Kong's pop 
music/film/TV star culture. It is implied that these characters exemplify the sordid nature 
of the industry underlying its glamour~that stars must literally sell themselves, their 
youth and beauty in order to gain patronage, popularity and financial success. 
There is a slight reversal of the relationship between Bailu and Fang in the 
original play. The character Fong is slightly younger, not older than Lulu, and looks up to 
her as a big sister, rather than as someone who needs to be taken care of. They know each 
other from earlier days working together at the orphanage, and Fong has come on behalf 
of the orphanage to collect the proceeds of the fundraising event. The relationship 
between them is pure and untouched by desire, unlike the relationship between Bailu and 
Fang, who in his own way sees Bailu as the fulfillment of his own idealistic desire. While 
Fang looks at modern Shanghai with the eyes of a man used to the simplicity of rural life, 
the youmger Fong looks at Lulu's glamorous show business world with eyes of 
Sing (Wang Fusheng/ 王福升 ) ’ Poon Yuet Ting (Pan Yueting/ 潘月亭)，Pat Koo (Mrs. Ku/ 顧八姨 ) ’ John 
Woo (Hu Si/ 胡四)，Lee Shek Ching (Li Shiching/ 李石清)’ Mrs. Lee (Li/ 李太太). 
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uncontaminated youth seeing the dark side of the adult world for the first time. When the 
younger Fong asks Lulu to consider leaving this lifestyle behind, it is not a missionary 
appeal to give up materialistic desires for a higher set of ideals, it is an invitation to return 
to a place where she can regain the innocence and integrity which she has lost. 
Perhaps the most critical change of all was the decision not to have Lulu commit 
suicide explicitly at the end of the play. She opens a bottle of sleeping pills, preparing to 
take an overdose, but spills them on the table and breaks down weeping. Then she 
painstakingly picks up the pills and returns them to the bottle, and hearing pounding on 
the door, runs away to hide in another room. The last image of the performance is both 
ambiguous and intensely hopeful. We see the orange-toned light of sunrise come from 
behind the stage, shining through outlines of the set as if through a window. At the back 
wall of the set, above the stage, three tall rectangle openings become illuminated by the 
warming light. We see the figure of Lulu, transfigured in a white dress (her character 
wears a dark purple evening gown throughout the rest of the scene), pass across the three 
openings in the wall as if walking through a mysterious corridor. The ending makes it 
unclear whether we should interpret it as Lulu's death or escape, but the image of her 
figure in the sunrise strongly suggests that the ending of the play is a rebirth for her 
somehow. 
Although the two cities of Shanghai and Hong Kong bear certain similarities as 
historically cosmopolitan, prosperous modern cities, certain fundamental differences 
between 1930，s Shanghai and a more contemporary, 1970s Hong Kong have an impact 
on the adaptation of the story and consequently the meaning of modernity for Hong Kong. 
The changes that western culture had on the appearance of the city and the lifestyle and 
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thinking of well-to-do people in 1930s China were radically novel; characters such as 
Cao Yu's George certainly stood out as new features of the urban landscape. However, in 
a place such as contemporary Hong Kong, western culture has become so much a part of 
life that the mixture of Chinese and English no longer seems strange, the flocks of 
students educated abroad are nearly indistinguishable from local students, and western 
clothing and the adoption of English names is the norm rather than the exception. From 
this point of view, western culture seems just as much a part of Hong Kong's history as 
part of its modernity. The character of George in the adaptation stands out mostly for his 
excessive use of English and his outrageously 70s fashion (bellbottoms, a shaggy 
mustache and sunglasses). But he is no longer the sole focus for the westernization aspect 
of modernity; the suit is the uniform for all white collar professionals. 
A sense of the allure and the danger of modern cosmopolitan culture is created in 
this production by focusing on depicting the shady workings of the contemporary 
entertainment industry. The concept of public image vs. private truth is made present 
from the very opening of the performance, where we see Lulu and her guests, dressed in 
glamorous evening attire, frozen in a series of poses as the stage lights come on and off. 
The effect is as if the audience is viewing a slide show of vintage pictures, set to old-
fashioned cheery jazz music. The montage shows the people laughing, holding glasses of 
wine, and posing smugly for pictures for a photographer. By deliberately contrasting the 
appearance of power and respectability in Lulu's public celebrity image with the 
tawdriness of her private life, the performance stresses that the essence of Hong Kong 
modernity lies in the superficial gloss of life, which hides an underlying spiritual poverty. 
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Conclusion 
In these three productions, we see three alternative versions of a Hong Kong 
modernity postulated: politically, culturally, and morally defamiliarized landscapes. 
These fictive spaces enlarge and reshape the imagination of Hong Kong. The way in 
which the world of each play has been materialized in these performances can show us 
how Hong Kong is being reimagined. 
The Hong Kong production of Can 't Pay? Won 't Pay! shows a world in which the 
system of modern industrialized society and capitalism has broken down and no longer 
sustains the needs of its workers. The characters Luigi and Giovanni must confront the 
absurd situation of having to decide whether it is right or wrong to take some canned 
goods which they themselves have processed at their factory jobs. This is a world in 
which plenty seems to abound in supermarkets full of products, yet where the people who 
contribute to that plentitude themselves remain poor and hungry. Although Fo's play is 
based on the reality of workers' lives in Italy, in Hong Kong's stable and law-abiding 
society, such a scenario of revolt acquires the air of fantasy. The stage becomes the space 
of a nightmare of modern capitalism gone wrong, and the characters' rebellion becomes a 
dream-like model for political action, the idealized visualization of average Hong Kong 
people fighting against overwhelmingly powerful authorities for their basic rights. This 
vision of local people united in a struggle against authority is both familiar and unfamiliar, 
for although it does not represent an event which has taken or is taking place, it is 
meaningful as a sobering reminder of what Hong Kong people may have to do someday 
if their basic rights become threatened. 
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The design of the performance space also suggests interesting connections 
between the helplessness of the play's starving characters and a Hong Kong context. The 
scarcity of space, a notable feature of Hong Kong life, becomes part of the dynamic of 
their interactions with each other and the authority figures who are out to catch them. The 
cluttered impermanence of a working class home is exaggerated to an extreme. Giovanni 
and Antonia's home is filled with so many cardboard boxes that they become the most 
dominant feature of the space, making it seem almost as if their abode is constructed 
entirely out of them. It is literally a junkyard house, ready to collapse at the slightest 
disturbance. (Some of the walls actually do collapse upon police entry.) Is all the clutter 
more a sign of an unstable existence, or the attempt to disguise that nothing is there? The 
fragility of this space, which is oddly overabundant while at the same time impoverished, 
draws a connection between the overwhelming power of state and commercial interests 
and the inability of individuals to resist their invasions. The ownership of space is no 
longer just an issue of earning power, but also political power. 
The staging of a revolution and the creation of this overcongested living space 
contribute to picturing a Hong Kong which economic inequality throws into political 
instability. The intellectual debates in Art are given a slightly more local perspective by 
being drawn in terms of money speculation. In the HK Rep's performance, Serge is 
viewed by Marc not just as a snobbish elitist, but a dangerously overzealous art addict 
who has lost the ability to control how much he spends on his hobby. The question of 
money always remains in the background of their dispute over the value of modern art. 
This performance brings forth a world where issues of aesthetic taste and the way one 
spends money acquire almost moral and ethical significance. 
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Cao Yu's Sunrise as presented by the HK Rep shows the dark side of a modem, 
cosmopolitan world controlled by economic interest—specifically, the double-faced 
world of the entertainment industry. In this world, morality loses meaning because 
individuals no longer have the freedom to make moral decisions. The choices of Lulu and 
other characters are dictated not only by their desire for economic success, but even more 
basically, for survival. Still, the ambiguous ending of this performance, which visualizes 
Lulu's ascension to some higher space, raises the hope that the desire for moral and 
spiritual freedom is still meaningful, even if it cannot be realized in such a world. 
These three productions of non-local plays are good examples of how dramatic 
theatre can stretch the imagination of local space beyond the limitations of reality. The 
incongruencies and gaps between Hong Kong and the various narrative spaces challenge 
the audience to see Hong Kong from new perspectives. 
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Chapter Four 
Code-switching in Performance Contexts 
In this chapter, I will discuss a phenomenon observable in present-day Hong 
Kong theatre^―not the abundance, but the notable absence of code-mixed language in 
performance. In Hong Kong, Cantonese, English and Putonghua are commonly used in 
the everyday life of local people, often intermixed in spoken communication. Why is it 
that the mixing of language, so common in personal communication and the general 
urban space, should appear so rarely on stage? I will first examine the background of 
Hong Kong's linguistic environment and the reasons why code-mixing may have a 
negative image in local consciousness, then I will analyze three unusual cases of theatre 
performances which challenge traditional ideas about what use of language is 
'appropriate' for the stage. 
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The management of linguistic space 
Hong Kong is a space in which many languages are forced to coexist, jostling 
against each other for room on the streets and other urban spaces, mingling with each 
other in people's everyday interactions and finally in our ears. The use of different 
languages in this space becomes the target of controlling measures from many sources, 
including the government's language policy, but ultimately it will never be fully within 
the control of artificial measures, no matter how carefully the government plans, and 
even in spite of the private desires of many citizens to have their local linguistic 
environments shaped by the government for greater personal benefit. Thus, within the 
space of Hong Kong's classrooms, students will probably continue to use a mixture of 
Cantonese and English for casual communication amongst themselves, despite measures 
taken by parents and teachers to control their language, and despite the government's 
efforts to promote higher standards of English within the classroom through benchmark 
exams for local English teachers. This is only one instance of linguistic space resisting 
attempts to manage it, of the dynamic give-and-take between naturally chaotic 
environments and deliberate movements to impose order on them. Conceiving of a 
linguistic environment as a space rather than as a series of channels has the benefit of 
alerting us to the fact that the different languages sharing an environment interact with 
each other in complex ways. It also highlights the idea that the relationships between 
languages go beyond simple hierarchy; rather it is the intricacies with which they are 
confined, silenced, or given free rein throughout the different areas of a space which 
better describe their relationships to each other and to the space. 
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Just as a government moderates language use in official, legal, and educational 
contexts, and teachers moderate language use within a classroom, the linguistic space of 
theatre is also carefully managed. But while in the former two cases, linguistic space is 
managed for political, cultural, social, communicative, and educational ends, in the 
theatre its management serves primarily aesthetic ends. (Although these aesthetic effects 
may also in turn serve political or social ends.) In this chapter I will examine the aesthetic 
aspects of language use in a multilingual space, of the maintenance of linguistic purity as 
well as the mixing of languages. This is worth examining not just because Hong Kong is 
a multilingual environment which offers many examples to study, but also because 
looking closely at prevalent attitudes towards code-switching and code-mixing and the 
linguistic space designed by different productions can reveal much about the role which 
language plays in theatre. 
The monolingual myth and the theatre: Does the theatre speak only one language? 
Kingsley Bolton discusses the 'myth of monolingualism' as it pertains to 
prevalent attitudes about the cultural, ethnic and linguistic makeup of Hong Kong in his 
essay "The sociolinguistics of Hong Kong and the space for Hong Kong English，，"". 
Bolton points out that many linguists throughout the 1980s and the early 90s tended to 
see contemporary Hong Kong as a monoethnically Chinese, monolingual speech 
community dominated by Cantonese, overlooking multilingual aspects of its society and 
culture. This view was subsequently challenged by new research which argued that in 
77 Pp. 41-3 in Hong Kong English: Autonomy and Creativity. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 
2002. 
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fact the knowledge and usage of English in Hong Kong society spread dramatically in the 
80s and 90s，including the use of English at work, in the adoption of English names, the 
practice of code-mixing English words into Cantonese, and online (chatting and email) 
communications. While an objective view of Hong Kong's linguistic space must 
acknowledge the role of English, Putonghua, as well as minority languages such as 
Filipino, the myth that Hong Kong has a monolinguistic culture continues to exist—a 
myth which is reinforced by the structure of traditional dramatic theatre in local 
performances. 
Perhaps the connection between monolingualism and traditional dramatic theatre 
should not be so surprising. Traditional dramatic theatre takes shared language, and by 
extension, shared belonging to a community, as the premise for its meaning. The myth of 
monolingualism, like dramatic theatre, collapses linguistic difference to create a vision of 
a world in which all individuals can communicate perfectly with one another. Those who 
cannot speak our language are excluded from the community~or in the case of drama, 
from active participation in the story—their voices are treated as absent, silenced, or 
excluded altogether. 
We can rethink theatre as a site where, in addition to the differences of a multitude 
of languages, the gaps between spoken and written language are re-negotiated. Although 
the simplification and control of language to create a primarily monolinguistic space is 
one possibility, this is not the only possible configuration for linguistic space in the 
theatre, as the below discussion of a few linguistically diverse productions will show. The 
foregrounding of language diversity and difference as performance subject matter has the 
potential to become a unique strength of theatre in Hong Kong. 
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Chinglish: Not Chinese, not English-the chaotic discontinuity of space 
In this section I will discuss the negative image associated with code-mixed 
'Chinglish，，along with some positions for its defense. Scrutiny into the Chinglish debate 
can offer some insight into why Chinglish, although commonly spoken in Hong Kong, 
rarely appears on the theatrical stage. If language, like physical space, can be managed or 
arranged to create effects of orderliness or disarray, perhaps Chinglish is problematic for 
many because it seems to represent a messiness closely tied to confusion about cultural 
identity. This may be why Chinglish remains an unfeasible choice for self-representation 
in Hong Kong, and by extension, for representation on the dramatic stage. 
What is 'Chinglish'? There are several possibilities as to its meaning, depending 
on where you are. In America, it could refer to the mixture of broken Chinese and English 
which the children of generation immigrants use to communicate with their parents, or 
even the exaggerated 'FOB' ('fresh off the boat') accent which some of these children 
might deliberately adopt as a sign of group belonging. In mainland China, it could refer 
to the quirky, sometimes overliteral, sometimes unintelligible English used on signage, 
clothing, and product packaging. 
In Hong Kong, ‘Chinglish，has its own set of specific meanings and connotations. 
It could mean: 
1. incorrect English, i.e. ungrammatical English constructed according to Chinese 
rules and idiom patterns. 
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2. a mixture of Chinese and English, such as inserting English words and phrases 
into Chinese sentences or adding Chinese particle endings onto English sentences. 
I f we combine these two definitions we can create a more general one such as: "the 
linguistic phenomenon produced by the contact and mixing of Chinese and English." 
This definition makes Hong Kong Chinglish appear very similar to American Chinglish, 
but there is a fundamental difference which should be stressed: while American Chinglish 
is the product of English speakers struggling to communicate and interact with the 
smaller minority community to which they belong, Hong Kong Chinglish is the product 
of Chinese (Cantonese) speakers using the linguistic resources readily available to them 
(Chinese and English) to communicate with each other. In other words, Hong Kong 
Chinglish is a style of language associated with the local language (and by extension, 
local identity), not simply a mixture of Chinese and English. For instance, I or other non-
locals would be speaking something very different from Chinglish when we intersperse 
our broken Cantonese with commonly recognizable English phrases in attempts to 
communicate with Cantonese speakers. While in this case, the resulting mixed language 
will have limited intelligibility to both English and Cantonese speakers, Chinglish is a 
systematic, highly intelligible mode of communication. 
To take a more extreme position, I might argue that Hong Kong Chinglish is a 
very unique product of Hong Kong, one which is representative of local culture and 
conflicting attitudes towards self-representation through language. The term "Chinglish", 
formed by combining the words 'Chinese, and 'English', suggests that the identity of the 
Chinglish speaker is part Chinese and part English, a super-identity created from the 
addition of two cultural identities. However, this word masks the prevalent negative 
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attitude towards Chinglish, which is summed up in the title of this section: "not Chinese, 
not English". 
I have taken this title from the name of a recent exhibition at the Hong Kong Art 
Museum: Chinglish: (translation: 'not Chinese not English'), March 23-June 3, 
2007. The exhibition presented works of six local artists reflecting on the theme of 
language and identity in Hong Kong, from the perspective of its position between local 
Chinese and global English linguistic cultures. The phrase “不中不英” is a variation of 
the more generic common phrase “不中不西” which is literally translated as 'Not 
Chinese, not western', and has the following connotations: 1. Having both Chinese (or 
Asian) and western characteristics, and being therefore hard to distinguish clearly as 
either Asian or western at heart. (Used in aesthetic evaluation of style, often signifying a 
lack of clear direction. For example, food which experiments in combining Asian and 
western ingredients and traditions might be described with this term, which in English is 
more euphemistically labeled as 'fusion' or 'East-meets-West'.) 2. Neither authentically 
Chinese nor authentically western (used to describe people, especially the lack of 
language ability in both Chinese and western language，usually English). For the second 
meaning of the term, which refers more specifically to linguistic identity, it would be 
useful to compare with another common term--「竹昇」一literally，"bamboo pole", 
which is a slang referring to overseas or returnee Chinese. The term's original meaning 
comes from the fact that although bamboo appears to be perfectly hollow, the inside of 
the bamboo grows partitioned horizontally into sections, and these partitions block off 
either end of a piece of bamboo, blocking anything from passing through. This is a 
metaphor for the linguistic competence of overseas Chinese, who have lived so long 
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abroad that they are 'blocked' at two cultural ends, having lost their fluency in Chinese, 
yet never able to attain full fluency in western language. We should note in these two 
terms the suspicious attitude which is often accorded that which is of mixed 
cultural/ethnic identity, as well as the close association between language and identity. 
Despite the widespread mixing of English and Chinese in Hong Kong everyday 
life: advertisements, local periodicals, and interpersonal interactions, the phenomenon 
known as 'Chinglish' is not seen as acceptable and to a certain extent is not representable. 
Currently, it remains an unfeasible choice as a linguistic mode of self-representation in 
HK. Why should this be the case? I will not attempt a comprehensive account of 
Chinglish's origin or the history of people's attitudes towards it here, but I will briefly 
discuss a few different attitudes towards it as a way of illuminating the problem of self-
representation in a multi-lingual context. Exploring why some find Chinglish 
aesthetically unappealing, and why others challenge its negative stereotype in Hong Kong 
can help to show some local viewpoints about what role language should play in self-
representation. 
If we set aside the argument that the use of Chinglish indicates any deficiency in 
English or Chingese language ability, the next most significant reason contributing to its 
distasteful image may be its lack of cultural coherency. If Chinese and English are 
usually seen as distinct languages belonging to two distinctly coherent cultures, then 
Chinglish, or anything in between Chinese and English, becomes by default a mode of 
expression which lacks, rather than asserts a coherent cultural identity for Hong Kong. 
Language plays a role in expressing or asserting one's cultural or political allegiances. It 
is a means of conscious self-definition. If Hong Kong cultural identity is a mixture of 
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East and West, the ability to separate one's speech into coherent Chinese and coherent 
English appears to correspond to an ability to access two selves—an authentically 
Chinese self and authentically Western self. Perhaps this is why Chinglish evokes 
negative connotations of disordered intellectual and physical space, the verbal 
manifestation of cultural confusion and chaos. 
One such negative view of Chinglish is voiced by Hong Kong writer and scholar 
Louise Ho in her essay "Apartheid Discourse in Contested Space: Aspects of Hong Kong 
Culture’，（1998)78: 
The younger generation today seems incapable of speaking in one language at a 
time; they will always sandwich Chinese with English vocabulary or expressions 
in a way which is unnecessary and unappealing. Until about ten years ago, the 
Chinese language channels on radio chat sessions would all be conducted in 
Cantonese; nowadays it produces the most ungainly kind of macaroni Cantonese 
and English. The contestation in this case would benefit with the self-regulating 
apartheid we see in other contexts. (Ho, 5) 
To Ho, Chinglish is just one of many instances of what she finds to be a jarring 
juxtaposition of opposites in the contemporary experience of Hong Kong culture and 
space—the coexistence of East and West, rich and poor, old and new. Ho voices here the 
opinion that mixing Cantonese and English is not only void of any positive function, it is 
also aesthetically displeasing. While it is hard to prove whether or not code-mixing is a 
useful practice (this would seem to be up to the individual judgment of Chinglish 
speakers, and its widespread existence would seem in itself to justify that it does indeed 
fulfill some function), Ho's conservative reaction against the inaestheticism of language 
mixing is not so easy to put aside. In the context of her essay's main argument about the 
chaotic disjuncture of urban space, the real point is not that Chinglish can or should be 
78 Published in Comparative Literature & Culture, Issue No. 3 Sept. 1998, pp. 1-10. Hong Kong: The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
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eliminated, but that it is a natural outcome of the interaction between cultures in the 
extreme limitations of space. 
In her essay, Ho proposes the concept of apartheid as a model for describing the 
way cultural confrontations between East and West are resolved within the extremely 
limited space of Hong Kong. Although the essay was written nearly ten years ago, only a 
year after Hong Kong's historic return from British colonial rule to Chinese sovereignty, 
it provides an illuminating reflection on the cultural limbo of Hong Kong as a place and 
as a society一reflections which continue to be extremely relevant today to discussions of 
Hong Kong identity and culture. Unlike apartheid in South Africa, which was a policy 
imposed from above, the cultural apartheid which Ho observes in the usage of Hong 
Kong urban space is a self-imposed strategy for preserving identity within the confines of 
the given space. Ironically, the desire for cultural coherency within private space 
contributes all the more to chaos in the overall urban landscape. However, it is only a 
policy of building and designing without being bound to blend with the surrounding 
architecture which allows total freedom for spatial self-determination. What are the 
consequences of applying Ho's concept of apartheid to an analysis of Chinglish? Code-
mixing appears to epitomize the opposite of apartheid, since Chinglish speakers freely 
mix Cantonese and English rather than enforcing the segregation of local and foreign 
cultures. However, the chaotic effects of the language produced echo the chaos created by 
architecture which is blind to its surroundings. Both kinds of chaos arise from a culturally 
schizophrenic space in which many cultures speak at once, without trying to harmonize. 
Perhaps this natural tendency towards cacophony is what Ho and other critics find most 
disturbing about Chinglish一the random absorption of multiple cultures without 
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harmonious assimilation. 
Chinglish may be criticized by many, and oftentimes blamed for the "falling 
standards" of English in Hong Kong^^ yet it still has its defenders. Some pro-Chinglish 
viewpoints were recently expressed at the Hong Kong Museum of Art's "Chin(ese-
Eng)lish" exhibition. Curator Eva Tarn, proposing the idea of language as a shared 
'public space' or 'public heritage’，views Chinglish as an expression of Hong Kong's 
history and mixed cultural identity. In her introductory notes^°, she appeals to exhibition 
visitors to reconsider the 'hybrid tongue’ they have been schooled to suppress and correct 
as a unique cultural resource, something perhaps even worthy of preservation. 
Another provocative vision of language was presented in one of the exhibition's 
works by artist Tsang Kin-wah^', which invited the visitor to rethink the categories of 
high and low, beauty and ugliness, art and non-art in linguistic and visual space. His work 
‘Untitled-Hong Kong' was a spacious, empty room covered completely with what seems 
at first to be an intricately floral-pattemed wallpaper. Upon closer examination, the visitor 
sees that the pattern is actually made up of spiraling rows of blue words printed on the 
white background—foul language on every imaginable subject, in Cantonese and English. 
Here the two languages of Hong Kong do not exist in an orderly mirroring relationship, 
as they might on the MTR, Hong Kong's subway system, where all announcements on 
safety and boarding are broadcast and printed in both languages (in addition to 
Putonghua). Rather, they are re-presented in Tsang's wallpaper as a senseless mixture, 
which corresponds more closely to the aural and visual experience of Hong Kong's most 
Bolton, "Hong Kong English: Autonomy and Creativity", 14-18. 
®°Eva Tam (curator), 'Introduction' to the Hong Kong Museum of Art's Chin(ese-En)glish exhibition, Mar 
23-Jun 3 2007. I have attached an excerpt from the beginning of Tarn's exhibition notes, since they have 
not been published elsewhere (see appendix I). 
81 See appendix II, figure 8. 
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urbanized street spaces. I f any order does exist in the wallpaper, it is on the level of visual 
form rather than verbal meaning~the extremely ordered and perfectly symmetrical 
repetition of square units in all directions, the obsessive coverage of every surface of the 
room, including the ceiling, with this neat pattern. Every square unit is made up of two 
halves, each containing one flower, which are inverted for a 4-way directional symmetry. 
Yet the visual effect of formal harmony is contradicted by a number of factors: the gap 
between form and content (usage of curse words to make up the seemingly demure floral 
pattern), the random cacophony of Cantonese mixed with English, and the actual 
asymmetry of what appears to be symmetrical (the content of each square unit is unique, 
not a mere repetition of the surrounding squares). 
Although Tsang's work stands out for breaking or questioning many conventional 
assumptions about art and aesthetics, it should not just be equated with its shock or light 
humor value. On the contrary, thinking about what makes this work shocking or 
humorous can help us understand what its deeper implications might be. On one level, the 
wallpaper is humorous because it plays with ideas of authentic value. The design of the 
wallpaper looks like the ornate patterns found on Victorian wallpaper or Chinese 
ceramics, but the obscene words embedded in the pattern turn it into an irreverent parody 
of those traditional styles. On another level, Tsang's creation of the wallpaper is 
humorous as an act of reverse Orientalism. While the movement in European decorative 
art called chinoiserie involved the western fascination with and widespread imitation of 
Chinese art and ceramics, Tsang's wallpapered room adds an ironic commentary onto the 
history of Orientalist commodification of China by presenting his own vision of modern-
day Orientalism with respect to Hong Kong. From a contemporary perspective，the 
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formal design of the wallpaper is beautiful as an example of 'East-meets-West' aesthetic, 
the fusion of eastern and western traditional influences into a culturally ambiguous 
product. Indeed, this might be the way in which Hong Kong is viewed through the 
foreign tourist's eyes, or the image which Hong Kong often aims to project. However, the 
verbal content presents a totally different vision of the resulting product of mixing 
cultures in Hong Kong—the nonselective incorporation of all taboo words from different 
languages into a single mass of obscenity. This could be said to be a pointed exaggeration 
of the essence of what Chinglish is in the popular consciousness—a low, unseemly, 
mongrel language which is everywhere, hiding just beneath the polished surface of 
cosmopolitanism. It is important to recognize that the language of Tsang's wallpaper 
challenges taboos not just because of its obscene vocabulary, but also because of its 
unprincipled mixing of two different languages in the same space. 
In this exhibition, both Eva Tam and Tsang Kin-wah defend Chinglish with two 
main points: first of all, Chinglish ought to be cherished for its cultural value. It is an 
important feature of the experience of Hong Kong as a place. Second of all, conventional 
attitudes about what is aesthetically pleasing or appropriate ought to be reconsidered. 
Current local attitudes which are critical of Chinglish as improper devalue local language 
and this leads to an unfortunate result—the suppression or erasure of the natural 
(linguistic) self. However, changing deeply ingrained aesthetic and cultural attitudes is 
easier said than done. As Eva Tam notes, Chinglish still remains an unfeasible choice for 
82 • 
self-representation at school, in interviews, and for public speeches . This raises 
interesting questions about what happens when Chinglish and other kinds of language-
mixing is brought on stage. An investigation into the various ways hybridity of linguistic 
82 Ibid., 1. 
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space is controlled on stage in Hong Kong will not only reveal attitudes towards public 
and private in Hong Kong culture, but also more generally the role that language plays in 
constructing diegesis. 
Language and (extra)diegetic space: maintaining and breaking diegetic coherency 
In this section I will investigate a few cases in which Chinglish and other 
instances of mixed language appear in the theatre, and how the mixed language is 
presented or controlled within (as well as around) the theatrical space. To facilitate the 
discussion I will be referring to the concept of ‘diegetic’ vs. ‘non-diegetic’ space as 
discussed in the introduction. It will also be useful here to introduce Erving Goffman's 
concept of 'onstage' and 'offstage' space, in recognition of the fact that 
metatheatrical/postdramatic performances often play not only with the idea of the 
boundary between narrative and real life, but also with the boundary between what the 
audience sees and what it is usually kept from seeing. 
In The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life’ Gofifman uses theatrical performance 
as a conceptual metaphor for analysis of human interactions within workplaces. In 
particular, the concept of the stage as a space where performances of roles are enacted is 
central to his discussion of the dynamics of everyday workplace interactions. For 
Goffman, 'onstage' space is where people are required to don specific roles; 'offstage' 
space is where they shed those roles, revealing an unofficial persona. Goffman uses the 
concept of ' front '~of the need for individuals and groups to present themselves in 
correspondence to the image of their professional role when dealing with clients—to 
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draw attention to the difference between onstage and offstage behavior. What adds 
complexity to this idea of onstage/offstage is Goffman's assertion that performers also 
enact roles offstage，although ones which may differ from their onstage roles. Thus the 
underlying premise of his work is that performance takes place both on and offstage，and 
by extension in all kinds of spaces public and private~the key concern for him is not 
how professional 'performance' ceases offstage, but how onstage performance differs 
from offstage performance, which is controlled by its own set of roles and rules for 
interaction, as well how onstage and offstage space are separated. Bringing Goffman's 
conceptual way of thinking about onstage and offstage space back to a discussion of 
theatrical performance will be helpful for considering the management of language in 
Hong Kong performances. 
Love Fat (Baahk Zi) 
To begin with I will discuss a deceptively straightforward example of a theatrical 
performance which featured code-mixed language: Baahk Zi's (白只）performance of a 
self-devised comic piece, Love Fat (「愛脂」）for the Theatre Ensemble's Comedy One 
Festivaf\ The Chinese title of the festival was「一篤戲」，which is a spin on the local 
phrase「一篤笑」which means ‘a burst of laughter' and is also related to the term for 
stand-up comedy, 「楝篤笑」 .This festival featured the work of eleven young locals, 
performing eleven unique short monologue-plays. They were given the total freedom to 
83 April 19-May 6, 2007, at the Hong Kong Arts Centre Shouson Theatre. Baahk Zi's performance ran April 
19-21. See appendix II, figures 9.1-9.3 for images related to this performance. 
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perform 'comedy' in any style or format, using any means, within the following 
guidelines: 1) To explore the theme of comedy in a personal way; 2) Each performance 
should be solo; 3) Each performer had a time limit of 30 minutes. The performances 
spanned a range of forms: everything from straightforward monologue to rap, modern 
dance accompanied by digitally animated text, and even Powerpoint lecture. 
Baahk Zi's performance fell somewhere in the middle of this range, as a 
performance which was recognizable both as a variation on the highly verbal humor of 
stereotypical stand-up comedy and as a carefully designed theatrical piece which made 
full use of the stage and of the performer's body. His piece overtly centers around the 
subject of obesity and the narcissistic self-denial of one's physical state. However, the 
humor in the piece does not totally rely on exploitation of these themes alone; much of 
the humorous content also comes from the interplay between verbal and visual elements. 
Throughout the piece, the performer repeatedly attempts to euphemize or deny the 
undeniable visual evidence of his obesity, and code-mixing English into his Cantonese is 
one humorously provocative part of his strategy. 
Initially the audience is presented with a simple situation—a young man shows up 
late for an interview, apparently a casting. Two large mirrored panels are set up at the 
back of the stage, reflecting a view from behind the performer back out at the audience. A 
camera at one side of the stage feeds a live side-view of the stage into a projection on a 
white screen forming the back of the space. The audience can literally see the performer 
from all directions. A deep, digitally altered voice emanates from the auditorium speakers, 
calling out his name~the interviewer. Both the young man and the audience are unsure 
of the interviewer's physical location，due to the stereo amplification and distortion of 
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his/her voice, but the young man proceeds to address his responses to someplace behind 
and above the audience. We witness the young man struggling through the subsequent 
interchange. The entirety of the piece takes place within this semi-realistic framework, 
which is defamiliarized and taken to bizarre limits. 
In this staged interview situation, language and body are foregrounded as means 
of self-representation. The young man must try to present his speech and personal 
appearance attractively to impress the employer. However, the visual, spatial, and sonic 
setup establishes the inequality of interview candidate and employer to an extreme, even 
absurd degree. The real life interview is in theory a two-way exchange in which both the 
employer and candidate can learn about each other. In a face to face meeting, both parties 
can see and hear a physical and verbal representation of each other. However, in Love Fat, 
the invisibility of the interviewer puts him/her in a position of power over the candidate, 
whose body and language is exposed, even magnified for examination by the presence of 
the mirrors, the projected live video image, the bright stage lights, and the microphones 
transmitting his naked voice. In contrast, the interviewer is physically absent from the 
space and his/her voice is digitally altered to deter possible recognition of his true identity. 
Thus the interviewer (much like the audience) has total power to view and judge the 
performer without any danger of becoming the mutual object of evaluation. 
In this high pressure situation, candidates understand very well that they need to 
perform a certain version of themselves which will convince the employer that they are 
the ideal employee. But no matter how well-prepared the candidate is to manipulate his 
own image, a dangerous blind spot exists~the inability to see the self as it appears to 
others. The candidate is trapped in his own point of view, unable to control signals which 
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he is not even aware of sending. Another sense in which the candidate is trapped by 'self 
lies in his inability to alter his physical and linguistic identity. A candidate can try his best 
to represent himself favorably in language, but ultimately the choices he makes in this 
attempt may still reveal what he strives to hide or downplay. 
Baahk Zi's performance exploits the irony of this situation for its dark humor. In 
response to a series of generic questions prompting him to describe himself, the 
performer delivers consistently non-descriptive, blandly vague, repetitive answers that 
fail to draw any coherent picture of an individual. The insertion of many English catch 
words into his speech attempts to euphemize or cover over the total lack of meaningful 
content, while unfortunately drawing more attention to its emptiness. For example, when 
the interviewer requests a description of his strengths, the candidate responds that he 
considers himself quite ‘positive’. When the interviewer asks him to explain further what 
he means by 'positive', after a moment's thought, the candidate replies that he means he 
is not 'negative'. Other examples of English catchwords which are repeated through out 
the performer's responses are: "in shape", "time management", "challenge", "energy", 
"work hard", “take the pressure", "interesting", "experience". Many of these words have 
positive connotations. But because he does not provide detailed answers, these 
catchwords become vague euphemisms, rendering much of his dialogue meaningless and 
empty. The performer appears well-practiced in using these euphemistic phrases, to the 
point that we cannot tell whether this is a well-rehearsed interview performance or what 
he really believes about himself. The mixing of euphemistic English into his self-
descriptions are a verbal tic which is almost physically part of him. On the other hand, the 
performer's lapse into English swearing is also uncontrollable, breaking out at times 
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when the performer is surprised or frustrated, much to his dismay (or to the audience's 
embarrassment). The usage of English swear words (rather than Cantonese) also serves a 
euphemistic function, since Chinese-speaking culture has stricter ideas about the 
inappropriate or foul nature of taboo words. The performer seems to demonstrate little 
awareness of the language he is using and how it gives away what he really thinks and 
feels, despite his intentions. 
The interviewer's questions continually try to push the performer to open up and 
show his true self, but the performer's responses doggedly resist the attempts to pierce 
through his defensive facade of poise. Baahk Zi's piece is irreverently daring for putting 
on stage the exaggeration of a type of youth language: catchy sounding, obsessively 
repetitive speech, steeped in English vocabulary which has been transformed by 
widespread usage into meaninglessly overused slang. This language may flourish on the 
street, but it is rarely recognized as an appropriate means of self-representation in the 
classroom or other formal situations, much less in forms of artistic expression such as 
modern theatre which have traditionally been considered 'high art'. Thus we can see the 
clash between the natural freedom of the street space (popular culture) and the aesthetic 
restrictions of the theatre (high culture) implicitly referred to in this piece. But what is 
intriguing is that we witness a total lack of linguistic control or censorship here which is 
rarely found in dramatic theatre. The interviewer figure in the dialogue does not attempt 
to censor or reprimand the candidate's speech. Rather, it is the within the figure of the 
candidate himself that we witness the control of language (or lack of), the struggle to 
speak positively and suppress bad language. 
The interview situation (re-)presented in this comic piece features a character 
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forced to perform, both figuratively and literally, in an onstage environment. The 
interviewee is 'onstage' in relation to the interviewer who is judging his performance in 
response to the questions—a performance of a professional self which aims to convey 
confidence and enthusiasm. The interviewee is also 'onstage，in a theatrical sense, as a 
figure whose physical presence, words and actions are all being interpreted and judged 
for their aesthetic value. To some extent the audience can understand this as a natural part 
of the situation, given that the job seems to be in the entertainment/media industry. 
However, the interview begins to acquire a sadistic tone as it becomes apparent that the 
parameters of this situation are unjust. The interview situation binds the young man to 
demonstrate sincerity in his performance, severely limiting his ability to manipulate the 
presentation of self to his own advantage. Similarly, the visually and sonically controlled 
setup of the physical space forces the young man to give off an honest physical 
representation of himself, for he cannot hide from the gaze of the camera or mirrors, or 
prevent the microphones from picking up every sound of his voice. In this caricatured 
portrayal of an 'onstage' environment, it becomes impossible for the interviewee to even 
attempt to present himself favorably, since he is not allowed to withhold any part of 
himself from being exposed. This nightmarish predicament is worsened by the 
candidate's tendency to lapse into offstage behavior such as cursing in frustration or 
mixing Chinese with too many English buzzwords. Language becomes a liability rather 
than a tool for consciously controlled self-expression. 
We can also consider how the relationship between diegetic and non-diegetic 
space in this performance affects its use of language. Baahk Zi's piece is an interesting 
cross between the conventions of dramatic and comedic performance, maintaining the 
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boundary between diegetic and non-diegetic space to advance his story, yet directing 
humorous gags at the audience for laughs. In dramatic theatre, typically the visible stage 
area bounds the diegesis and everywhere else in the theatre space is treated by the 
performance as non-diegetic. The audience, seated in an area designated as clearly 
separate from the diegesis, is not considered to be part of the performance, and direct 
interaction between performers and audience is rare. In contrast, stand-up comedy 
typically does not undertake the creation of a coherent diegetic world, and does not 
construct a boundary between diegetic and non-diegetic space. Stand-up comics not only 
address their audiences directly, but also may alter or improvise the content of their 
performances in response to the reactions of the audience. The audience's reactions are 
openly accepted as an integral part of the performance—indeed, comedians strive to elicit 
as much reaction as possible and take laughter as an immediate indicator of the 
performance's success. The fictional situation in Love Fat takes place under the explicit 
assumption that no audience is present at the private interview. The performer never once 
addresses the audience. However, the presence of the audience, the potentiality of their 
laughter defines the meaning of the performance as comedy. The fictional character is 
pathetic because he fails to impress the interviewer, yet the audience is aware that Baahk 
Zi is knowingly victorious as a performer able to manipulate our laughter. On the level of 
comic performer, Baahk Zi himself is the exact opposite of the character he portrays一he 
displays his cunning awareness of language in how he exploits inappropriate speech for 
humorous effect. Ironically, while his character constantly forgets to play the appropriate 
'onstage' role, Baahk Zi always remains coolly in character, never once succumbing to 
the urge to laugh with his audience, though it is clear that the entire piece is an elaborate 
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ploy to make us laugh. 
Secret Love in Peach Blossom Land (collaboration between Hong Kong Repertory 
Theatre’ Performance Workshop Taipei and the National Theatre Company of China) 
This Hong Kong performance of a play written and directed by Taiwanese 
playwright Stan Lai presents an interesting case of code-switching on stage. Originally 
written for performance in Taiwan, this play has been revived three times (not including a 
film version in 1992), toured internationally, and has also been adapted for performance 
in mainland China. Its new joint 'three lands-two shores'(三地兩岸)adaptation this 
time is the result of the cooperation between three theatre companies: the Performance 
Workshop Taipei, the HK Rep, and the National Theatre Company of China，During the 
recent run of this production at the Hong Kong Cultural Centre (July 27-August 14, 2007) 
two versions of the play were performed: the 'joint version' and a 'Hong Kong' version. 
In the joint version, which I discuss here, the director and cast members of 'Secret Love' 
are played by visiting artists from the Performance Workshop Taipei and the National 
Theatre Company of China, and the 'Secret Love' portions of the play are performed 
mostly in Putonghua. (In the Hong Kong version, the 'Secret Love' company is 
performed by members of the HK Rep in Cantonese. In both versions the cast and crew 
of 'Peach Blossom Land' are also played by members of the HK Rep, in Cantonese.) 
Thus, the joint version presents a rich, linguistically and culturally diverse experience~ 
the audience hears a mixture of three dialects of Chinese (Cantonese, Putonghua and 
Taiwanese) as well as different accents (standard Putonghua, Beijing accent, Taiwanese 
84 See appendix II, figures 10.1-10.5 for images from the program. 
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accent) and even some English.^^ 
Secret Love in Peach Blossom Land {『暗戀桃花源』，first performed in Taiwan 
in 1986) is a metatheatrical play which toys with the conventions of dramatic theatre. 
There are three interwoven narratives; the main narrative is the struggle between two 
theatre companies for use of the stage space in order to rehearse. It is a few nights before 
opening night for both shows, and the theatre manager has unfortunately double-booked 
the stage. Unable to do anything about the limitation of rehearsal space and time, the two 
groups must struggle to complete their rehearsals as best as they can, piecemeal in 
between interruptions from each other. The two other narratives are the storylines of each 
company's play as it is rehearsed. The first one, 'Secret Love', is a naturalistic tragedy 
about two lovers who are separated by the events of history, only to be brought back 
together for a momentary reunion in old age. The second one, 'Peach Blossom Land', is a 
slapstick comedy parodying the famous Chinese story of the same name. These three 
narratives cross boundaries between the various spaces of Chinese history and culture: 
Shanghai in 1948, present-day Hong Kong, contemporary urban Taipei, ancient China 
and of course the mythical 'Peach Blossom Land'. In the diegetic world of this adapted 
performance, the stage is a contemporary Hong Kong stage. 'Secret Love' is a visiting 
production from Taiwan, and 'Peach Blossom Land' is a local Hong Kong production. 
The crossing of linguistic lines is thus also the crossing in and out of layered diegetic 
space(s), as the actors slip in and out of their fictional and cultural identities. 
Language in this performance is exposed as a conditional part of identity and 
place which pretends to be absolute and unconditional. The very idea of actors adopting a 
”Af ter concluding its performances in Hong Kong, the production will travel to Beijing, where three 
different versions of the play will be presented: the joint version, the Hong Kong version, and a revival of 
the mainland version. 
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different type of accent or another language in order to play a role (such as the characters 
of the Nurse and Mrs. Jiang in 'Secret Love') suggests that we should question notions of 
the stability of linguistic and cultural identity. For example, the 'Secret Love' production 
includes an indigenous Taiwanese character, Mrs. Jiang, who is played by an actress from 
Beijing (indeed, the real actress for this role was a member of the National Theatre 
Company of China). The Taiwanese Nurse character, on the other hand, is played by an 
actress who seems to be from Hong Kong, or whose mother tongue is Cantonese (the 
irony here is that the performer was actually a member of the Performance Workshop 
Taipei). The assumption that language reveals identity is questioned when these two 
performers momentarily 'forget' their roles and lapse back into their native speech habits 
(Beijing dialect and Cantonese), a frequent occurrence which is exploited for comic effect. 
The audience laughs and the 'actors' are embarrassed because the truth behind the 
fictional universe has been revealed. The community surrounding the dramatic stage 
shares the understanding that such mistakes on the part of actors are inaesthetic because 
they create unsightly rips in the membrane of the diegetic world. But paradoxically, 
these moments of linguistic regression also reinforce the idea that speakers cannot escape 
their linguistic and cultural identities. We can see this demonstrated in the fact that the 
actors playing the characters of Nurse and Mrs. Jiang are limited in their ability to take on 
another linguistic facade. The director of 'Secret Love' scolds the actress playing Mrs. 
Jiang for her terrible Taiwanese. "But sir," she protests, "it is you who taught me how I 
should speak!" Like the imperfectly mediated acting of which the frustrated director 
complains, the director himself cannot hide the fact that the 'fiction' of his play is 
actually his own life story. Thus language in this performance maintains an ambiguous 
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position as an element which is manipulated continuously for expressive effect, yet which 
is ultimately uncontrollable, precariously liable to destroy diegetic coherency. 
The diversity of languages in this performance helps to create an image of chaos 
and a world in flux. The miniature cosmos of the theatrical stage reflects the political 
reality of Hong Kong (and perhaps even China) in a way which is both humorous and 
thought-provoking. The recurring instances of difficult or failed communication between 
the two theatre companies transform the stage into a contested space which is perpetually 
changing hands. The director of 'Secret Love' does not speak Cantonese and has trouble 
negotiating with the director of 'Peach Blossom Land', who has difficulty 
communicating in Putonghua. They can only communicate through the haphazard 
attempts of their company members to translate, which nevertheless does not help to find 
a satisfactory resolution. The two productions end up simply taking the stage space by 
force throughout most of the play-one director orders the other's set pieces to be moved 
off stage and his own set pieces to be moved back on stage; the actors of one production 
stroll on and simply begin rehearsing, forcing the other actors to leave the space. This 
alternates back and forth, until finally the climax of chaos occurs (ironically) when the 
two directors agree that because there is no more time to spare, they have no choice but to 
rehearse at the same time, each production occupying exactly one half of the stage. While 
the previous sequence of interruptions is disorienting, the simultaneous enacting of both 
narratives in the same space creates enough chaos to render the language of each group's 
performance meaningless. The actors, who cannot help hearing the dialogue spoken on 
the other side of the stage, trip up their words and begin speaking in the 'wrong' language 
as a natural response to what they hear. Their instinct is to behave as if everything in the 
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immediate stage environment were part of the same, unified diegetic world. Their 
linguistic confusion is tied to a more general spatial disorientation, which is comically 
demonstrated when the actors of each production forget that their diegetic space has been 
shrunk to half-size and wander over to the other side of the stage, interrupting the other 
group's rehearsal. 
Within the framework of dramatic theatre, each production is no more than non-
diegetic noise with respect to its neighbor. The two productions have an adversarial 
relationship in which they compete for the control of the stage. The presence of the 
opponent is a destructive one which cancels out the meaning which each production tries 
to create within its space. However, from the point of view of the audience, who is 
situated in a position outside of all diegetic frameworks, the juxtaposition of the two 
productions can be read in a meaningful way, even at its most chaotic moments. The 
struggle between 'Secret Love' and 'Peach Blossom Land' leads to different languages 
dominating the stage at different times, which is suggestive of the political changes in 
China throughout history, as power shifted hands and rulers imposed different languages 
upon the space. This history of political change forms the backdrop to the narrative of 
'Secret Love，，which follows the plight of two lovers who are displaced again and again 
by the events of history. It is also part of the context of Hong Kong with its history as a 
colony which has been returned to Chinese sovereignty. Languages and narratives drift 
across the stage, only to leave it blank at the last scene, suggesting the impermanence of 
cultural, political, and linguistic identities. 
Linguistically, this production's unique feature was that it exploited linguistic 
incoherencies for intentional aesthetic effects. The aural and textual confusion that 
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resulted figured as an important part of the play's reflexive portrayal of the stage and 
allegorical portrayal of Chinese political and cultural history. This performance of the 
joint version of the play also reflected the unique nature of Hong Kong as an environment 
for theatrical performance. The multilingual code-switching created a dynamic with the 
Hong Kong audience that will certainly be different from the dynamic it will create when 
it is performed in Beijing to an audience which understands no Cantonese. A Hong Kong 
audience is ideally situated to respond to the performance, with its trilingual (Cantonese, 
Putonghua, English) capabilities. A spectator with some ability in these three languages 
would be able to appreciate much of the code-switching humor without having to rely on 
the subtitles (standard Chinese and English) which were provided. There was also a 
felicitous correspondence between certain themes of the play (the contestation of space, 
the chaos of multicultural/multilinguistic environments) and contemporary urban life in 
Hong Kong, where events of these characteristics occur daily. Finally, this performance 
stands out for breaking with the traditional self-enclosed diegetic form of drama, like 
Baahk Zi's performance, not by bypassing the conventions of theatrically narrating 
diegesis, but by juxtaposing/superimposing several diegetic worlds at once. It could be 
said that this play contains not one but several diegetic worlds，since there are two plays 
within the play. However the diegesis was constantly being broken or interrupted before 
the audience's eyes. The very framework of the whole play breaks diegesis because the 
audience is witnessing not a performance but a rehearsal. In terms of Goffman's concept 
o f offstage and onstage, the entire performance is 'offstage，because it is not meant for 
presentation to the audience. Thus the content of the performance perhaps conforms to 
the local audience's expectations about offstage theatrical space, where the absurd effects 
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created by unintentional code-switching and other non-diegetic noise are permissible in a 
way they are not for conventional onstage space. 
Nocturnal Vista (Theatre du Pif ) 
Theatre du Pif's performance of Nocturnal Vista is a bilingual (Cantonese and 
English) production which combines these two languages for an effect that is not chaotic, 
but rather poetic and highly readable. The interaction between different languages in this 
case is not one of competition and mutually destructive noise, but lyrical integration, as if 
Cantonese and English were simply two different musical instruments which can both be 
used to express the same meaning. This performance breaks out of the diegetic 
framework of drama in a much more radical way than the either Love Fat or Secret Love 
in Peach Blossom Land. Language in this performance is used not just to represent 
communication between characters, but actually to communicate directly with the 
a ud i ence t o narrate, to read, and to give poetic or musical expression. 
Nocturnal Vista was devised by Bonni Chan and Sean Curran, based on the 
writings of Franz Kafka (in particular the narrative of The Metamorphosis). The 90 
minute performance combines dance, movement, devised sequences, and delivery of 
quotes/monologues/dialogues from Kafka's text in an episodic format. Although the 
recognizable narrative of Metamorphosis is developed throughout the performance, the 
overall structure moves non-linearly between images drawn from the story of Gregor 
Samsa as well as Kafka's writings and life. The performers did not perform fixed roles, 
but transitioned frequently from role to role without any of the costume changes typical 
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of dramatic theatre when an actor is required to play more than one role. Two of the five 
performers were from Scotland, the other three were from Hong Kong; there was use of 
English as well as Cantonese. For example, in some devised portions of the performance 
where the performers were enacting the daily life of repetitive, monotonous jobs, the 
performers used their own languages to enact meaningless dialogue of door to door sales 
encounters. Performer and deviser Sean Curran used English to deliver longer quotes 
from the narrative of Metamorphosis, while performer and deviser Bonni Chan used both 
English and Cantonese to deliver different portions of the performance. 
Such a performance is unusual as it demands a high understanding of both 
English and Cantonese for full comprehension of the meaning of the performers' speech. 
However, due to the fact that both English and Cantonese comprised the longer portions 
o f speech, neither language dominated the entire performance (they were never used in 
dialogue with each other; one would dominate at a time)，and due to the strong physical 
and visual dimension of the performance, speech itself did not totally dominate the entire 
performance (although it took center stage sometimes). This means that as far as Hong 
Kong theatre goes, this performance achieved quite a high level of general user-
friendliness for individual audience members, whether they were English speaking, 
Cantonese speaking, or bilingual. On the other, hand, the performance did seem to 
presuppose some basic knowledge or familiarity with the writing of Franz Kafka, as his 
texts were used to give form and meaning to the shape of the performance. 
The mode of language use on stage also differed significantly from the 
conventions of dramatic theatre. Verbally, the most complex parts of the performance 
were not the devised dialogues but the quotations from Kafka. Performers delivering 
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these quotations embodied characters and enacted as they narrated action or inner 
thoughts, but no pretense was made to separate the diegetic (inside the text or the stage 
world) from the non-diegetic (outside the text or occupying the same space as the reader 
or audience). In dramatic theatre, on stage language represents or takes the form of the 
way people use language in everyday life. In this performance, on stage language often 
represents or takes the form of Franz Kafka's writing. Thus, rather than transposing 
Kafka's text into a dramatic form—a replication of real life interaction and 
communication—the text was left as it is and elements were added which dramatized it 
into a theatrical performance. Characters did not 'speak' directly to each other except 
through Kafka's text. The text spoke to the audience through the performers. 
For example, Curran, enacting the character of Gregor Samsa, while speaking 
words which referred to Gregor in the third person, used his own body to physically 
embody the figure of Gregor. This mode of performing the text drew attention to the 
distance between performer and character which is usually hidden in dramatic theatre. 
What the audience saw was Curran who had transformed himself into Gregor, while 
simultaneously Curran described Gregor with Kafka's words. Superficially, what he was 
doing was the same as what actors do in drama—use their bodies and voices to represent 
characters to an audience. However, at this moment the audience was aware of not one 
entity which was the melding together of actor and character, but three separate entities 
which were distinctly inscribed by Curran—the actor, the writer, and the character. 
Curran was enacting Gregor, but simultaneously enacting Kafka himself. 
English and Cantonese was mixed in this performance in a way that is distinctly 
different from the code-mixing of Love Fat or the multilingual code-switching of Secret 
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Love in Peach Blossom Land. Notably, no code-mixed language could be heard at all in 
the performance. The mixing between languages occurred on a spatial rather than 
semantic level—performers sometimes switched from one language to another, and 
sometimes both languages were heard at the same time. This affected the performance 
space in a number of interesting ways: first of all, it contributed to the abstraction or de-
culturalization of the diegetic space. The use of two languages in parallel prevented the 
space from adopting any specific cultural or geographic context. Language was stripped 
clean of any cultural significance, becoming purely a communicative element which drew 
attention to the meaning of its content as well its physical sound. Secondly, it contributed 
to the blurring of the boundary between the diegetic and the non-diegetic realms, an 
important characteristic of this performance. The physical abilities or limitations of the 
performers in using different languages were incorporated gracefully into the 
performance without artificial justification, most notably in the bilingual performance of 
Bonni Chan. The performance of diegetic images, characters, and fragments of stories 
was exposed as inseparable from the nondiegetic bodies which performed them, and even 
the nondiegetic space inhabited by the audience. Language, text, and their physical 
embodiments were elements which transcended the boundary between diegetic and 
nondiegetic space. 
One of the most intriguing examples of this transcending of the diegesis was a 
moment near the very end of the performance, when Chan, actually reading from a book 
which she held in her hands, delivered a segment of text from a Chinese translation of 
Kafka. The act of reading and the act of translation were highlighted in a very physical 
way—the language that we heard was not normal spoken Cantonese, but the Cantonese 
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pronunciation of standard written Chinese. For the listener who understands Cantonese, 
in order to process the meaning of the sound, an additional layer of internal translation 
was needed, just as in the experience for the Hong Kong reader of Chinese, an additional 
layer of translation is needed in order to process the text into a verbalized form. This 
moment of the performance was non-diegetic in the sense that it was outside of the world 
of Kafka's text, yet its relationship to the rest of the performance was ambiguous, for it 
did not frame the entire performance in an absolute way as in Secret Love in Peach 
Blossom Land, where the fictional/surreal Hong Kong stage space frames the narratives 
of the two productions being staged there. Thus the very idea of an enclosed diegesis 
becomes radically exploded by the fact that performers in this production drift in and out 
and between diegetic and non-diegetic space yet still remain at all times clearly ‘in 
performance'. This contrasts to Secret Love in Peach Blossom Land, where the concept of 
an enclosed diegesis remains essentially unchallenged, since its performers still continue 
to enact the behavior patterns which separate being onstage and offstage. 
We can also see a contrast between these two different performances in the way 
that the simultaneous presence of multiple languages in the same space is treated. In 
Secret Love in Peach Blossom Land, the presence of many dialects of Chinese is chaotic 
and conflictual, each fictional production treating outside language(s) as unwanted noise. 
However, in Nocturnal Vista, Cantonese and English do not negate each other but 
combine to create a harmonious diverse linguistic environment. A crucial difference may 
be the way the audience is implicitly addressed by each performance. The two fictional 
productions of Secret Love in Peach Blossom Land each address themselves to a specific 
linguistic community, drawing attention to the fundamentally changeable，identity-less 
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nature of the stage, and the marked absence of a coherent linguistic audience for the main 
narrative taking place in the contemporary Hong Kong theatre. In contrast, Nocturnal 
Vista inclusively addresses a linguistic community which (ideally) is able to understand 
both Cantonese and English. 
Conclusion 
In the three productions discussed, the mixing of language is controlled in very 
different ways, according to their different conceptions of diegesis, onstage and offstage 
space, and the relationship between language and identity. For all three cases, the 
linguistic environment in which the performances took place was a multilingual Hong 
Kong, where mixing of three major languages—Cantonese, Putonghua and English~is 
commonly practiced and encountered in everyday life. At the same time, conventional 
cultural attitudes discourage the excessive mixing of languages as an inaesthetic and 
chaotic effect to be avoided in self-representation and expression, particularly in formal 
or official situations. 
The three productions play with or question the concept of dramatic diegesis in 
different ways. Love Fat and Secret Love highlight the physical qualities of stage space to 
present narrative events that could, hypothetically, take place in those very spaces where 
they were performed. The audience was treated by these performances as if not present in 
the theatre, and consequently the performance experience became the witnessing of an 
event which was explicitly not meant for public eyes. The consciousness of the potential 
public eye and of being in an 'onstage' space was always present in the background of 
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these two performances. The humor surrounding linguistic slip-ups in these two 
productions relies on the conventional understanding that language 'onstage, must be 
different from language 'offstage', and that 'onstage' language demands a higher level of 
linguistic consistency than is normally practiced in real life. 
On the other hand, in Nocturnal Vista, the diegetic world of the performance is 
not as firmly constructed into a whole as in the other two performances. This 
performance does not try to create a virtual event as in Love Fat or Secret Love, yet this 
does not prevent it from conveying a narrative or maintaining its own much looser system 
of meaning. Nocturnal Vista differs notably from most other local theatrical performances 
by openly challenging the idea that it is incoherent or inaesthetic to mix languages in 
performance (an idea which is referred to provocatively, but ultimately not defied in the 
other two performances). English and Cantonese are used in alternation throughout the 
performance, the two languages existing in a complementary and harmonious 
relationship. The performance does not try to hide or justify the use of different 
languages within the same performance space一it takes for granted the fact that English 
and Cantonese are the native/everyday languages of the international cast, as well as the 
multilingual audience. 
All three performances stand out for openly addressing certain assumptions which 
accompany conventional dramatic theatre—that language is a natural sign of identity and 
that both language and identity are fixed categories. In a multilingual environment such 
as Hong Kong, the idea that language unproblematically indicates cultural identity or 
place no longer holds, and these performances reflect this in a way which is usually 
obscured in local performances of translated drama. 
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Conclusion 
Adaptation, Transformation and Future Directions 
The three chapters have addressed three different fundamental factors affecting 
foreign drama performance in Hong Kong: authenticity as an aesthetic value, the 
interaction between local place and how a story is read, and negative attitudes regarding 
mixed language use. In the discussion of 'authenticity and text-based theatre', I have 
examined the discourse of authenticity in local translators/adaptors' work on foreign 
dramatic texts, and considered the interplay between authenticity and originality in local 
performances of Shakespeare. The goal of the chapter is to investigate the nature of the 
relationship between work (or author) and performance. 
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This approach may seem to go against ideas in contemporary literary and theatre 
criticism that artistic creations should be critiqued as free-standing objects, not evaluated 
according to the concept of an author or original classic work. For example, the New 
Critics of last century tried to develop a formalistic system of interpreting texts which 
avoids committing the ‘intentional fallacy，，the assumption that the text is an expression 
of the author's personal thoughts and emotions. For the New Critics, avoiding 
considerations of the author as a person in literary criticism is necessary for maintaining 
objectivity. Roland Barthes has also argued against the interpretation of literature 
according to the figure of the author (and his biography) in the essay "The Death of the 
Author”.86 Barthes' term ' Author-God' suggests that if the critics treat the author's words 
as sacred, they will be too strict in the range of interpretation they allow themselves. In 
theatre criticism as well, arguments have been made against the criticism of theatrical 
performances according to a reading of the dramatic text (some of these arguments 
claiming that such criticism reduces theatrical performance to its literary value). While 
these critiques of author-centered or work-centered approaches to interpretation are valid, 
it cannot be denied that in practice the Author and the Work can wield much authority 
over the performance of 'classic' texts such as Shakespeare. In this chapter, we see that 
the notion of authenticity to author or to work can actually mean a variety of things in 
practice when it comes to translation, while in performance the restrictions of textual 
work do not appear to limit creativity and innovation in performance, maybe even 
encourage it. 
Different writers engaged in translating or adapting foreign texts for local 
performance may take very distinct, individual approaches to their work, even if they are 
86 Roland Barthes, Image, Music, Text. Trans. Stephen Heath. London: Fotana, 1977. Pp. 142-154. 
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all concerned with creating a text which is somehow true to the original. Moreover, I 
hope I have been able to show with the example of Yat Yau's iCherry, an adaptation of 
Chekhov's The Cherry Orchard, that freedom from being confined by textual authenticity 
does not necessarily mean that authenticity will become any less important an issue. Yat 
Yau demonstrates that attention to the authorial intentions evident in Chekhov's writing 
was a significant guiding factor for his writing of the adaptation, even though iCherry 
seems to bear little resemblance to The Cherry Orchard. 
On the other hand, we see that placing more restrictions on the materials which a 
performance must use, such as its text, the language used, and the stage design, does not 
necessarily result in more orthodox performances. On the contrary, it may stimulate more 
creative utilization of those aspects of the performance which are not restricted. In the 
Shakespeare Festival, this means the creative use of costume and acting styles evoking 
nontraditional readings of the story, as well as creative and economic rearrangement of 
the textual material itself. At the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts, we can 
observe how the usage of authentic, more or less unadapted and full length versions of 
texts can be accompanied by creativity in direction, costuming and stage design which 
also evokes unconventional readings of the stoiy. 
It would be a mistake to assume that the value of authenticity operates in a purely 
negative way which restricts and discourages creativity in performance. It would also be 
a mistake to assume that the end of authenticity is always attained through the same 
approaches or processes. An area worthy of further research is how the notion of 
authenticity affects the reception of theatre works by the general Hong Kong public. 
In the second chapter, "The Global Stage", I have examined how three different 
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plays have been adapted in local performances. It is rather ambiguous whether the term 
‘adaptation，is really appropriate in two out of the three plays (Dario Fo's Can't Pay? 
^on ’t Pay! and Yasmina Reza's Art), since in these cases the plays were not explicitly 
reset in Hong Kong, and the location of the story was left vague. The goal of the chapter 
is not to question merely how the plays have been domesticated for local audiences, but 
rather to examine how each performance has created a new alternative identity for Hong 
Kong. 
Some analyses of adaptation view it as a process of domesticating a foreign 
product, assuming that the local audience would not be able to accept the play without 
adaptation. This is a pragmatic way of justifying adaptation's apparent function, but it 
does not seek to explain the transformative effects which adaptation has on the stories 
undergoing adaptation or on the audience who is given the potential to read the story as a 
representation of local space. 
By analyzing how the local productions of the three plays, which were originally 
written about other places, contribute new visions of 'modem Hong Kong', I experiment 
with a new way of understanding the function of foreign/translated plays on the local 
dramatic stage. The performance of foreign/translated plays may indeed serve partially as 
a gateway through which local audience can see and experience other cultures, but this is 
not their only function. Foreign plays can also become a platform for local theatres to 
present alternative embodiments of Hong Kong space, Hong Kong communities and 
Hong Kong selves. 
In the third chapter, "Code-switching in performance contexts", I investigate 
attitudes towards mixed language in real life and instances of mixed language on the 
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Hong Kong stage. I ask whether the use of mixed language in these staged instances 
conforms to or challenges predominant attitudes towards mixed language. My conclusion 
is that although one of the performances (Theatre du Pif) offers an unconventional 
structuring of language in relation to diegesis, all three of the performances examined still 
show the tendency to conform to local prejudices against mixed language in various ways. 
Love Fat and Secret Love in Peach Blossom Land exploit the comic potential of mixed 
language by setting it on stage. This breaks with conventional ideas about what is 
considered aesthetic language or what is considered appropriate for the stage, but the 
comedy of these moments still relies on the negative associations of mixed language and 
its perceived incongruity. On the other hand, Nocturnal Vista mixes English and Chinese 
very freely throughout its performance without deliberately drawing attention to the 
borders between the two languages. However, the languages are kept pure and distinct, 
without speakers switching from one language to another on a single occasion, thus 
altogether avoiding the negative associations of Chinglish-style speech. 
The impact of local linguistic environment on theatrical performance can be 
researched in more depth, perhaps with greater focus on the presentations of younger 
artists, whom I would predict as more likely to break with old conventions regarding 
appropriate stage language. Perhaps many unforeseen challenges can be found to my 
hypothesis that linguistic coherency is seen as a crucial element in maintaining diegesis. 
However, if my observations hold out that dramatic performance tends tO preserve 
linguistic coherency and that instances of mixed language are the exception, then it 
should be true that performance of foreign drama has been and will continue to create a 
type of idealized pure Cantonese which no longer really exists in Hong Kong. Local 
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performances of foreign drama have the potential to become a site of linguistic 
innovation for Cantonese, creating an aesthetic literary form of the language that can 
endow it with greater cultural value. 
Future Directions 
This study should be of use to future studies of theatrical and especially dramatic 
performance in a few ways. First of all, the study of theatrical performance in Hong Kong 
requires a comprehensive understanding of local contextual factors which have 
influenced the historical development of theatre and the practice of theatrical 
performance itself. This study suggests the beginning of a contextual framework for 
performance analysis in Hong Kong, which can be further built up by consideration of 
the traditions of local Chinese theatre, as well as consideration of local performance 
spaces and attitudes towards the usage of space for public displays. Such a contextual 
framework can help to reveal more of the local significance in studies of drama, theatre, 
and other kinds of performance in Hong Kong. 
Second of all, this study should have relevance for studies of performance in 
places with a similar history of development to Hong Kong~that is, places where 
modern (dramatic) theatre practices and conventions are primarily an imported 
phenomenon of relatively recent times. For example, Hong Kong shares a similar path of 
development with China, Japan, and Korea in terms of the introduction and subsequent 
influence of western literature and modern western theatre. Comparison with other sites 
such as these can bring useful new perspectives on the issues I have raised. 
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My approach to research on the cultural/local context of performance may also 
contribute to the future study of complex intercultural performances such as Ariane 
Mnouchkine's Shakespeare incorporating Asian imagery and theatre techniques or Ong 
Keng Seng's King Lear. Like Hong Kong, the intercultural/global contexts of these 
performances is complex. A better understanding of the complexities of intercultural 
environment and the globalization of theatre may offer new perspectives on the practice 
of intercultural theatre. 
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Appendix I 
Chin(ese-En)glish: not Chinese not English, an art exhibition at the Hong Kong Museum of Art. 
Introductory notes, written by Eva Tam, Hong Kong Museum of Art curator (Modem Art). 
Chinglish (March 23-June 3，2007) 
If Cantonese were about to disappear, which one word or phrase would you wish to 
preserve? In Hong Kong, people speak a mixture of Chinese and English. Thus 
‘Chinglish，’ so to speak, perhaps enshrines the collective memory of Hong Kong's 
language. Like its art and culture, the language of a place is a shared organic entity. It 
reflects the vitality and charisma of its region and its people. In this regard, language is 
a kind of 'public culture', a sort of'public heritage', a type of ‘public space.' However, 
who, as a Hongkongese, ever feels proud of their hybrid tongue? Looking back to 
school days, speaking 'Chinglish' was forbidden. Only one or other 'pure language' is 
considered acceptable for any kind of public speaking or interview. How then can we 
consider this 'underground' language a distinctive cultural asset? 
Because of her colonial history，Hong Kong, a place of mixed identities, has developed 
a kind of composite language which grows daily. With bilingual education, the people of 
Hong Kong have been caught between 'East' and 'West' since childhood. In the post-
colonial global era，Hongkongese are burdened with yet another 丨anguage—Putonghua. 
As people of 'Asia's World City', they need an 'international language，to gain entry to 
the world stage. Consequently, the people of Hong Kong keep adjusting themselves, 
shifting the boundaries of language and identity. The indigenous tongue, expressing our 
unique thoughts and feelings and being the accumulation of generations of wisdom, is 
however being constantly subjugated to all kinds of of 'official language', ‘mother 
language', or 'international language’. Hongkongese lose their identity in the 
mainstream narrative as a result of looking at themselves through the eyes of others. 
Visual language and visual literacy 
Although we are not linguistic experts, all of us are language users. Our entire capacity 
to think and reason rests on language. Language determines our mode of thought and 
defines our collective imagination. Without realizing its importance, we pay little 
attention, not to say respect to our own language culture. Our negligence reflects our 
lack of understanding and this lack could be explained by the fact that in schools, the 
kind of literacy that formal education emphasizes is basically text-based. In this system, 
the general idea is to transform an illiterate person into one who can read and write, the 
so-called 'literate'. This narrow understanding of literacy has resulted in a 'visually 
illiterate, generation who are poorly equipped to decode a world that is mostly made up 
of visual codes. This is especially true of the century, as we enter an era of 
exceptionally intensive visual information. We often understand so little of the world we 
see and can be so confused that we do not even know we are confused. 
Art is important as it affords a medium for alternative readings of the world. It allows us 
to expand our horizons and see life afresh. Artists are the interpreters of culture who 
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provide translation of life experience. The visual languages they evoke go beyond 
conventional visual and textual syntax. Hence, their art frees us from conventional 
textual constraints and arouses public thinking. 
The confrontation of the two types of languages—visual and textual—is a fascination 
ideological combat. In the contemporary art world, many important Chinese artists enter 
this unusual battlefield. The most internationally renowned artists include XL) Bing and 
GU Wenda. XL) Bing has produced a number of works relating to language in the past 
20 years. Among these, in the Museum collection, is the famous ‘A Book from the Sky' 
(Fig. 1) in which he created hundreds and thousands of 'pseudo-Chinese characters', 
challenging traditional cultural values. In his 'New English Calligraphy' (Fig. 2), he 
invented a new Chinese writing system for non-Chinese-speaking people in search of 
cultural conglomeration. In his latest work, 'Book of Earth' (Fig. 3) he develops a new 
kind of ‘universal language，from pictograms collected in airports and airplanes. GU 
Wenda's language based works include the ‘U.N. Series—China Monument: Temple of 
Heaven' (Fig. 4), also in the Museum collection. This comprises pseudo-languages of 
Chinese, English, Arabic etc. made from human hair, in pursuit of a ‘global language’ 
with an inquisitive mind. Another interesting work is his ‘Forest of Stone Steles: 
Retranslation and rewriting of Tang poetry' (Fig. 5) which is a profound meditation on the 
issue of cultural translation. Works of these artists provide much food for thought at both 
individual and universal levels. 
Hong Kong versions 
The concept of the exhibition is a search for contemporary examples of Hong Kong 
(visual) language in art. The curatorial idea is developed based on the museum 
collection of Blue Puk's work 'English in Chinese' or 'Non-Chinese-non-English' in direct 
translation. PUK's work, which is an interesting study of Chinese slang, is an effective 
visual summary of the uniqueness of Hong Kong language and culture. In the past, 
‘East-meets-West, used to be the dominant narrative of Hong Kong culture. However, as 
revealed in PUK's work, ‘non-Chinese-non-English’ is perhaps a better description. The 
Chinese title of the exhibition is based on PUK's work, whereas 'Chinglish' is used for its 
English version. By doing so, I hope to draw a parallel between the local melanges of 
(visual) language that is characteristic of the Hong Kong approach. PUK's work was 
done around 1999 when people of Hong Kong were still torn between political and 
cultural identities. I think her work provides a very good starting point for dialogue. 
The works of Rosanna Li are the by-product of ‘one country, two languages，. Her 
pseudo-visual-dictionary mirrors the loopholes of misreading between languages. Her 
distinctive pictograms are creative re-interpretations of conventional non-sense, 
revealing the larger problematic ideological structures embedded in our daily life. Li's 
new visual signs are like a computer virus causing the malfunctioning of common sense. 
It is in such moments of distraction that the individual has a chance to free himself from 
pre-defined structures. Li is as unconventional in her thinking as in her taste. While it is 
commonly believed that art is a sophisticated craft, Li chooses instead to fall for the 
aesthetics of the banal. She loves to speak in a comic, caricature-like visual pun with 
her ceramic figurines. Li's playful speech, almost like a form of Hong Kong visual slang, 
is typical of Hong Kong people who always survive on their wits. 
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As with Li, art is no big deal for Tsang Kin-wah. If politics is our daily focus, while Li 
gives women and the ordinary people their rightful existence in her works, Tsang raises 
the despised, the forbidden and the peripheral to centre stage. Like Li, Tsang's work re-
examined our reading habits. What is interesting about both their works is not what is 
portrayed but what is betrayed. For Tsang, art and non-art, high and low，good and bad 
are all defined by the marked contrast between the powerful depiction of those in 
authority and the unfavorable appearance of the powerless. He confuses his audience 
with the seemingly pleasant wallpaper, reminiscent of 19出 century Victorian design, with 
its dual appearance of the Chinoiserie blue and white floral pattern. Trapped in the 
visual maze, the audience is further struck by a sudden visual assault of the abusive 
language that comprises the decorative pattern. The large discrepancy between visual 
associations generates huge conceptual displacements, leaving visitors uneasy. 
Culture of coexistence 
While preparing for this exhibition, I happened to come across an interesting article on 
the same topic by Larry Feign. Feign observed that the common attitude towards 
'Chinglish' is: either taking it lightly as 'a joke', or as 'something to be remedied, like hay 
fever or a skin rash'. To Feign, instead of being 'bad translation' or 'misuse' of English, 
'Chinglishisms' consist of 'beautifully clever bilingual slang constructions'. It is not a 
language that needs to be ‘corrected’ for it is neither a matter of 'random mistakes' nor 
'signs of lazy learning，. 'Chinglish' is a 'distinct language，that does not confine itself to 
'conservative linguistic criteria'. In merging the two 'mega-languages', Chinese and 
English, the two most widely spoken or used languages in the world, Chinglish is said to 
be the ‘most powerful language in human history, uniting billions of speakers in mutual 
comprehension.' Feign concludes by saying ‘and we here in Hong Kong will be at the 




Images of UIBE's production of an excerpt of Julius Caesar in the 2"'' Chinese Universities 
Shakespeare Festival (2006). 
• m 
FIGURE 2: 
Images of Taiwan Soochow University's production of an excerpt of Love's Labour's Lost in the 
Chinese Universities Shakespeare Festival (2006). 
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Images of Macao Polytechnic Institute's production of an excerpt of Taming of the Shrew in the 
Chinese Universities Shakespeare Festival (2007). 




Photos of costume design for HKAPA's production of Macbeth (2001). 
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Set design for HKAPA's production of Romeo and Juliet (2004), balcony scene. 
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FIGURE 5.2: 
Set design for HKAPA's Romeo and Juliet, Capulets' ball scene. 
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FIGURE 5.3: 
Costume design for HKAPA's Romeo and Juliet. 
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FIGURE 6.1: 
Program cover for Art (HK Rep), March 2007. 
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HONG KONG REPERTORY THEATOE — --、.'."’--
Artistic Director. Fredlic Mao 
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^ ^ H Buying Art for Investment [j 
• 』 續 ‘ 2。.2' • 
An investment today is considered as a common form of ' -'-ah • - ' • 
allernative investment by private and business people alike ‘ 
Whether the target is to collect for ones pleasure orfor financial ''^Mg^^ •： -i-V-'^^WrnVM^''-• 
returns, it is considered as a well spent purchase and one . : , � h ^r ^ ； 
can turn to be a fruitful asset. To differ from investing irt 
or property, investing in a beautiful piece of art can g i ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ M 纏'V,二 
二 二 二 一 。 、 缚 ‘ ： 
The interest in art as an investment grew 蜜 避 S � ' � 
the beginning of this millennium. Analysts rej^ipnhe d j ^ ^ ^ J ^ f . • • 、•‘ 
in financial and capital markets, t h ^ u shMMRor s 
• 隱 : 、 / • 
wide as it unveile^yp^hole Q l H l ^ t i a t sector of co!tectors “ • 
thai consider a r j ^ a ^i^aior^^BRheir Investment portfolio. ：.-：： •"“ ' ； ^ 。 . 
As more res^^^ toots ^ m ^ e s are betng developed, more ). when buying art for investment one should consider three key 
and morej^festors f e i j ^ ^ d e n t to move into this market," points: 
which (5 gutted in n g ^ ^ l e equity funds that invest in art. ? . . , 
^ ^ ^ I Be passionals about the purchase, like what you buy and . 
Therp,«a growingw e^st in the entire sectors of art trom buy mainty because of thai. This will assure you that if the 
&cul;$jre5 to painljg|Kinstirilation, muit^ edia, and photography. p>ece doesn't appreciate in value you still gam pleasure from ^^^^^^^ 
Special interest is f^used on European masterpieces. American it in your home. 
photography and Asian contemporar>' art. . . 
. 2. Buy from a reliable source that can give you accurate 
infcxmation and artistic advice regarding your purchase. 
• 3. Study ttfe market and 丨明rn Ihe trends so you can buy at the 
time tfw right 
• Small encouragement fCM- Ihe beginner collector-In May 6,2004, 
• Picasso's "Boy wi中 a Pipe," which had been sold in 1950 for 
thirty thousand dollars, went at auction for a hundred and lour 
: million US$-Highest ever record to be set for a single piece. 
^ • ‘ 
Shirley Ben Bashat 
Manager 
'' Opera Gallery 
Hong Kong 
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FIGURES: 
Photos of Tsang Kin-wah's Untitled Hong Kong , 2003-05. Curated in an art exhibition at the Hong 





Theatre Ensemble's Comedy One Festival, front cover of program. 
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FIGURE 9.2 















Image from promotional poster for Comedy One Festival. 




Each performer was asked to answer the questions (my translation): 
1. What is stand-up comedy? 
2. What is comedy? 
3. Why should I watch your performance? 
Baahk Zi's answers: 
1. For actors who can't get anyone to do stuff (sex, theatre) with them, there is no choice but to 
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FIGURE 10.4: 
Characters from "Secret Love", one of the two plays-within-the-play. 
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FIGURE 10.5: 
Characters from "Peach Blossom Land", one of the two plays-within-the-play 
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